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Year in advance. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

Eight Dollars

FEW good boarders and lodgers
modated at 27 Spring St.

A

Exchange st., Portland.

At 109

Terms:

Board,

CO„

vance.

good rooms,
TWO
203 Cumberland St., corner
other

is published every Thursday Morning at
year, if paid in advance, at $2.00 a year.

$2.50

one

tions for
cc7

a

KE1LER,

TWOable for gentleman and wife.

gentlemen and a few tabic boarders
No. 4 Locust Street.

31A V

To Let.
BOARD, suit of rooms
WITH
HIGH & SPRING ST.

STREET.
tf

Wnirh nnd Chronometer Maker*’* Tool*,
Biilinil

a

n.l

ot

corner

sc23tf

152 Pearl Street.

Boarding.
accommodation 5 minutes
can learn, by apcan be obtained.
se23tf

reasonable.

Terms

Phil*.

Gentlemen and their wives and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated with
oc7lf
pleasaut rooms and board at 75 Free street.

Board.
Gentlemen

or a

Gentleman

TWObe accommodated with first
Rooms at No. 20 Brown Street.

0.

F.

WOODFORD,

C. I*.

WM.

M.

Y«ungman Wanted.

To Let.
FURNISHED house, to be let for six or seven
months. For particulars inquire between tho
hours of 2 and 5 P. M. ot
ocfollw*
S. B. THRASHER, 5 Carroll St.

ONE

Married Man. A situation to work or take
charge in a Harness Shop, in tho city or counHas
had 13 years experience and can cut and
try.
make all parts of harnesses. Address “Harness’* at
*oc9-3t
this office.
a

BY

JOHN JAMIESON, eldest sor. of William Jamieson, of Glasgow, Scotland, merchant and manufacturer, was born 10th Dec., 1793, and emigrated in
early l*fe, it is supposed to Canada. It alive, he is
entitled to succeed to property in Scotland of considerable value. Information wanted regarding him, or
bis children and descendants, if any. Address
CROSS, DUNN & DAVIDSON, Advocates, Montreal, Canada.
_oc9dJm

Wanted.
on QUARUYMEN for Powell McCabe & Co.’s
ZU Willay House, N. H., P. & O. R. R. Pay
*oc5-2w
$2 per day if good men.
Nutter Bros. & Co. A first class tin plate and
sheet iron worker. None but first class need
apply. 29 MARKET SQUARE, Portland Me. se29tf

Wanted—Carp enters.
waat

Catholic

Bookseller, Bookbinder,
in
and dealer

9

absolutelySAFEperfectlyoqorless.
ALWAYS UNIFORM.ILLUMINATINGOUAUTIES

Pictures, Religious Articles, Ac.
454 CONGRESS STREET,
Under Congrc.8 Ball.
Bibb

Sold

s

j> 2i f

Instalments.

on

J. B. MATHEWS Ac

to
ACTUBEO EXPBESSCY OfSP(JtQ£ THE us£0f

CO.,

HIGHLYVOLATILEAND DANGEROUS OILS.

Wholesale Dealers in First Quality

State of Maine

Roofing Slate,

NO. 119 COMMERCIAL STREET
PORTLAND, ME.
MATHEWS.

J. B.

S. G. DORMAN.

JAMES

dli

5

CLARK,

lloors Earn of

Temple Ml.,

WATER

AND

GAS

11

SITUATION as Bookkeeper or assistant Bookkeeper or Clerk in a wholesale store. Good
reference. Address H. L. D., Box 1658, city.
tf
au2l

A

FOUND."

LOST AND

& BLANCHARD,
Cumberland Center.
ocl0d3t

SfRAL OILTHAT KAVeIeEN THROWN

—DFAI.EIl IK

—

TJAT Vm/'P'O

UNT R

nihMti

ESTABLISHED

VIACHI NETWORKS
Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers aud Blacksmiths.
MAKUKACTCRER9

JOB FULTON ST.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

NEW

84 MIDDLE

deodaw

Law,

RENA. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Federal Street*.
HOOPER A EATON, Old Post Oflte,

Exchange
L. F. HOYT, No. 11 Preble Street. Upholstering done t. order.
Street.

Furniture and Upholstering.

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.
A. F. SHERRY, N«. 9 Clapp’. Block
Congrca* Street, opposite Old City Hall.

Horse Shoeing.
By Timothy Sullivan and S. Young. Experienced Horse Shoers, at No. 102 Fore

street.__
Jewelry and Fine Watches.
ABNER LOWELL, 135 Middle Street.
Agent, for Howard Watch Company.

EDGAR S. BROWN,
Law.

collections promptly attended to by E. A.
LEIGHTON, Constable and Bill Collector.
All

Masons and Builders.

J.1. B Alt HOD R, 350 Fore Street, Cor. of
CroM, Portland.
__

KiyParticular attention is called to the
method of fastening Bones in this Corset,
which is acknowledged superior to any

dtl

EDUCATIONAL-

CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
3. H. I.AMSON, 153 Middle St., cor. Crow.

Plumbers.
Real Estate Agents.
JOHN

C. PROCTER, No. »» Exchange

J. N. McCOV A

Sole

Teacher of Yocal Music,

Agents

au27

Sign and Awning Hanging.

(13m

Carriages I

MliliE.

Franklin

CCemoved to
lit. Rev.
Billings, B.

for Boys,

Family

Topsbam, MLe,
H. A. Neely, I>. D., Visitor.
Send for circular.

Rector.

97

A.,

BREElf,
FARLEY, No. 4 Ex

MEW!

Self-Folding Tucker

and
ble Hemmer.

Adjusta-

which haw a Foliliug glide,
llic luck or hem perfectly even,

one

folding by
creasing, measuring
Doing away
hand, thereby making a great saving of time and
labor. It will tuck any thickness of goods, from
ith

or

desired width from one fourth to two and a
fourth inches. It ueeds only to be seen to he appreC*atL
Keduccd I?rice $2.50,
hem any

MRS. STEPHEN B. WIV1BTBB,

Dry Air Refrigerators
aijltr*,
The Largest
combining all

€OAJL

i"

C

on

O

L

ilARi) AND SOFT WOOD.
FOOT OF

WILMOT ST., BACK COVE.

ing.

FOR SAFE.
FLOOR IN (,
and SIF.P
PINE
BOARDS, in Inis to suit purchasers, tor sale low

SOUTHERN
close consignment
a

KYA.N dt KEDsKi,
No. JG1 Commercial Street.

Stamping for Braiding

Salesroom

«5» Fore St., J. F.MERRILL.
of No. IO Cross St.
PORTLAND, MAINE.

nnj'26'1tf

F. 0. BAILEY &

save

GOWELL A GREENOUGH,
ocSdtf
No. 247 Middle Street.

^HOSIERY!
UNDERWEAR.
We offer unusual bargains in
Ladies’ Gents’ and Children’s Underwear, for Ladies, at prices from
50 cts, to $4.00. Gents 75 cts. to
d» 1

OR

nL:i.l«n»

A O

wv

vmiuivu

xm

new

OR

books bought and sold by the piece or
Over one hundred thousand volumes

hand.

now on

ALBGliT COLBY &SOKS,
Publisher and Bookseller,

Children’s Clothing!
MADE

TO. ORDER
A.T

A.
sell

A.

CAMPBELL.
dll

PBINT.NU 0f every desctlpti'm neatly
executed at this office.

J»B

Saponifying Substance,
recently perfected
1HAVE
Lye, and
ing my Potash,
of which will
in
the
a new

or

am

method of pack-

packing it
saponify, and

now

coating
Balls,
only
does not injure the Soap. It is packed in boxes containing 24 and 48 lbs. one lb. Balls, and in no other

Directions in English and German for making
hard and soft Soap with this Potash accompanying
B. T. BABBITT,
each package.
64 to 84 Washington Stieet, N. Y.

Box 1514 Portland P. O.

anil harness.

iiuv«

The

horse is

OF

—

Owen &

Moore,

Congress
St.,
oc5

cor. Brown.
tt

RICHARDSON & CROSS.
Merchants.

Special attention paid

Southern

to

SPECIALTIES

IN’

Trimmings,
Buttons, Kid Gloves, &c.

1VELS0X &

CO.,

SEW SOIBER

495,

OUD NUMBER 29T,

CONGRESS

ST.

oc6_dlw

FALL STOCK
OF

—

Has full line of fine goods, tor Gents’ wear, and
guarantees to make them up in tho best style, and
give satisfaction to all who may favor him with their
patronage,
(E^r’ARTHUR NOBLE may be found at tho old
stand, and will be pleased to receive a call from his
former customers.
se30d2w

JUST RECEIVED
a

consignment

of

Gents’ Merino Underwear I
Bargains for

a

few

GENTS MERINO SuIBTS nt
((
“
“

“

Above prices quoted,

or

are

.70
.75

<c
«•
“

l!ob

1.13
less than at wholesale.

DAVIS & CO.

•

The balance of onr stock of Palmer’s Jacqueline Corset at Seventy-lire eents.
Davis & to. solo proprietor of tho

rics, Railroads, dee.,
cither at mill

S .50

••

cc
“
“

k

Lumber

AND

MARCHIOflESS CORSET.

delivered.

West India and South American Cargoes
furnished to order.

PORTLAND, MAINE,

nn18

Bergmanns Zephyr Woisted.
We have received our Fall Importations of BergZephyr Worsteds in Single, Split and double
the choice shades, also

Sewing

in all

islwttf

Machine
or

light

GERMANTOWN WOOLS
Which

we

Warranted Superior to
ever ottered in

13 Free Street
and examine for yourselves.

S. W. EATOV.

ineoiy mac me enects ot farmcontinued for four years, but
that Peruvian guano exhausted itself in two
years, and that no value should be put on it
after that time; and that even if you applied
Peruvian guano in addition to farm-yard manure, they would both be sooner exhausted
than the
manure would have been
if the guano had not been applied at all. This
to
me
rather peculiar, and as
theory appeared
I had some time ago carried out a series of
experiments which have some bearing upou
it, 1 send them to you for publication, as a
small contribution towards the clearing up of
this point.
puuuueu iue
manure

yard

About fifteen years ago the Highland Society offered a premium for the best report on
the comparative effects of special and farmyard manure over a four-course rotation,
leaving it to the reporters themselves to
choose any kind-of special manure to test
against the farm-yard. In 18591 commenced
an experiment with that
object in view, and
fixed upon Peruvian guano, pure dissolved
bones, and pure dissolved coprolites to try

against farm-yard manure. To this experiment when finished the society awarded a
premium, and it was published in their transactions, and will be found in the volume,
July, 1863, to March, 1865, page 214. After
I finished this experiment, for my own satisfaction, I resolved to repeat it with the same
manures on the same piece of land.
Each
lot, consisting of half an acre, had been
marked ont and plowed so that no mistake
could be made as to each manure being again
applied to exactly the same piece of land.
The manures used in the first experiment
were analyzed by Professor Anderson, which
analysis will be found in the published report,
and for the other rotations I got manures as
nearly as possible of the same quality. The
farm-yard manure in all the trials was of the
best quality I had on my farm each year, and
was well preserved,
In all the three rotations the whole turnip crop was carted off the
land, none of the produce raised upon it during the continuation of the experiment being
consumed upon it, except the second crop ol
grass after the two crops of hay, which were
pastured by sheep, and the whole crop of
grass in the years 1865 and 1870. In 1865 I
did not need to make a whole field ot hay,
having a good stock of old left over, and I
could not conveniently fence off the two acres
of the experiment, as they were in the centre
of the field. In 1870 I was within three years
of the expiration of my lease, and as I was
bound to farm according to the five-course
shift for the last five years of it, I was compelled to pasture it that year. During both
the years it was pastured I did not give the
stock grazing on it any artificial food.
I
need not send you a copy of the experiment
on the first rotation, but for the sake of ease
of comparison I append the gross results of
the four years of it.
This series of experiments, so tar as it is
to be relied upon, shows that there is less
difference in the permanent effects of farmyard and special manures than is generally
believed. In the first and third rotations,

DAVIS & CO.
tf

The

Mechanics’ Exhibition
—

AND

—

AFT EXPOSITION
—

IN

Famuli 1 ami

—

Quincy Halls,

BOSTON,
will

positively

17th.

ADMISSION 50 CENTS.
oc8

We Sell for Cash
TRUST IS

—ALSO—

White Oak & Hard Wood Plank & Wedsjes
LOWEST CASH PRICES

L.
TAYLOR,
178 COMltlEBCIAli STREET,
PORTLAND.

Only

DEAD.

Canned Roods of all kinds.
Sugar, Coffee and Tens,
Spices. Raisins, Starch, &c.
Rice, Soap, dee..
Flour and Crackers of all kinds,
Brooms, Cheese.
Washing made ea«y, put up by H. H. Dow, the
best thing, labor saving, and will not damage the
finest article.
Roods delivered to any part of the
City, without charge* Produce bought and
sold.

O’BREON & CO.,

SOUTHERN^HARD

dGt

100.000 best Rift Cocnst Treenails,
150.000 best Sawed White Oak do.
20,000.bei*l quality Canada Knecn

,

—

11ST TITE CITY.

ME.dtf_

For Sale.
cows and a Jersey heifer, one cow just calved, the other will calve in early spring. For particulars apply at 70 Washington, coiner ol Fox St.

TWO

*oel0-3t

For Baltimore.
BOWDOIN. For freight apply to
BUNKEK BKUTHEKS,
Merrill’s Wharf,

PINE

LUMBER.

Locust Treenails.

AT

AND

No. 57 Commercial Street.
lm
oclO_

close

Saturday Evening Oct.

Cheapest Grocery
—

3,000,000
Timber, Plunk nn<l Board, for Ship,
Bridge, Factory, Car aud House

Feel

purposes on Whart anil at the Mills. The only
sortment offered in Maine.
^“Orders by mail promptly attended too.

as

J. W. DEERING,
HEAD RICH ARD&ON’S IVIIARF.

JvU__is<Ut
ON AND AFTER

MONDAY, OCTOBER lath

WE9
o’clock.

shall keep

o’clock,

out

and

store open every

evening until

Saturday evenings

r»rrvrv

rvf*

1 Tv a

ftimninil

very large one over all, but largest on the
guano lot, the value of the last crop (oats)
is just about as much below that raised by
farm-yard manure as the value ot the turnip
crop raised by guano as above that raised by
farm-yard manure. This shows that when
the first crop o( the rotation exhausts about
the same quantity of either farm-yard manure or guano, there is about the same
quantity of both left in the soil for the use of the
last crop, but when the first crop exhausts
more of the guano than of the
farm-yard
manure there is just about the same
proportion less left. With regard to the dissolved
hones and coprolites, it will te noticed that
the gross produce from them over the whole
experiments is less than that from the other
two manures,showing that they had not supplied so much of the proper manurial elements for the whole crops grown as the other
two did; but while this is the case it also
shows that what they do supply is not exhausted any sooner; if we compare the barley|crop of 1860, the first corn crop of the
last rotation, with the oat crop of 1862, the
last crop of that rotation, it will he seen the
value of the crop of barley raised by the
farm-yard manure is considerably greater
than that raised by the hones and coprolites,
but there is only a few shillings difference in
the value of the last crop; this looks as if the
greater quantity of ammonia applied in the
farm-yard manure aud guano than in the
bones and coprolites had acted more rapidly,
and having exhausted itself in the increased
crop of the first part of the rotation, there
had been nearly an equal quautity of mineral
elements left in the soil by ail the manures
for the last crop of it.
This seems to lead to the conclusion that
on average good soil, containing a fair proportion of clay, such as that on which these
experients were made, it does not matter
much in what shape we apply the manures
to them, if we only give them a sufficient
quantity of the proper manurial elements of
the crops we sow upon them, as thev seem
to retain them in all the different shapes till
they are exhausted by the crop grown; for
here the lots to which special manures alone
were applied for three rotations show as few
symptoms of manuaial exhaustion at the end
of that time as that to which the iarm-yard
manure was applied.
I believe all the lots
were in quite as good condition when I finished the experiment as were when I commenced it.
Culture of the Grape.

A paper

was read before the Michigan
Pomological Society, by A. Sigler of Adrian,

the culture
the

of the grape, from which we

following practical directions,

which contains much in few

sc26

jy21d3m

TWELFTH

of

In the discussions that have for some time
pa3t been going on about compensation to
tenants for unexhausted improvements at the
termination ot a lease, there has been considerable difference of opinion
expressed about
the lasting effects of different manures. In a
recent agricultural trial which attracted a
great deal of attention, some witnesses pro-

extract

FLOUR STORE

AT

ex-

barnyard manure, with trials extending through periods of four years, in order to get at the lasting effects of the manures
as well as the immediate results
usually made
the sole object of such comparative trials.
The writer, Mr. Dove of Coldstream (on the
dividing line between England and Scotland),

on

wholesale and rolail.

otter at

pnrpoac..

comparative effects

guano and

inanns

No. 1 1-3 UNION WHARF

to the

small one, and nearly equal on all, and
would not exhaust a large quantity of the
manure, the value of the last crop of the rotation (oats) raised by guano was only a few
shillings less than the value of those raised
by farm-yard manure. In the second rotation when the first crop of it (turnips) was a

Dress & Cloak

furnishing

Pine

as

ex-

was a

FILLING.

**

Commission

periments

whpn thfl flraf.

WORST EDS

80 MIDDLE STREET,

Please examine our goods and
before purchasing else*
where

sound,
and safe tor
lady to drive. Inquire of
ALSO
SOHOONF.K
S.'B. TliUASHEK, 5 Carroll St.
ocCdlw*
ccDdlw
anv

ASSORTMENT
—

PA

a

~

iv

prices

A Family Horse for Sale.
Phaeton

LARGE

pair.

_dlm&w5w

ocGdtf

PATTERNS!

300 pairs new Fall Nobby Goods for Goats and Pants.
Shades Garibaldi Two
E. W. HASKELL,
button Gloves at $1.50 successor to “Noble 8c Haskell”,

way.

Bp21

Slipper

—

LYE,

Winter Board lor Horses
near the city.
Address
E. c. O’BKio.nr,

3511-2 Congress St.

4v.uo«

KID GLOVES!

B. T. BABBITT’S

Potash,

and Ottoman

FOR

New and Complete Stock Just
Received, All Styles and all Qualities at prices from 10 cts to $1.50.

Of double the strength of any other

Street.

in

assortment of

GOODS.

BARGAINS
-i*-

your money.

BECKETT,

CHOICE

Uudervests tor $1.

We can beat the world in .prices for all kinds
Striped India, long and square; Cashmere, long and
square; Ottoman in endless variety ot styles.
Also, a splendid lino of Woolens and Housekeeping Goods, selling cheaper than the cheapest.
Call and see us beiore purchasing elsewhere and

5J!fr*Pleasc call and sec them and you will surely
buy them.se23d3w

In The World.

and

44

Portland, July 21, 1874.

V JE K V

Heavy Ladies’

GREAT

5.00.
4.00
44
44
6.50
5.50
Also, a splendid line of DRESS GOODS
all Styles and Shades, very cheap.
SHAWLS, SHAWLS.
44

CALL

137 MIDDLE STREET,

Heavy Fleeced

Lined Hose for 50c.

any Machine
this market.

Merchant Tailor 1

WEEK

cases blankets.
One lot worth $4.50.Selling for $3.00
44
44

Yery Choice Goods !

an

THIS

three;

eo:13w

Book Store

119 Exchange

(11 w

CO.,

sc23

just received

OFFER

Extra

Embroidering.

BLANKETS.

15 Exchange Street and 176 Fore Street.

lias

NELSON & CO.

JUST RECEIVED AT

New

Pure Concentrated

Cheapest

A

0C8

Now is the time to buy lor the "Winter.

Manufactory, Rear

d2m

»ul2

^28

of Air and ECONOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers* Prices.
Cheaper than any other. CAN SAVE T1IE ADVANCE IN ICE IN ONE SEASON, and get a tetter article by buying of manufacturer or agent.
Don’t fail of being convinced of this fact before buy-

ag5tr

,

which they ofler for sale at tlie lowest market prices.
They also always keep on hand

to

unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of Mao.
agemcul, Durability, Dryness and Purity

by tbe pound.

hand all the best kinds of

Best Assortment, in the State,
latest Improvements, called

It is

Old

P. PRINCE & SON

and
the

THE PEERLESS.

WO. I3r OXFORD HfUKET.

COAL !

Ladies’ Underwear made to Order.

of different qualities, from the manufacturer, will bo
gold this week at

W. C.

Ul'UUt'S illlU

Street.

Timber for Ships, Bridges, Facto*

invoice of

CO.

Bemember we warrant onr
Marchioness Corsets for one year.
dl«r
oc7_

CLOUGH’S, Extra

corner Centre

Free,

and Misses’

—

J.

Dess than cost to Manufacture.

hand and for sale at low prices.
Specialty work built to order and repairing iu all
its branches.
tf
aug 25

Ajiut for Portia ml,

keep constantly

Phaetons,

On

The most uselul attachment ever invented for Sewing Machines.

Hole

Stylish

Reach

SAVE THE ADVANCE ON ICE !

t'AHBAND’S IMPROVER

w

and

S.

500 HORSE BLANKETS

liuililinfr.

AT

—

—

An

ne26d3w

SOMETHING

Thaonly
which keep*

Sleighs,

Wagons, &c.

CtAPT. E.

line Corsets

Endless Variety,

an

DAVIS~&

Ac

Saratoga, Madam Foy’s and Jacque-

Streets.

19 C ASCO STREET,

Ron1: of Mechanic

Light

INSTRUCTION

97 Franklin Street,
change Street.

5

L
oclOtf

(Full

C. H.

NO.

&

AND

ALL DESIRABLE MAKES.

IN

PATTERNS.

CANVAS, Ac,,

D1BBV, Do. 353 Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., in JDeleno’a Mill.
H. Ij. HOOPER, Cor. York
Maple

Horse Blankets,
Horse Blankets !

COMPLETE
RIUBT.

ARE

MERINO UNDERWEAR !

WORSTEDS,

Stair Bnilder.

Oscar

in Navigation in all or any of its
parts. Full course $30. Any part in proportion.
course includes Lunar).
Apply to
or

Light Carriages

STREET,

FRANKLIN

jU30tf

LOCKHART,

Manufacturers of

School

NAVIGATION SCHOOL,

JET

J. W. A H. H. MCODFFEE, Cor. Middl
A V nion Sts.

jy31d2im

Augustine’s School

BEADED VRIAGE.
BEADED GIMPS.
BEADED LACE,
A BEADED BUTTONS,

LUMBER

Watches, Jewelry, &c.
D. P. H.

Misses’ and Children’s
Merino Underwear.

MALTA A- YAK LACE.,

B. F.

TARDIVEL, 25 W, 4Gth ML.
N. V., re-opens her French, English and
German Boarding and Day School for Youug Ladies
and Children Sept. 17th. Superior advantages. Seven
ladies and ten gentlemen are attached to the Institution. No paius are spared to imjirove pupils in Arts

St.

Ladies’

Silver and Plated Ware.

se23dlmTt&F

and Sciences.

jafldly

ABNER I.OWEDD, 155 Middle Street.

for the State of Maine.

Carriages l

NO. 122 STATE STREET.

Street.

S. TODNG, No. 103 Fore Street.

PORTLAND,

MISS LIZZIE NORTON,

Goods,

JUST RECEIVED.

Street.__
Roofers.
CO., 38 Spring

STOCK
PRICES

(Ladies’, Gents’

Western Promenade,

Western terminus of Spring Street
Horse Car Isine,
dim
8020
PORTLAND, ME.

JAMES MIDl.EB.No.91 Federal Street.

IVlerrill, Prince A Co.,
Jobbers of Fancy Goods,

ltanfortli Street and

cor.

Near

per

Photographers.
A. S. l»A VI* A

The peculiar style of cutting gives sufl cientr fullness-at the bosom, without folding at the top. gradually and closely fitting to, and over the hips, is longer front and back than ordinary Corsets, and in fact,
is the only Corset corset cut in this form.

a

KEITH.

E. REDLON, 233 1-2 Congre*. St.

other.

80 MIDDLE ST.
my 9

A.

MS It HI

Pattern and Model Maker.

PORTXiA.CTD, MAINE.

at

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.

Carpet-Bags.

Ever Offered to the Public S

oc2dtf

Connsellor

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.

A. R. DCRAN A CO.. 171 Middle and
118 Federal Street.

THIS IS THE M0S1

OUR

GOWELL A G RE ENOUGH’S,

Dye-House.

PERFECT-FITTING CORSET

Bank,)

Manufactory

WHITNEY A MEANS, PenrI Street, opposite Park.

N

Jet and Bead Buttons,
Beal Yak and Malta Laces.

Fancy Ties iu

Superior for

always gives

less space,
than brick.

Lasting Effects of Itlauure.
A correspondent of one of our
English
changes recently gave the results of some

farm-yard

Chimneys, as it requires
good draft, and costs less

BLANKETS,

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

i!

Pipes,

MACHINE STITCHING.

Watches, Jewelry, and Silver Ware.

JACQUELINE

Beaded Gimps,
Beaded Fringe,
Beaded Laces,

PLEASE EXAMINE THE OOODS.

Carpenters and Builders.

J. A.

—

Superior for Well Sides, as it keeps out all surface
water. Superior for Sewers, as it keeps lree from

Confectionery.
J. PERKING manufacturerofplain
and fancy Candle*, 287 Congress 8t,
Portland We.

PATENT

FOR

Thomson’s
Seamless
Kid Gloves !

*

Cement Drain and Sewer

Hydraulic

A. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St.

COR S

STREET,

below Canal

Exchange, N«. ill Exchange St#
NUACKFORD, No. 35 Plum

SMATiL &
Street*

AUEHIS.

PALMER’S

O’Donnell & Sylvester,

(2nd door

LAULAHU

tl

at

Street,

jul7

#

Counsellors

Co.,

&

BOSTON,

Portable Engine, 40 horse

apll

YORK..

Nos. 6 and 8 Custom House

Patent Boiler.

215 COMMERCIAL STREET,

NEW

Capon, Sprague

OK

MARINE, STATIONARY AND PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.
Alcott’s Turbine Water Wlicel,
Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blancliard’s

177a

SOLE AGENTS

Manufacture under the Stockwell Patents ol 1S70
’71, ’72 and ‘73,

11, Printer’*

DAVID W. DEANE, Na. 89 Federal St.
All kind* of Uphols'erlngand Repairing
done to order.__

CHS.PRATT&CO.

Pipe Co.,

JOUST W. gTOCKWEL.Ii, manager,

MRS.

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room

AS THE BEST SAFEGUARD WHEN LAMPSARE USED

PORTLAND

FOR SALE—One New
power, built to order.

Y_

tin T A T> XT'

COMMERCIAL STREET.

Booksellers and Stationers.
nOVT, A FOGG , No.OI Middle Slrtel.
T. P. McGOWAN, 234 Congrem St.

done to order.

Ifjthroughout
SURANCECOiipyheco
flfijgj^j^CdlimSSBKfUj

THE

CTORY,

i

IS Free Street.
6EOROE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. UpholHtering of all kind*

SAFEST AND BEST.

AS THE

Also

2d floor.

rooms on

WORSTED

A WORLD WIDE REPUTATION

Hackmatack Knees, Ship Timber,
Masts and Spars. Deck Plank and
nil kinds of Hard Wood sawed to
Order

two unfurnished

A

FOSTER’S Dye House,24 Union Street.*

THE1 ASTRAlTaSNOVV

ap21__^

To Let.
LET,
several furnished rooms, at No. 4 Cotton street,
TOdoors
au3dt f
from Free Street.

these grades. They
quality are unsur-

DAVIS-& CO.,
—

to ST. JOHN SMITH.
No. 27 Widgery’s Wharf.

Fall & Winter

LOSt.
SEAL consisting of a Gold Babbit on a camelian
base engraved with monogram ••F. W. S.” Tho
finder will be well rewarded by leaving it with Dana
& Co., Central Wharf.
oc9dtf

WHEoACCIDENTaiRE?rL^^^^ffiKRY

UNSUCCESSFULLYdnTHE MARKET isFURTHEHPBflOF

To Let.
Apply

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.

"■

until

GEO. e. ROBINSON & CO.,
Proprietors of the Cogin Ilnssau Store.
oclOdlw

10

words. He
first speaks of the management ot the foreign
grape:
In preparing the soil before setting tho
vines, it has been my practice to spade the
earth about two feet deep and pulverize well.
11 the soil is reasonably rich, I use no manure
before setting. But alter the vines have got

good start I use manure freely on the surface of the earth and keep putting it on yearly, as it answers a two-fold purpose, for a
mulch and a feeder. The treatment of the
vine the first year is to not let but one shoot
grow, and pinch that one off about the last
of August, so the wood will ripen ap to stand
our winter better.
About the last of November or the first of December, I take the
me
vine irom
iruius, trim 11, anu ncnu it
down and cover it from four to six inches
deep in the earth, and leave them in this
condition until the first or middle of Ap:il.
Then I uncover the vines and wash them off
clean with soapsuds, or use a force pump,
which answers a very good purpose to wash
the dirt off aud to moisten the buds so they
will develop more evenly. This should be
done frequently until they are well leaved
out-. The second year I let two shoots grow,
and treat them in the same manner as the
first year, and then to the third year, which
the anxious cultivator is lookiug to the opening of every bud to see il he is to be row arded
for a portion of his toils, which he is sure of
if he performs his duty well. If you slight
the grapevine it will remember you at the
harvest time with an indignant refusal to
give you one single cluster of well-develoned
fruit. So it is in every department of horticulture. The earlior we learn this lesson,
whatever is worth doing at all, is worth doa

ing well.

After the third year, you have encouraged
the growth of the vine to its fullest capacity
iu length, say cmht or ten feet, which should
never be allowed to extend farther than this,
on any condition whatever, (or fear of
letting
it overbear. The over-indulgent cultivator is
is apt to spoil his fruit, and also the future
usefulness of the vine, by over-taxation. 1
have spoiled several of mine before I could
learn this sad lesson.
A few remarks upon the best varieties of
native grapes for this latitude,
perhaps, would
not be

uninteresting

to some.

The first of

all the native varieties is the Concord, next
Delaware; Hartford Prolific for early, but

the

first-class; Diana <br keening qualities is
No. 1; Creveling should be "in the list, and
the Croton comes highly recommended from
different sources, but not fnlly testeil here;
the Iona is a good grape, but not hardy; the
Clinton is valuable for jelly and wine, and its
The system of
keeping qualities are good.
pruning the natives grapes is the same as the
which
I
left
off
at the third year. I
foreign,
have always adopted the spur mode of pruning the vine as it appeared to me to be the
most reasonable, and that is to cut off in the
fall the present season’s growth of wood, to
the third eye on each spur. This is the manner that I have always practiced since I commenced the cultivation of the vine, and I
have been very successful in getting plenty of
good fruit. If I think the vitality of the vine
requires more wood, I let the end branches
extend a little latther at the time ot pruning,
but more ofteu make mistakes in getting too
much bearing wood than otherwise.
not
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There is considerable difference of opinion
the subject of a milk diet. It is surrounded with a mass of whims, or prejudices, and
of mistaken ideas, which are based more on
individual fancies than upon certain fact. To
one a glass of milk imbibed is believed to be a
sure provocation of a bilious
attack; to another, a disordered stomach; to a third,drowsiness ; and so on, through such a
category of
simple though disagreeable ailments that we
on

look aghast at the farmer who drains
cup after cup of the fresh, pure
liquid, time and
again during the day, and wonder at the resisting powers which his organization must
possess. The truth is, however, that milk is
not unwholesome. On the contrary, iL contains good, substantial bone, muscle, flesh
and brain producing substances, which, assimilating quickly, act rapidly in building up
the body. Naturally, we assert, it is nourishing; that it does bring on certain troubles is
nevertheless true, but the cause is in the individual s'omach, not iu the milk, provided,
of course, the latter be fresh and sweet. The
Commercial Advertiser of recent date bad
some excellent remarks on this subject which
are well worthy of repetition.
“Milk diluted
with one-third lime-water, it is said, “will not
cause any one biliousness, and, if taken
regularly, will so strengthen the stomach as to
banish these disorders. It maybe taken with
acid of some kind when it does net easily digest. The idea that milk must, not be eaten
with pickles is not an intelligent one, as milk
curdles in the stomach ucaily as soou as it is
swallowed. When milk is constipating, as it
is frequently found to be by persons who
drink freely of it in the couutry in the summer time, a little salt sprinkled in each
glassful will prevent the difficulty.
When it has
an opposite effect, a few
drops of brandy in
each goblet of milk will obviate its purgative
effect. As milk is so essential to the health
of our bodies, it is well to consider when to
take it, and how. It is a mistake to drink
milk between meals, or with food at the table. In the former case it will destroy the
appetite; and iu the latter it is never proper
to drink anything.
Alter finishing each
meal a goblet of pure milk should be drank;
and if any one wishes to grow fleshy, a pint
taken before retiring at night will soon cover
the scrawniest bones. Iu cases of fever and
summer complaint milk is given with excellent results. The idea that milk is ‘feverish’
has exploded, and it is now the physician’s
great reliance in bringing through typhoid
patients, or those in too low a state to be

nourished by solid food.”

Best Management at Fires.
an alarm of fire breaks out, the first
thing to do is to remain calm, cool and collected. Take time to consider quietly what
you will do. and act with great moderation.
Such behavior on the part of the heads of the
family tends to keep the children and subordinates in the same frame of mind. If it
When

at night, and there is not time to dress,
yourself in a blauket, slip on your shoes

comes

roll
or

boots, and thus accoutred you will be in

some degree protected against the dames.
See that all the family do the same thing and
pin the blaukets securely. If the smoke is so
very suffocating that you cannot breathe, go
on your hauds and knees, for with a foct or
so of the floor there will be the purest air.
A wet silk handkerchief or a piece of thin
gauze flannel, covering the lace like a mask,
will permit one to breathe better by keeping
the smoke out. If the fire is in such a locality
that yqu can neither make your way upward
nor downward, go into a front
room, and if
possible collect your family there. But do
not throw yourself out of the windows, or let
others do so, until you have made a line by
tying sheets and blankets together, and let■-o

-----*
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securely to the bedposts, or bureaus, or
something heavy enough to hold it and extra
weight put on it. If no blankets or sheets
are at hand, call out from the windows for
ladders to be raised to your relief, or to have
same’.strong persons hold a sheet or blauket
tightly at its four corners for a ‘-jumping
sheet,y and jump into it. In letting others
down by a, rope made of alternate sheets and
blankets tied at opposite corners, fasten it
around their waists, and lower them slowly,
and lastly slide down by it yourself.
When a chimney is found to be on fire,
throw into the grate or fireplace a few haudsful of common salt, or scatter flour of sulphur

the dullest of the coals. This will cause
vapors to ascend, which will cheek
the force of the fire. Cut otf all currents of air
up the chimney, by fastening a wet piece of
old carpet or a blanket across the fireplace.
Water should never be thrown from above,
above, down the chimney, for it would injure
the carpet and furniture.
over

mephitic

How to Check the Progress of Fires.—
“Fire Extinguishers,” charged carbonic acid
gas, formed by the combination of chemicals,
throws the fluid with such lorce that it wiil
reach a distance of twenty or thirty feet.
Fire cannot progress in this gas, and the

amount discharged by one of these extinguishers stifles it directly, over a large surface.
But if you do not possess one of these valuable engines, you should remember that wet
carpets, rugs and blankets are far more
effectual in extinguishing and preventing the
spread of fire than water thrown on, and at
the same time do far less damage to the furniture. Iu the confusion and haste incidental
to a tire, doors and windows are apt to be
thrown open, but they should be carefully
shut as fire cau only spread rapidly when it
is plentifully supplied with air.
If you discover your clothes [to be on fire,
keep yourself calm, and retaiu your presence
of mind, and on no account rush wildly from
room to room.
If you are alone, seize any
loose rug or woolen article at hand, and wrap
it lightly about you; this will stifle the flames
at once. If nothing of the kind is near, and
there is no one to help you, wrap your clothing about you and roll on the floor; this will
extinguish the flames in a great degree. If a
man is near when woman’s clothes catch fire,
let him throw her onjthe floor, and, if no other article is near, snatch off his own coat and
wrap it about her, but a woolen shawl or
blanket will do as well.

Common Precautions.—The most fruitful
of the fires arise from the mismanage-

sources

ment of

matches, candles,

kerosene

lamps

and gas, and of fires in grates or on the
hearth, and spent ashes. Many of our large
fires result directly from children being allowed to play with lucifer matches.
These
dangerous articles should always be kept underlock and key, or on a very high shelf, out

of the reach of childreu, and they should be
made to comprehend that they are touch nols,
handle nots, aud be punished if they transgress. But even mice will sometimes cause
tires by dragging otf a box of matches to their
nests, a3 they like to nibble the phosphorus.
Lucifer matches are undoubtedly a great improvement upon the flint and tinder of our
great grandfather’s days, but their manufacture is destructive to the health of the opera-

tivpfl
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life and property.
Kerosene lamps and candles are more dangerous than gas burners, because they arc carried about the house,and unless the lamps are
kept well filled, they are in danger of exploding from a combustive gas arising on the surface of the oil when if liffed up and carried
about, an explosion is imminent. A common
candle should never be left burning iu a room.

Iu case of an escape from gas pipes, turn it
off at the meter, and open doors and windows
at once, but be very careful not to
light a
match iu the room, or bring in a
lighted candle. Oiuders and ashes,

should

never

be put into

apparently dead,

a

wooden bucket,

or

set in a closet.
Wood ashes require more
care than coal ashes, as they are more liable
to kindle.—Country Gentleman.

A
On board

happened

a

Literary

Critic.
steamboat lately the writer

to sit near a young lady to whom
he was attracted by her evident absorption iu
a book she held, to say nothing of certain
physical allurements, to wit: Opulence of
auburn hair, adjusted with modest grace;
item, a pair of turquoise-blue eyes, frequently
lifted from the book; item, a pair of very
white and shapely ungloved hands. A quick
glance at the volume possessed (him of its
name, and an indefinable but potent social
instinct led him to ask if she found “Man
She answered
and Wife” very interesting.
promptly that she did, but confessed that it
was her habit to skip certain passages, “like
this,” she explained, indicating with one of
those long, fine fingers two or three columns
•

•
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says:

No. 33 Plum Street.

STORE
sel5dtf

the

BUSINESS DIK

We have the entire control of
give better BatiBlaction, and for
paeseu.

HOUSE

sediment, and constantly grows harder.

L.

PIPING.
W, H, SIMONTON,

on

ARE PROVED BYITSCONTINUED USE IN OVER

HASEVEROCCURED from burning.
STORING OR HANDLING IT.
jib. THE MANY IMITATIONSSCOUN7ERKITS ...

STREET,

FEDERAL

103

EVERY

possible test
lTis AFETYunder
AND ITS PERFECT BURNING QUALMS'111

FOGG.

L.

ju9

W. C.

BURNS IN ANY LAMP WITHOUT DANGER
OF EXPLODINGORTAKING FIRE

House to Let.
No. G2 Pine Street (Hull Block), recently
occupied by Robert I. Hull, long or short lease.
Possession giveii immediately.
MATTOCKS & FOX.
Inquire of
dtf
ep24

Portland Cement Drain

road to Yarmouth about 5 mi’es
from the City 2 pair Children’s BOOTS, the
owner can have the same by proving property and
paying for this advertisement. Gall at 35 SMITH ST.
Oct. 8, 1874.ocl0d3t*

PRATTS ASTRAL OIL

A

wo

Wanted.

MONDAY

T. P. IttcGOWAN,

IN ALL THE NEW SHADES!

BURROWS BROS.

Oct. 8th, 1814.

i*2‘J

To Let.
TENEMENT containing 8 rooms, pleasantly located.
Kent $250 per year. Also, 5 rooms,
about $140 per year. Apply to
W. W. CARR,
se29tf
197 Newbury Street.

few

a

Found.

a

Thomson’s Seamless Lockstitch Kid Cloves

ONE

Carpenters immediately.
WEApply at shop ingood
Doten’s Mill to-day.

Book, Card & Job Printer

Every I>e8cription of work promptly and carefully
aeoutcd, and at the lcwest prices

To Let
half of a double Brick House, ten rooms,
Pleasantly situated on Danfortb Street, No. 33.
Possession given October 1st. Enquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real Estate Agent, 205 Middle street.
dtf
Portland, Sept., 30,1*74

AT

THOMES

(DAILY PKESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

j

Outrivals them all!

»

Heirs Wanted.

warded.

109 EXCHANGE ST.,

————————

A SPECIALTY I

A

Wanted.

DURING

MARKS

ern

wlio i§ able and willing to do hard work, and
wants to learn the Wholesale Grocery Business,
oclOdlw
Address F. 0. Box, 1033.

Lost.

IiAltCOCK.

TWO
ate

;

TERMS $8.00 PEE ANNUM IN ADVANCE.
■■■

MONDAY MORNING, OCTOBER 12, ’71

the Exhibition at tbo Hall of the Cumberland Centre Farmers Club, a small IVORY
as a keepsake.
valuable
BOX,
Any one fluding or
giviug information at the store of Thornes & Blanchard’s where in can be be found will be suitably re-

niylhd&wly

1874.

I————

khTgloves

and his Wile can
class Board and
myl9dtl

«0|)lii«nl I us (rumen Is, School
Appnrnlus. Ac.,
56 Tlnrkc'l Ntreel, Trin(<*rs Esehau»<-,
PORTLAND, MIC.

I

....

first class Furnished Houses, with all modconveniences, on Deering Street. Immedipossession given. Apply to UPHAM & GARDINo.
7 Exchange Street.ocSJlw
NER,

pp24

rpWO
JL

12,

PRESS.

Furnished Houses to Let*

TO

Wanted.
sc23dtf

OCTOBER

I.

l

Wanted.

Rooms To Lei.

Me.

MANUFACTURERS OF
irnI

37

desiring good
walk from the City Bnilding
THOSE
at this office where such

MODEL MAKERS & JOBBERS,
I

at

a

Suil of Rooms
with boar l at 152 PEARL ST.

WOODFORD & BABCOCK.

fl

octldtf

MORNING,

I

*****

;

establish an agency in Portland, for tho sale ot.
an economical, and nutritious, Horse and Cattle
Food. Address, H. J. PERKINS, 129 Sommer St.,
Boston.oc10d3t*

oo5

Also two single
wanted, at house

:

THE PRESS,

comer

Rooms to Let Witli Board.
pleasant unfurnished rooms with board,suit-

plying

O

dtf

at

PAINTER,

Portland

IYI

single gentlemen

TABLE BOARD

SO. 883 CONGRESS STREET,

IvH

few

223* Cumberland st.,
Boarding
Wilmot, Also table board.

At

ItKSI BENCE

aud one largo
Also accommodaat 52 Free St.

!

*.*.

MISCELLANEOUS.

rooms

Boarding.

BUSINESS CARDS.

FliESCO

suite of

BOARD,
WITH
room, suitable lor families.

DAILY

■■■

TO LEI,

board, at

of

To Let.
a

Hates of Advertising; One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.**
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Hall square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week alter.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” and “Auction
Sales,’’ $2.Cp per square per week; three inseitious
or less $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square lor each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
POUT LAND PUBLISHING Co.

L.

with

Franklin. Also
good rooms,oc7l f
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of solid type, unbroken
by paragraphs or quotation marks. The conveisation
sped on in
literary paths—not very lofty or difficult ones,
to be sure, yet safe and
pleasant; and at last
the blonde stranger ventured to
divulge her
private literary likings.
“I like Miss Brandon s books so much,” she
said, the white
fingers of her two hands rushing into a musical embrace, as if to attest tbe devotedness of
her adoration, and the blue eyes
glancing upward, as if that way lay Miss Brandon’-,
home. Brandon or Braddon; there’s but the
difference of a letter, and the fact that she
made the mistake proves that she is not
very
familiar with that author's writings. Let us
take courage; she may like Miss Braddon,
but no doubt it is as a means of rare
literary
dissipation; her tastes, of course, abide in

higher regions, and descend only occasionally.
Soon she pronounced the name of one of our
own writers—a lady who writes out of tbo
purity of a large, warm heart—prououuccd
the name with earnest praise. This atoned
for Miss Brandon, but only for a moment, for
being interrogated, she admitted that she had
not read any of this lady’s writings, but had
seen her as a summer visitor in her owu
place
of residence.

But a severer

shock

was

im-

pending. Resuming the revelation of her literary preferences, she said, with an enthusiasm the sight of which would have made Miss
Braddon grow green with jealousy, “But I

like Mrs. Southworth best of all!” The charm
broken; the sunlight faded Irom the a t-

was

buin hair and left it dull aud dowdy; the blue
eyes dwindled to beady points; aud from tbo
long hands, catling the air on a voyage of
emphasis, was exhaled the unmistakable odor
of peanuts.—Literary World.

Sensible Advice.—Our casual correspondents must be brief. This simple rule would
not seem to need reiteration, but incessant experience proves it must be said agaiu and agaiu.
When every inch is valuable, it is certainly au
assumption for any one to ask for half a co!»
umn or so to
explain himself, but people do it
every day, aud wonder at the rejection of their
communications. As a rule, the length of a
communication is in exact ratio to the tnabilitv
vi

bun

bvnie.

ivmer

svnenever

a man can-

not express himself clearly in two inches of
space he had better cease the attempt to iustruct others and begin to study himself.
Lincoln dedicated a national monument in a speech
of ten lines, and the speech is already a classic
of the English language. Every day the editors of The Press compress a dozen excellent
editorial articles into a dozen of still more excellent editorial paragraphs, and it is certainly
thoughtless for amateur writers to ask more indulgence than the regular force of the paper.
Everybody may lay it down as an inexorable
fact that communications three inches
long
stand six times the chance of one of a foot,
and that articles of a yard in length or over
have hardly the possibility of consideration.—
[Philadelphia Press.

A QUESTION OE THE UNDERSTANDING. —St.
Stephen, N. B., is agitated over a subject inas to whether there aro circumstances
under which a child may be excluded trom the
public schools unless the feet are shod.
Certain facts have led to an impression
among the
people that barefooted children are liable to
expulsion. It seems, however, that a certain
man in the town, who asserts his
to

volving

ability

give his boy all the shoes he

needs, has sent
boy to school barefooted in order, as he acknowledges, “to humble the teacher,” who is
a woman.
Very properly the authorities hold
that the person in need of humbling is the
parent himself, and accordingly the boy has been
given a vacation until the father comes to see
the need of a better understanding in the case.
the

News and Other Items.
In

Virginia they manufacture colouels as fast
as they arrive at the proper
period of life.
The young daughter of Secretary Bristow
will be a debutante in Washington
society this
winter.

President Grant has ten horses entered at the
St. Louis fair. There are more H'ambletouiaus
than of any other blood iu the lot.
Several copies of socialist proclamations and
Orsini bombs have been seized in tho
house of an Internationalist in Florence, Italy.
some

The elections in the departments of Drome,
Nord and Oise, in France, are ordered for Nov.
8th.

Despatches received at the Navy Department
Paymaster MacMahon is doiug we!1

state that

The Montreal Herald makes the following
correction: “In cur report of the Reform banquet yesterday, four places, for ‘fool’ read ‘govern ment.’
A baru with contents, including a horse
owned by Chas. W. Farrer in Belmont, N. Id.,
was burned-Friday night.
Loss §7000; insured
for §900.
President

Graut’s visit to St. Louis has

a

characteristic effect iu Chicago. Envious paragraphs appear iu the papers of tho latter village
The I’iute Indians of Nevada are increasing
rapidly than tho white race, because they
ate temperate and virtuous.
The white raco
should take the hint.
Oregon is growing in wealth at a very fast
rate. During the last four years the iucreaso
has been four fold. With a population of only
more

100,000, the exports

eeceed §10,000,000 iu valuo
Dauraven aud a party of English
ineu are hunting iu
Colorado, aud came near
being badly hurt recently in a fight with a fierce
California liou.
Game in Virginia is said to be abuudant.
Since the war deer have become quite numerous iu many localities iu which
they were previously unknown. Partridges, squirrels aud
hares are said to be unusually plentiful.
A “prairie” bull suake, four aud a half feet
in length, crawled inta a house at Montella,
The Earl

Wis., one night recently,

and coiled itself up
the carpet. The cat discovered it, and kicked up such a rumpus that the inmates awoke
and killed the reptile.
A man at Traverse Bay, Mich who swalon

lowed a mixture prepared by another member
of the family for the destruction of
bed-bugs
iu the house, thinking it was
whiskey, saved
his life by following up his drink with fourteen
raw

eggs.

Brigham Young informed an eastern furniture
dealer, who called upon him to get the contract

furnishing the new harem that he proposed
“No bouse,”
having it perfectly gorgeous.
said he, in New York or San Francisco shall
compare with it. I want the best, regardless
for

of cost.”
While northern woolen mills ara stopped,
those of Georgia are increasing the number of
looms and reaping .dividends.
Columbus bas

35,000 spindles, 60 woolen aud 870 cotton looms,
all built iu less than seven years by a city which
lost 00,000 hales of cotton, worth §15,000,000,
aud millions of other property.
The oldest Mason is dead again. This t!mo
it was Daniel Bostwick, who died in Jersey
City, andjwas buried last week in New Canaan
Conn.

He was made a Mason m Stamford,
iu 1805. At his death he was niuetyfour years, ten months aud fourteen days old,
and had been a Mason sixty-nine years.
An unpublished romance of Alexander Dumas, the father, is known to exist and may
shortly he given to the public. It has a peculiar history. Dumas, though he received a great
deal of money, never retained much. And lie
wished late in life to provid for a third child,
an illigitimate daughter, who was likely to bo
left peuoiless in case of his death.
He wroto
this romance, therefore, for her fortune, anil
certainly she is thus well provided for.
The Two I republics of Mexico mentions the
recent discovery of an artificially excavated

Coun.,

grotto, fifteen miles froinTancitaro, in tbe state
of Micboacan. which cannot fail to enlist tbe
of
attention
This grotto is

depth and

antiquaries
represented

and

archmologists

to bo

of immeuse

extent; the remains of wails
and arched corridors are still to he seeD, and
vast

many curious specimens of the handiwork of
unknown race have been brought from this

an

subterranean palace.
A. A. Austin, a prominent young lawyer and
Clerk of the District Court of Taunton, has defaulted, and probably gone West. Tho preciso
amount of his deficit is not yet kuown, but it
is enough to make his bondsmen w ince. An
examination ot the hooks lately showed some
heavy deficiencies, which Austin acknowledged
but could not meet, and ieg bail was bis resort.
Fast horses, &c., which drew heavily on his
purse, are the supposed causes of his deficiencies.
It is proposed by St. John’s Guild of New
York to build next season a hospital barge ex-

pressly to the excursions of sick child:en.
This barge is to be kept constantly employed,
and will accommodate 2500 persons. The upptr deck is to be surrounded by wire screens
breast high. The lower deck will he fitted
with sliding windows, heating apparatus, and

hospital furniture. This deck can he occupied
in rainy weather. The proposed cost of the
barge is $20,000. The 1 lily expanse of run
ning it will range fri m 5150 to $200 Tto
guild appeals for contributions to enable them
to carry out this benevolent project.
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Farmers’ Holidays.
Many weighty reasons have been given for
the existing lack of interest in agricultural
pursuits, for the prevailing disinclination
among farmers’ sons to follow the vocation of
their lathers, and for the manifest reluctance
with which educated young men enter into
the pursuits of the husbandman.
This remissness on the part of the latter class, which
appears so inexcusable to farmers generally,
has been quite largely exhibited by the graduates from agricultural colleges; and on this
account alone the strongest prejudices against
these institutions, and the most dissatisfac,
tion with their results thus far, may be found
among those who should he their staunchest
supporters—1 he actual cultivators of the soil.
Without specifying any of the reasons to
which we have referred, many of them
worthy of the highest consideration as containing within themselves remedial suggestions, we merely propose to refer to a single
sin of omission, of which farmers as a class
are

guilty,

the

neglect

give themselves,

to

their wives and children, their man servants
and maid servants, frequent and fixed days
recreation—nouaays. inis is tne loroiading element in the farmers’ life, and to his
own thoughtlessness and forgetfulness, rather tbau any studied or innate design, may be
attributed much of the aversion to this life
which he himself has innocently and ignorantly implanted in the youthful mind. Many
an aged pair have seen their children one by
one come to mature years, and then flit away
from the old nest in search of new homes; or
amid their falling tears have been compelled
to leave the desolate and decaying homestead
simply because they neglected to gratify the
natai al and reasonable longing which the
young especially have, for an occasional release from labor, and for some positive en-

lor

joyment.
There is altogether loo much prose in the
average farmer’s life, aud the occasional
chances there are for illustrating it with bits
of poetic adornment, ought most carefully to
be

improved. Blot out the sugaring, the
hulking party, the apple-bee, and other exquisite merry-makings, aud you destroy
some of those sources from which New England rural life extracts its] richest flavors aud
perfumes. The farmer can bind his sons
and daughters to himself, and his fireside by
silken bands, he can enliven the hard and
dusty way by an occasional flower, and it is
within his power to attract multitudes to an
agricultural life, by presenting its actual en-

joyments.
Foreigners criticise and condemn the
American pursuit of wealth, and untiring devotion to business and whether considered
as

cause, or

result, they

remark

unfavorably
upon our national lack of holidays. From
Jewish history, from classic lore, as well as
from familiarity with much of the peasant
life of Europe, and the slave life of this
country
may learn instructive lessons.
The different seasons of the year afford to
the farmer appropriate opportunities for
recreation; we especially desire to commend
the autumnal season with its fairs and festivities, as on the whole the most convenient
and the most suitable. Then the pressure
of labor, which spring and summer bring
is over, the ingathering of the
harvest
comes slowly andquietly along, and without
haste and with rest, the husbandman winds
up the round of his busy lite. We are more
and more convinced that the cattle show aud
fair, the exhibition of agricultural and mechanical industries, is worth more to the farmer as a school of instruction, than the lessons he learns ordinarily from the daily life of
the farm.
In addition to this we desire
most earnestly, that he would give these occasions the appreciation they deserve as opwe

puibuuii<u;3
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for himself and every member of his family.
The contemplation of the bountiful fruits of
the earth with which Providence has blessed
the labors of man; tbe glimpses afforded of
the great realm which ingenuity and invention has only partially explored; the opportunities for informal and unrestrained social
intercourse; aside from the well-understood
practical aspect of such gatherings, may not
only serve in the development of a higher and
nobler manhood, but also strengthen the farmer’s attachment to his chosen vocation.
We trust that the managers of these agricultural and mechanical exhibitions, will not
hesitate to graft upon their usual programme
all such amusements as are healthful and rational and not objectionable to refined tastes.
We favor the levival of all the wholesome English games and sports ofour ancestors; and we
doubt not that the floral procession, and the
‘harvest home,’ would flourish finely on our
New England soil. It is even quite probable
that we may yet see a commingling of the
ancient Feast of the Tabernacles, and the
modem Camp Meeting, in the service of ag-

riculture, and find it the
profitable assembly of the

most

pleasant

and

year.

The conversion of the Marquis of Ripon
to Catholicism, affords Col. Forneyjan opportunity,in one of his letters to the Philadelphia
Press, to draw an instructive comparison between English sentiment in this case and
American sentiment in a very similar case.
When the Earl of Ripon, a man prominent in
public affairs, and Grand Master of the Free
Masons of England, went over to the church
of Rome, a general outcry was raised, and
the Times announced that he had forfeited
all claims to political or eveu social influence.
When the Hon. Joseph R. Chandler, a man
prominent in public affairs, and Grand Master of the Free Masons of Pennsylvania, went
over to the church of Rome, his motives were
not

questioned, no reproaches were uttered
against him, and he was chosen thereafter by
his tcilow citizens to places ofhonor and trust.
Colonel Forney does not enter into a discusthe difference in sentiment between
the two countries, but takes notice of the fact
that tbe English religion is a local, a territorial religion, and that when a man abandons
it he abandons a national institution. This
view of the case commends itself very
strongly
to the French, and they make it the occasion
for sprightly epigram; as witness tbe follow“We have read somelog from the Debats:
where that the religion of the Euglish Is not
sion of

Christianity, hut England herself; it is not
the Gospel they consider, but Magna Charta.
For an Englishman, the mystery of the Holy
Trinity is nothing but the equilimium between

the

three

estates

of the Realm-

Crown, Lords and Commons. The Englishman is religious through patriotism; he respects all national institutions, and the established church is oue of them, just as trial by
jury, the habeas corpus, horse-racing and
portrait painting. Thus, by the mere fact of
becoming a Catholic, in the eyes of all true
Britons Lord Ripon ceases to be an Englishman ; in other
words, there is no such thing
as human conscience—there is
nothing but
English conscience. The English are not
quite sure that their God is the same God of
other countries; they
assign Him a nationality. It they could, they would give Him a
uniform—the red coat,the color of her
Majesty’s government.”
Religious journals don’t always dwell
together in unity,any more than their secular
brethren. Just now the Zion’s Advocate and
the Watchman and Reflector are engaged in
a controversy as to the right of the latter to
be called a Baptist organ. A correspondent
of the former recently arraigned the Watchman on a
charge of treason, citing in support
of the allegation the fact that a
Congrega-

tional minister, who avowed himself a Pedobaptist, wrote to the Watchman that he liked
its spirit of candor and seldom found anything in its columns revolting to his feelings.
The correspondent seems to leave it to be inferred that a Pedobaptist ought to find in
the Watchman something revolting to his
feelings, and if he docs not that that paper is
guilty prima facie of treason. The editor of
the Advocate, while he does not take much
stock in this particular complaint, finds an
instance of treason in an article which was
published some time since wherein a Pedobaptist was allowed to arraign the doctrines
of the Calvin Baptists, and no word published
in reply. The Watchman replies by a general
denial of the charge, though it apologises for
not replying to the latter article, and tells the
Advocate that if it hopes to increase its circulation in this way it will find it has made a
mistake.

pride themselves upon
their knowledge of a good brand of tobacco,
are wont to speak contemptuously of the
Connecticut product as only fit to make up
into those spiral abominations which are sold
in the market for twenty-five dollars the
Dealers in the great plant are
thousand.
aware, however, that the Connecticut “seedleaf” is exported in large quanties to Havana,
when it comes back to us labelled with famous names.
For cigar wrappers it is the
best quality raised in the country, and is
largely exported to Cuba and Germany. The
lower Connecticut valley produces about
eight milliou pounds a year, and the state has
become rich from the crop. The cash return
averages $600 an acre. This year the harvest
of the tobacco farmers will be a peculiarly
profitable one, for the utter failure of the
Kentucky crop has trebled the price, and the
quality that brought ten cents a pound last
year is worth thirty this year. Of necessity
the price of the manufactured article will sustain a prodigious advance, and the new year
will be an excellent time to “swear off from
Many

smokers, who

smoking.”
plan of the Indian campaign appears
to be to force the Comanches and Kiowas inThe

to that

sandy tract in the Texas “Pan-han-

dle” known as Llano Estacado on Staked
Plain. The southwestern savages have hovered

near

the rich

grazing

lands

and

the

Santo Fe trail for years, stealing cattle and
plundering emigrant trains. When pursued
they have taken refuge in the dreary desert
of Staked Plaius, where no man cared to
pursue them. Plans are now laid, however,
to follow them up into this land of desolation.
Three large columns within supporting distance of each other, have moved out from the
forts in Texas, New Mexico and the .Indian
Territory, and will converge in the “Panhandle.” Then the Indians will be driven
into a corner. The expedition is a difficult
one, for there is great scarcity of water, and
supplies have to he be forwarded over rough
wagon road3 a distance ot 200 miles; so no
immediate results may be looked for.
Pbobably few persons

are aware

that the

leprosy exists so near us as the Dominion of
Canada, but it appears from an article in the
Toronto Globe that in the Acadian village of
Tracadie, near the mouth of the Miramichi
river, there have been lepers lor the last
eighty or ninety years, with a hospital for
their benefit, which is supported by the local
government and managed by the parish priest
and four cloistered nuns from Montreal. This
disease i3 understood to have been brought to
the place about ninety years ago on a vessel
which sailed from France for Smyrna,
touched at the island ot Mytelene and received clothing and other stores from a village
in that island called Livchori. This vessel
was wrecked near the present village of Nelson at the mouth of the
Miramichi, and
wreckers gathered the clothes and thus spread
the disease.
One of those war clouds which periodically
hang over the continent of Europe, has just
appeared in the horizon. The old SchleswigHolstein

question is assuming promiuence
again, and Germany is reported to be assuming a threatening attitude toward Denmark.

Talk of

a Recount of the
oi 1874—Various

MATTERS IN MAINE.
[Special to Press.}
Railroad Accideal.
Skowiiegae, Oct 11.—The 6.15 p. in. passenger train on tho Maine Central railroad
struck a team ou Currier’s crossing, just below
:his village, containing Isaac Garfield and A.
M. Ryersou of this place, instantly killing tho
lorse and dangerously injuring Mr. Garfield
ibout the bead, dislocating his shoulder and

oreaking one

two ribs.

or

inburt.

Ryerson escaped

[To the Associated Press.}
haunch.
Rath, Oct. 10.—Launched to-day by Win.
Rogers, a ship of fine model and fiuisb, 1315
tons, named Highland Light. She has been
built for Messrs. Nickerson & Co. of Boston,
from the model of ship Hercules, is coppered
and has for a head a beautiful full full length
of a fomalc, bearing in her right hand a
torch, ent by Col. C. A. L. Sampson of this

figure
;ity.

Accideut.
Eastpobt, Oct. 10.—A sou of Capt. Davis
if bark Lavina, fell from tho topsail yard of
bis father’s vessel to-day, breakiug his thigh

bone.
The Robbia. Trial.
Rockland,Oct. 11.—Gen. Plaistod continued
bis argument for the prosecution in the Robbins case through the day yesterday and has
Dot yet finished.
The case will go to the jury
Monday afternoon. The court room was filled,
many ladies being present.
The Elisa Prosper.
The French bark Eliza Prosper, which was
seized by the U. 8. officers, has been libelled
aud is now in possession of the United States
marsnai.

Steamer Cnmbridgc Ashore.
Steamer Cambridge ran asboro uu Long
Ledge, near White Head,at a quarter to twelve
o’clock last night. The Cambridge left here at
the usual hour last evening, and the weather
being thick,ran into Iiobster cove and anchored.
When it cleared up she got under way, hut the
weather becoming thick again, she ran into
Seal Harbor, and had just started ahead again
when she struck and ran upon the ledge where
she remained fast.
The lower cabins were
cleared and the passengers gathered in the saloon. But little excitement was occasioned and
this morning the passengers (about 70 in number) were brought to this city by the steamer
Chase. A considerable quantity of freight was
thrown overboard in the

endeavor

to

lighten

tbs steamer.
Steamers Clara, Clarita and
Iris went down to the assistance of the Cambridge and an ineffectual attempt was made to

get her off at high water to-day. Steam tugs
from Bangor have since gone to her aid, and
further efforts to float her off will be made tonight.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Bcv. Mr. iTI array.
Beaiguatiou
Boston, Oct. 11.—Kev. W. H. H. Murray,
the celebrated pastor of Park street church,
tendered his resignation to-day.
It is caused,
he says, by the failure of the church to provide
an assistant for the relief of his labor aud a
more central and convenient edifice for worship. Feeling his usefulness impaired thereby
he resigns.
of

NEW YORE.
Episcopal Convention.
New York, Oct. 10.—The devotional exercises of the Episcopal Convention were conducted this morning in St. John’s chapel. The
attendance of visitors in the galleries was not
as large as on the previous days, owing to a
heavy shower. The opening services were read
by the Kev. Giles A. Easton of California, the
lessons by the Kev. Dr. Van Deasen, the prayer by the Kev. Dr. Paret of Pennsylvania, and
the final prayer and benediction by Bishop
Green of Missouri.
A Dangerous Experiment.
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this afternoon to test a water-proof life-saving
dress. He proposes to go 200 or 300 miles out
to sea, where he will be left until picked up by
some inward bound vessel.
Various Matters.
It is stated that Harry Genet, who escaped
from the sheriff last year, is in town, biding in
Carmansville, and has, within a few days signed important papers.
Four valuable racing horses have been badly
poisoned at the stables of Prospect Park, by
some eeoundrel pouring croton oil into their
mangers.

In the event of war Russia will doubtless assist Denmark, in the hope of crippliug a
neighbor who has become altogether too
powerful of late for her peace of mind. In
case of a conflict Germany might be embarrassed somewhat by internal dissensions, hut
the contest would be long and bloody. Arbitration is the best method of settling this
difficulty, but it is doubtful if continental nations are yet educated Up to it.

Weston has again failed to walk 500 miles in
six days.
Morris MacGringle died last night from the
effects of being gored by one of the wild bulls
on the street last Sunday.
Mrs. Tilton is very sick.
Henry Ward Beecher preached to-day before
an immense audience, taking for his text, “The
uses of faith.”
No reference whatever was
made to the late scandal.

English statesmen, politicians anil other
public men are not exempt from the calumny
and abuse which is so freely visited upon men
in public life on this side of the water, and
English journals do not hesitate to make
charges of fraud,'corruption and jobbery on
as faint evidence as ever furnished an American newspaper with material for an attack
upon the character of a political opponent.
Mr. Joseph Arch is the latest trans-atlantic
victim, and the matter upon which accusation is based is his colonization scheme.

The Supreme Court and Ita Business.
Washington, Oct. 10.
In consequence of the absence of the Presifrom
tho
the
dent
city,
customary visit of the
justices to the Executive Mansion at the beginning of the new term will not take place, but
the opening sessiou will doubtless as usual be
brief and merely formal. It is expecten that
some notice will be
taken of the death of Hou.
Benj. R. Curtis. A meeting of the Bar will be
held for this purpose to morrow. There are
now 570 cases entered on the
docket, being 37
more than the number which last term commenced.
There are also some thirty cases
ready for docketing with tho exception of slight
informalities.
In addition to the so-called
“Granger” cases, involving the constitutionaliof
Wisconsin
Railroad
ty
law, and Grant Parish Louisiana case, which involves the constitutionality of the “Ku-Klux” law, there will
come before the court this term a case to be
certified from the Supreme Court and state of
California, involving the constitutionality of
the law of that state prohibiting the landing of
Chinese women brought to the United States
for immoral purposes. The above mentioned
cases will undoubtedly, in consideration of
their great public importance, be advanced on
the docket.
Treasury Balances.
The following are the Treasury balances today :--Currency, $14,746,482; special deposit of
legal tenders for redemption of certificates of

Current Notes.
After reading his straightforward defence
of smoking, the Tribune concludes that the
Rev. Mr. Spurgeon must be a jolly dog, after
all.

A boy died in Pennsylvania last week from
driuking lye. Somebody calls this a warning
to thoughtless people who attend Democratic
meetings and drink in all they hear.
Ex-Governor C. C. Washburn is said to be
the favorite of the anti-Carpenter Republicans of Wisconsin for United States Senator.
It is mentioned as significant that Mr. Washburn declined to attend a recent conference
of Republican leaders who came together for
the purpose of resolving that the
party
should stand

much about

him, but thought they were getregular “people’s” man for Governor.
It now appears that Mr. Cusey has been a
middle-man all his life, and that in Iowa he
was the worst sort of a land
speculator, and
otherwise arrayed against the farming intera

est.

Senator Thurman declares that the statement so frequently made, and generally believed, that the wealth of Ihe country is passing into the hands of a few, is a mistake. In
his address before the Maryland Agricultural
-A

-•

1 -1

...

tics to the contrary, showing that the inof farms is greater than that of population, and the Increase of small farms is considerably greater thau that ot large ones.
These are important facts, and go far to justify his hopes for the future prosperity of the

crease

country.

The Rochester Democrat has these positive
words:—Speaking with a full knowledge, obtained from sources tbe most unquestionable,
reliable and
Grant is not

direct, we assert that President
only not a candidate for renomthat his plans are already ma-

iuation, but
tured, aud his business relations

established

view to his retirement from the Presidency at the expiration of his present term,
and that these plans cannot be changed or
modiiied.
with

a

Mutiny on a Maine Vessel.—A despatch
recently staled that as the ship Samuel F.
Ilersey was leaving Cardiff a terrific fight occurred among tbe crew; and in attempting to

quell
mutiny
captain killed one of the
sailors with an iron bar. But it seems that the
trouble was not so serious as reported. A later
account by mail says the pilot, oil returning
from the ship, confirmed the statement that a
melee occurred, hut declared there was no
foundation for the report that a murder was
committed. The Samuel F. Mersey is a Maine
the

$57,525,000; coin, $80,685,924, including
deposit,
coin certificates,
$26,914,500; outstanding legal
tenders, $382,000,000.

POLITICAL.

by Carpenter.

The Cincinnati Times thinks there is no
doubt that the Republicans will carry all the
Congressional districts in Ohio which returned Republican Congressmen at the last
election, except the ninth, where it predicts
the election of a Democrat. To offset this, it
thinks the Republicans will carry the second
district, now represented by Gen. Banning,
Democrat.
In Kansas the Grangers were
badly sold in
selecting their candidate for Governor. They
nominated a Mr. Cusey. He had been in the
state about three years,and they didn’t know

ting

WASHINGTON.

the

vessel.

President Grant has gone to Texas. It is expected he will meet there delegations from the
\ initaand Cuddo Indians.
•

•

Vigorous Campaign Ordered.
Oct. 10.—The members of tho newly
elected Republican State Committee met to-day
and organized by electing Hou. George B. Loring as chairman, Hon. S. B. Stebbins as Treasurer, and Mr. George S. Merrill as Secretary.
An executive committee of eleven was chosen.
In the executive meeting it was resolved to initiate a vigorous campaign.
Secretary Robeson On The Third Term.
New York, Oct. 10.—Secretary Robeson of
the navy is in town to-day. He addressed the
Republican mass meeting in Patterson, N. J.,
last evening, during which he stated that the
President and himself would ever be found inside of the Republican party. In a private conversation after the meeting, the Secretary is reported as saying that the President had no idea
of running for a third term and regarded the
discussion ot the subject as unworthy of notice
hence his reticence. to the public although his
friends well kuow his views on the matter.
Tbe Canvass in South Carolina.
Charleston, Oct. 10.—Reports from the interior of the state show that the excitement
concerning the gubernatorial canvass runs high.
Gov. Moses has taken the stump for Chamberlain. Yesterday Chamberlain. Moses and colored Congressman Elliot went to Sumter, tho
home ol Moses, where Judge Greene, the independent Republican candidate, also resides and
has great personal popularity. A mass meeting oi me coioreu republicans ot the county
was called, but they refused to hear either
Chamberlain, Moses or Elliot, drowning their
voices amid cheers for Greene. An independent Republican meeting was organized and addressed by several local sneakers, in denunciation of the Chamhcrlain-Aloses party, who returned to Columbia indignant at being refused
A

Boston,

a

hearing.

A Border War Imminent.
Galveston, Oct. 11.—A special despatch
from Brownville says tbe organization of bandits to invade Texas has been
partially suspended on account of the
high water. The country
on this side is almost
Information
impassible.
from undoubted sources indicates that their
plan of action is to strike the detachment of
troops which has been stationed to prevent the
crossing of stolen cattle, and then to rob and
murder generally.
Gen. Cortina heads the
movement. The people ou this side are
organ*
to
defend
izing
themselves. The military are
in possession of the facts and are on the alertMounted men are held ready to move at short
notice. A border war has never been more imminent. The railroad between this city and
Brazos, which was so badly damaged by the
late storm, is still out of order.
Notorious Murderer Killed.
Browsville, Texas, Oct. 11.—-The notorious murderer Francisco Parez, who shot and
killed Mr. Alexander, a merchant of this city
on the 1st of August, 1872, was
killed yesterdry evening. He shot and killed a hack driver
in Matamoras, and met and wounded
another,
who closed in on him and killed him with a
knife.
A

Acting Secretary of the Interior, Conery, has
affirmed thejdecision of the commissioner of
general land office, registering the claim of the
state of Nevada and the Central Pacific R. R.,
to some GOO acres of land near the Cumstock
lock and reserving them as mineral lands.

j Legation

SOUTHERN ANARCHY.

BY TELEGRAPH.

Louisiana Vole
Rumors.

New York, Oct. 10.—New Orleaus despatches
to the Tribune and Times say that Gov. Kellogg has signified bis willingness to abide by a
recount of the election returns of 1872 by
board of arbitration.
It is proposed to hold
him to his word. The returns are intact in tho
hands of a responsible party in Kentucky.
S. B. Packard, Republican, and E. A. Burke,
Democrat, have resigned from the Louisiana
advisory board.
A Washington despatch to the Times says
that there is no probability of any action by
the federal government against the White
League, as any legal steps against them belong
entirely to the state.
The Herald’s NewJOrleans despatch says that
Gov. Kellogg yesterday stated his belief that
the negotiations now going on looking to a compromise between the Republicans and DemoTho Governor
crats would prove successful.
says that he is anxious to give his opponents
every guarantee of fair election, hut the Republican leaders will not permit two members
of the returning board to resign so that he can
appoint two conservatives, and he has called a
meeting of the present board early next week,
when he hopes to induce two of them to resign.
Kellogg stated lie desires avoiding the indicting
of the leaders of the late riot, but would only
do it in the event of their inciting another
entente.
It was rumored in New Orleans yesterday
that the 7th cavalry would be used to arrest the
White Leaguers in parishes where they have
Ku-Kluxed the people, and it is said papers
have been prepared for this purpose.
The White League continue to drill openly
t*oor three time a week, and will maintain
their organization as long as tho negroes remain in possession of arms.
A New Orleans correspondent of the Herald
states that about all the old families of that
city sleep upon pallets on floors, having pawned their beds and furniture generally to buy
bread.
Bcrald Account of ibe Situation in Louisiana.
New York, Nov. 11.—A Herald special
from New Orleans says: The situation here is
a very critical one
and the citizens look for renewed hostilities at any moment Gov. Kellogg
remains at the State House guarded by a company of infantry and police. He looks careworn aDd uneasy
The white leagues are very
defiant and continue their demoustratins almost nightly, notwithstanding tho efforts of
their leaders to restrain them. Several evening
papers report that last evening after tho close
of the Republican primaries, a radical mob became disorderly in the suburbs and defied the
police, when Col. Arget’s battalion, an organization not identified with the white league,but
whose members are enrolled for defense against
colored lawlessness, marched to the assistance
vl iue puuue auu aiueu mem to uisperse mo rioters and restore order. The fact that this force
which participated with the white league in the
events of Sept. 11th, were first to step to the
aid of the metropolitans, whom they fought
that memorable day, is quoted as evidence that
armed whites nre enrolled for the protection of
life and property rather than for aggressive
movements. I learn that there is a large immigration of negroes from Memphis pouring
into the upper parishes of Louisiana to register
and the state is being colonized by colored men
from Mississippi.
A letter received to-day
from Madison Parish, where at the last election, the white and black vote was nearly
equally divided, informs Gov. Kellogg’s offi
cials that the registry so far records only 200
white voters against 2,300 blacks. This radical official assures me that most of theso negroes came from Tennessee, owing to the terror created by the Trenton massacre, and he
asserts that the same is true of all the parishhs
bordering upon the Tennessee, Mississippi and
Alabama. He naturally concludes that the
radical vote in the November election will be
larger than it has ever been. This may be put
forth to prepare the people for a radical victory
and to account for the contemplated frauds
perpetrated by the Kellogg party. My own investigation, however, satisfies me that daring
the past year fully 15,000 negroes have emigrated from other states into Louisiana, and if
they vote next month with the Kellogg party
they will carry the state. There are six Democratic club organizations in this city, the members of which are under the protection of the
white league and will not vote on the election
to-day behind the bayonets of the white league.
McEnery, Marr and other leaders of the conservatives are conveniently absent from the
city. Marr, who left Thursday, assures me
that he and McEnery were opposed to the demonstration made by tho hot headed youths who
so gallantly carried Kellogg’s citadel on
the
14th. but finding they were so exasperated by
the seizure of arms by the Metropolitans that
there was a certainty of war and a hklihood of
excesses, be (Marr) and other leaders decided
to step to the front and control them, and this,
he says, is what might eventuated in a mob,
the assassination of Kellogg, Longstreot and
other objectionable radicals, and the burning
of their houses, was, by wise counsel, made a
quiet revolution.
To-night I had an interview with a prominent gentleman who was instrumental in
founding the league and iu answer to a question whether the league could restrain its members in the country parishes, he admitted that
the whites in the rural districts could not be
controlled by the conservative whites in the
city. He declared in substance that the moment the U. S. forces entered the parishes to
arrest alleged offenders, the White Leagues
would attack them and give Gen. Grant an
opportunity to concentrate in this state the entire army of the United States.
“We in the city,” said he, “are more conservative and do not expect a conflict with the U.
S. troops, but, sir, the moment the federal
troops are withdrawn we will give Kellogg hell,
as we gave it to him in twenty minutes
a
few

days ago.”
The following is the oath

or

affirmation

of

Times lias communicated with the American
at Madrid, and an American was to
see him at Santanda prison on the 25th ult., if
the Spanish authorities would allow an interview.
The Argentine Inaurreetion.
Rio Janeiro, Oct. 11.—No general engage
meut, has yet taken place between the Argentine government troops and insurgents. Gen.
iievas, commander of the main body of insurgents, is waiting reinforcements before moving
on the capitol.
Mexican Affairs.
City of Mexico, Oct. 1, via Havana 10.—
Gen. Corforico Doiaz, has reconsidered his determination to retire from public lifo and will
take his seat in Congress.
The division between the liberals and conservatives still exists.
It is said that President Lerdo desires to be
elected another term. This may have serious
consequences. In the last Presidential campaign the pledge was put forward that the
President would not seek re-election, and on
this acocimt ho was supported by the Diaz

party.

The debates in Cougress of late liavo
very excited and even disorderly.

been

MlftOlt TEI.EUKAMg.
A Paris letter states that Madame Perkins
(Princess de Bourbon), whose husband is in
prison, is begging for bread there for herself
and three children.
Roumania and Servia have adopted a pacific attitude towards Turkey in consequence
of the representations of Bismarck and Audrossi.
Peter O’Brien, a noted professional base hall
player, committed suicide in New York Friday
night by shooting himself through the head
with a gun.
The passengers of the steamship Ontario,
before reported anchored off Kerry Head,
Ireland, disabled, have been taken off that vessel by the river steamers aud carried to Liinarick.
Four hundred and eighty-eight deaths in
New York last week.
Tammary has nominated Win. II. Wickham for mayor, aud James Hayes for regis-

Divan
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m
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i-o

nvl fro no!

nf nnnfnl
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between New York and Washington.
The Nashville Banner publishes an accouut
of the shooting of Joe Ravages, a negro preacher near Franklin, Tennessee, while in
the act
of entering a house with the purpose of murdering a man and his wife.
Brock, Rogers & Co., tea merchants of St.
Louis have suspended.

Gen, Shaler is to organize the Chicago fire
department at a salary of $10,000.
Mark Smith, the actor, was buried in New

yesterday.
Shippen was
ton, Saturday, by falling
York

Edward E.

His head

killed in
on

Washing-

circular

a

saw.

cut off and his body cut in two.
Senator Ramsey is in Washington.
John R. Rogers has been appointed postmaster at Windham in this state.

Duriug

was

a row

between French and Germans

at a ball in Philadelphia. Saturday night, a
young man named Stewart Jameson was shot
and killed by John Waltz, who has been committed for trial.
Tbomae McNamara was shot dead in Philadelphia Saturday, without provocation. The
murderers are uuder arrest.
Ira Bryant was stabbed in the head in Manchester last night during a bar room row. He
will probably die.
The same evening John
Morearty was fatally stabbed in the abdomen.
No arrests.
The Plympton Company have a week longer
to fulfill their envelope contract with the government. The supply on hand will be exhausted by that time.
The Capitol is being renovated.
Minister Washburne, who has been absent
from Paris, lias returned to that city.
A London despatch says the Duke of Leinster, who has been seriously ill for some time,
died Friday nigbt.
The two-mile single scull race on the Charles
River Saturday, for the New England championship, between Thomas C. Butler and F. A.
Plaisted, was easily won by the latter by four
lengths. Time 15.46J.
The coroner’s jury iu the case of Ellen Lucas
found dead in a stream near Bridgeport, Conn.,
have returned a verdict that she came to her
death by the baud of James E. Lafiiu.
He is
under arrest.
Father Mathew’s birthday was celebrated in
Boston Saturday. Gov. Talbot reviewed tho
The day was celebrated also at
procession.
several other places in the state.
The Democrats held a ratification
meeting in
Boston, Saturday. Several prominent speakers
addressed the meeting.
Registration is progressing quietly in Now
Orleans. E. Howard McCaleb has" succeeded
E. A. Burke on the advisory board.
Lieut. Malimonde Teafic, the Turkish officer
who committed'suicide Monday, was buried
Saturday in Swan Point cemetery, Providence.
The Mohammedan funeral services was performed by Captain Hassen of the Turkish
army.
The New Hampshire police are in pursuit of
Win. Sullivan, who stabbed Morriarity iu the
thigh and abdomen near Bridge street, Manchester. A cigar was the cause of the dispute.
The engraving of the bonds of the Centennial board of finance is iu progress at the

treasury.

A. B., do hereby solemnly sweat before
and in the presence of the witnesses hero
present, that I will snpport the constitution of
the United States and of the state of Louisianr, and that I will implicitly obey the orders
of my superior officers of the white protective
league, and zealously guard any instructions,
orders or information confided to me as a member of this body, so help me God.”
Arrest of Ku-Klux.
Washington, Oct. 10.—A telegram from the
Assistant Attorney General, dated Denison^
Texas, Oct. 9tb, says: The deputy marshal and
posse arrived, this evening from Montague with
eleven ku-klux prisoners. The evidence is conclusive of a masked and disguised band. Witnesses here assert there can be no question as
to the character of this case.
Prompt and decisive action should be had. A detachment of
cavalry from Fort Richardson, under command
of Lieut. Meyer, assisted in their capture. Had
it not been for their presence a sersous conflict
would have occurred.
Novel Advice,
A letter addressed to the President by a prominent conservative politician in Mississippi, argues that the only true way to restore peace
and prosperity to the South is for Congress to
pass an act to pay for quartermaster’s and commissary stores taken by the Union army in the
South during the late war. and to refund the
cotton tax.
It has been referred to the Attorney General by the President.
*
Sumter County Quirt.
Montgomery, Oct. 10.—Congressman Hayes,
and Abrams, Probate Judge of Sumter, who
have been absent some time are now in the
city. Reports from Sumter are that all is quiet.
Sheriffs Williams and Coleman (the latter colored) who were arrested charged with the murder of Irey, have been released by the U. S.
Commissioner.
The drouth in this portion of Alabama conIt has cut off the cotton crop about
tinues.
one-third and ruined the pea, sweet potato and
turnip crops. There have been no good rains
In nearly three months.
»
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probabilities for the next
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War

twenty-focr

Dep’t,

Office Chief Signal )
>
Officer,. Washington, D. O.,
Oct. 12, (1 A. M.))
Tor Neiv JECnglaud,
aud lower lake region, rising barometer, west
to northwest winds and partly cloudy and clear
weather, with occasional frosts,
especially
around Lake Erie.
y

FOREIGN.

Mutineers Shot—Sixteen Persons Killed
bynn Explosion.
The Cariists have shot 19 natives of Navarre
who were servingin the insurgent army, for insubordination.
An explosion in the building at Aspeitia.used
for the manufacture of cartridges for the Cariists, caused the instant death of 15 persons.
The Removal of Count Von Arnim.
Berlin, Oct. 11.—The friends of Count Von
Arnim having petitioned for his release on account of ill-health, physicians were appointed
by the government to examine the prisoner’s
condition.
They have made a report recommending a change in his place of confinement!
as air and exercise are
The Count
necessary.
will probably be removed to a sanitary establishment in the suburbs of Berlin.
The Rncnoe Ayres Rebellion.
Buenos Avres, Oet. 8.—The revolutionists
under Bivas are still encamped near this city.
The government troops still occupv Moran. A
great movement is expected on the 12th iust.
when Senor Avellaneda will assume the presidency. The insurgent gunboat Panama was
pursued by the government squadron and put
into Monteviedeo, but was ordered to
quit that

port immediately.
Dockrny Destitute.
New York, Oet. 10.—A letter dated Carcel
Nacional, Santanda, Spain, September 19th to
the Consul General from Frederic A.
Dockr’ay

the American who was sent from Cuba
says’
that he arrived at that prison from Havana
Sept. 17th; that ho was sent off so abruptly
that he is without mcaus or
clothing and is in a
suffering condition. He has written to Caleb
at
Cushing
Madrid, but had received no answer
The Baris correspondent of the New York

community.

We make Insurance Statistics a Specialty.
Our office is well supplied with Insurance Books, Reports and Documents, also interesting Insurance
Statistics of various kinds, which are open to the inspection of the insuring public. Reliable information
as to the Standing of Companies or other matteis relating to insurance, freely communicated.
We are scrupulously careful that we place insurance only In FIRST-CLASS
AND RELIABLE
COMPANIES. Our Companies are unexcelled in
character and standing, by those of any Agency in
the State.
All business intrusted to us will bo attended to
promptly and in good faith toward all parties concerned. Superior facilities for placing large lines of
insurance in reliable companies. Surplus lines solicited. Corresponddhcc with insuring parties promptly
attended to. Losses promptly and honorably adjusted.
°
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A

sleep, sound digestion and a regular liabit of bodyfour grand essentials of health are promoted by its
It vitalizes, tranqullizcs aud equalizes. By a
nse.
successful chemical combination of tonic, aperient
and anti-billious vegetable ingredients, held in solution and diffused through the system by a wholesome and agreeable stimulant, it Is enabled to beneficially affect the various abdominal organs at one
and the

same

Portland, lUc.

Portland, October 7,1*74.

sntf

Piano Les&ons Given.
Particular attention given to beginners.
Forms
510. Address N. T., Woodford’s
Corner
ITlaiue.

ocfcmlw*

BUY YOUR BLANKETS

NOW I

E>A_iAIN AXAti A

Slightly imperfect, for

THIRDS

Sj,

sale at

VALUE

AT—'

—

ALWAYS

THE BEST GOODS,
THE LOWEST EH ICES.
Sl»2w

WINTER

AND

OF

—

No. 4
„
OC12

AT

E, R.

sut

aull_
TUCKElt’S

HOUSE.

PKINTINU

The Book, Card and Job
late David Tucker, will be
at the Stand,

Printing Butinesfct of tins
contiuned, as heretofore,

115 EXCHANGE STiw.TSICT.
All orders, either personal
prompt attention.

or

by mail, will receive
jy24dtfsn

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.

PERISTALTIC
Indorsed by all the Medical Journals as the most .Agreeable,
Convenient, ^Effective and
Sure Remedy for

COST//ENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,

is 1

BY

^3.30.
WE ALLEN, JR.,

FANCY

GOODS,

Corner Congress & Exchange Sts.,

Ucccivcil for Djc IIoumc.

Goods

oc5

sntf

LAD2ES DIFKINO

Q A L
The old firm of

SAMUEL

ROUNDS
still

36

FIRST
as

SON

at

COMMERCIAL

STREET,

sell all the

and

ust

keep

cV

QUALITIES

OF

COAL

other dealer in
cheap as any
ono ton to ten

the city of Portthousand, viz.,

land from

*

NVGAR LOAF,
HPR1RG MOUNTAIN,
1IONKY BROOK,

LORBERY and
FRANKLIN

The above Coals

are

every way

COAL;

Whether produced by indigestion, improper food,
water or diet, too free indulgence in ice
water, sudden changes of temperature are immediately relieved by it.

UNDERVESTS !

CHOLERA INFANTUM.

One Ca»c of merino Vests at 30

c.

One Case ol Merino Vests at 73

c.

One

This most dangerous and fatal ailment of childhood is promptly cured in the great majority of cases
when this remedy is administered according to directions. When the first symptoms appear its immediate use invariably prevents a serious attack.

Case of merino Vests at $ 1.00.
a

DIARRHOEA IN TEETHING.

full lino of extra quality

very lowest prices at

oclO

3 Dccriug Block.

&o3t

Is the most agreeable, effective and safe medicine for
every disease of the stomach and bowels ever compounded by any person or process. Full and explicit
directions are given in a 24 page book accompanying
each bottle. Be sure you obtain the genuine, having
the fac-simile signature of E. II. Sanlord upon the

wrapper of each bottle.
Sold ty all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

ANTOINE DORTICOS,

Graduate of the Lycec Charlemagne University of
Paris.
Address: Care of meswrs. E. Churchill A
oc8
enlw*
Co., City*

Steam, Furnaces, Parlor and Cook Stoves,
We warrant

our

Coal to giro perfect satisfaction in

QUALITY

AJSTD

QUANTITY.

liberal discount to purchasers of largo

A

quantities.

H3?"‘Please call and get our prices before purchasug elsewhere.

S. ROUNDS &
NO.

SON,

COMMERCIAL STREET,

36

Portland Wholesale markets.
Saturday, Oct. 10.—Butter is still very high and
the market is quite bare. Tliero is a small supply
both of store and nice lots. Vermont State brings
42c quick, and New York State brings 41c. Grain is
a little firmer and corn sells for 1 09, aud oats at 70c,
The supply is not large. Eggs are scarce and sell tor
21c. Apples are in good demand, tho country stock
being all used up. Tho prices are ranging high.

ST.

FRANKLIN WHARF.

5y23sntf

CLOAKS !

STOCK

firm:

common

NOW

Boston & Maine Railroad.
114&
Eastern Railroad.
Bath City Sixes, 1893. 92
Eastern Railroad 7s. 1887. 93}

OPENING

—

Railroad..— @ 57
Eastern Railroad 7s. 1887—eDd—ccr.93

Eastern

Portland Montgomery Guards.
Every active and uniformed member of the Portland Montgomery Gnards is requested to meet at
their Armory THIS (Monday) EVENING, at 7J
o’clock sharp. A full attendance is requested as
business ot importance will come before the meeting.
Per order,
CAPT. A. J. MCMAHON,
ocl2snlt
Commanding Company.

AT

BROTHERS,

634 CONGRESS STREET.

Executive Depabtjiext,

1874.

I

f

«.’0

An adjourned session of the Executive Council will
be held at the Council Chamber, iu Augusta, on
TUESDAY,J the 27th day of October iust., at 10
o’clock a. in.
Attest:
GEO. G. STACY, Soc’y of State.

tf

THE

sn2t

LEADER:
—

BY

—

Palmer & Emerson,
Rightly named, it being the best book for Choirs,
Schools
and Vocal classes. Just published.
Singing
$1.38 each

Ladies Fleeced Ilose at 15 c.. 85 c.,
43 c., 50 c.
Ladies AII Wool Hose at 45 c., 50
02 c*

Ladies CIolli aud W oi Hose at 17
c., 30 c., 35 c., 50 c•
a

at

or

$12.00 per doz.

MTJSIO DEALER,
77 Middle Street, Portland,

octl

Rooms 11 and

snlm

19 Fluent Block.

aulO

full lino of extra quality

snlw*ttf

FURNACES.

199 Fore Hu,

ANDERSON’S

su23__sntf
Cod Liver Oil and Limc.-Thnt Pleasant and active agent ill the cure of all consumptive
symptoms, Wilbor's Compound of Pure Cod Liver
Oil and Lime,” is being universally adopted in
medical practice. Sold by the proprietor, A. B. Wilnun, Chemist, Dolton.
oc7eodlw

BARGAINS
—

COAT MAKERS WANTED.
—

AT

Ladies Meriuo Vests selling for 87 l-2e,
WOBTII 91.as.
see them.
133 MIDDLE ST.

jyCiill and
oc3

Opp. Preble House.

eodlw&w

Ulllw

A L.1KGE PORTION
of the Commuiiity are
from purchasing Coal at the
prevented
low Summer Rates [through causes
known to themselves] aud compelled to
pay higher prices so readily aud generously applied by Operators In Coalworking very unjustly when intelligently viewed. As a Partial Corrective
we offer Coal at Retail for the next 30
GO days at ifert.OO PER TON—
or
THUS GIVING A FURTHER OPPORTUNITY FOR THOSE to whom this ad
vertisement is more particularly directed.
JOS. II. POOR & BRO.
oclO

—

—

HAWKES

& CO.,
483 and 484 Congress St,

0Ct5

AT

P. M. FROST’S !

CuNtoni Work.

sndlwteodtf

DON’T READ THIS!
EVERY SMOKER should try the

new

lot of

10,000 Imported Havana Cigars,
FELECIANA BRAND,
they arc the cheapest; because they are
because
best.

tho

1$9.00 per 100; 11 ibr $1.00.

ALLEN’S FRUIT STORE,
IVo. 11 Exchange Street.
oclOentf_
PICTURESQUE AMERICA.
We

are now

style at

prepared

to

bind this work in the best

Red need Rates.

SAM PEES NOW READY.
oclO

LOItING, SHORT & HARMON

sn2w

Inducement* in

Also Extra

BLACK SILK VELVETS
Ironi SI.75 per

French

yartl upwards.

ALSO

—

—

Felt and

Velvet

Mats,

Ostrich Tips, Plumes nnd Flowers.

Real Malta and Yak Laces
35c per yard and upwards.

Beaded

Fringes, Gimps, Beltings and
Yak Laces

IN

VARIETY.

GftEAT

HUMAN 1JA1R AND CORNETS
At Bo*t«u Low Price*.

Kid GlovevKid Gloves
None to heat in Price

Quality.

or

300 pair 3-Button* nt SS cl* per pair.
Also 500 pair*, nil the new Fall *hnde*.
91.00 per pair. Also some of it celebrated
make at 91.30; do Scamlr** at 91.50 per
Also full awdrlmeut of eTcuiug
pair.
Shade* from 1 to 4 Buttons.

F.
539

of

tic op-

LATNER,
NUMBER

NEW

Congress Street.

ocio__cnH'v

BONDS
Portland
Bath
Belfast

S’*
e*s
6’s
o’s
6’s
7’g
N’g
7>g
7’g
7’a
7’g
U’s

■
....
...

Bangor
Lewiston

...

Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

...

Chicago
Cook

County

•

Lo.iisville Ky.,
Maine Central It. It.
E. & N. American It. It. Cold
FOR SALE

MY

SWAA A BARRETT,
100 HUDDLE STREET.
eep-'t

cod

leblSI

lj

United States 10-40 coupon...11
Currency 6’s
The following were the closing quotations ot

.H7J

Pacific Mail.46?
N Y Central aud Hudson River consolidated.101
Erie.... 30
Erie preferred. 50
Union Pacific stock. 35J
Michigan Central. 73
Lako Shore.
79J
Illinois Central. 1)0
Chicago & Northwestern. 38 J
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 53

921
l'acinc. 88}
Union Pacific land grants.....
84}
Union Pacific income bonds... 90
union

between Exchange and Plum streets; also, all kinds
of Stoves and Furnace repaired In the best Banner.

Velvets,

Ribbons,
Turquoise Silk !

BONDS.
Portland 6’s.
I.ch iston O’s,

Bangor

G's.

Batli G’s.
Cincinnati 7’s.
Cleveland 7’s.
Toledo 8’s.
FOR

road securities:
Central Pacific bondy.

BITCKNAM’W Store Store.

HOSIERY, GLOVE <fc CORSET
STORE,
1 Dcci'ine Klock.
oclO
sn3t

ORIN

IRonev iRarket*
New York, Oct. 10-Gold 110. Stocks unsettled.
Money 2J per cent. Governments fstrong. Sterling
Exchange, long, 485J; do short 488J.
The following were the closing quotations of Gov
eminent securities:
United States coupon 6’s, 1881. 118
United States 5-20’s, 1862... .112}
United States 5-20’s 1864.115|
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.116*
United States 5-20’s, 1865, new.1154
United States 5-20’s, 1867.im
United States 5-20’s, 1868. .117 J
United States new 5’s.112j

Chicago & Rock Island. 102g
The following were the quotations for Pacific Rail-

New and second lianl Furnaces for sale low at

very lowest prices at

On

Silk Web

Stocks:
Western Uuion Telegraph Co.79

ROBERT
THAYER
WILDE,
Tlie Natural Magnetic Pliysiciau,

HOT AIR

aud'Balmoral

For sale by

C. K. HAWES,

HOSIERY! HOSIERY!

Wool Cashmere, Merino
Hosiery

bank statement.
Increase in loans.3 100.800
Decrease in Specie.
1,427,500
Decrease in legal tenders. 1,571,900
Decrease in deposits. 3,454,700
Circulation Decreased.
303,800
Decrease in reserves. 2,135,725
Wew York Stock and

STATE OF MAINE.

Also

—OF—

Rank Statement.

■New York, Oct. 10.—The following is the weekly

EASTMAN

TUB

SHADES

dSTEW

@57?

Pepperell Manufacturing Co.750

BTl3t

OFFERED

IX ALL

(.Sales at the Broker’s Board. Oct. 10.1
Eastern Railroad..— @
57J
Continental Mills.115
York Manufacturing Company.1335

—

c*

ARE

..

Elm Street.

Augusta, Sept. 30,

Unequaled Bargains

fig?“Ladies, float fail to avail yourselves
portimity ottered.

Boston Stock Xiist.

—

FOWLE.

_

Foreign Import*.
GRAND MENAN. Br Schr Dawn—800 bush salt,
24 do meal.
Daily Domestic Receipt*.
Grand Trunk Railroad—W L Alden 200 bbls of
flour, C B Varney 2 do do, Shaw, Hammond & Carney 600 do do, Marr & True 150 do do, G W Grceno
1 car cofn and 2 do oats. J F Randall 100 bbls
flour,
King & Gilman 300 do do. David Keazer 600 dodo,
J S Crockett 100 do do, Blake& Jones 100 bbls flour
and 300 sacks bran, F Garland 100 bbls flour, GA
Hunt 100 do do, D W Coolidge 400 do do, Norton &
Chapman 800 do do, Empire Mills Co 500 do do, Fuller & Stanford, Perley & Russell 200 do do, N B Noble 100 do do, Kendall & Whitney 200 bags seed, C
Hayward 100 bbls flour, Isaac Berry 1 car potatoes,
Waldron & True 1 car corn, Kensell & Tabor 150
sacks bran, Webb & Phinney 150 sacks bran, Blake
& Jones 167 sacks bran.
Eastern Railroad—Norton. Chapman & Co 200 bbls
flour, W H Milliken 100 do do, Josselyn & Co 100 do
do,D Keazer 100 do do,D W Coolidge 100 do do,Shaw,
Hammond & Carney 100 do do, Aldrich & Cressey 1
car flour in sacks, Nutter, K Co 2 cars shooks.
By water conveyance—1000 bush commeal to G W
True & Co.

-A.£jents.
eclOdlw

ap24

HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Falmouth—1270 bbls of

flour, 10 tons feed, 4000 galls spirits, 20 sewing machines, 100 eases brandy, 14 do boots and shoes, 54
stoves, 7 organs, 5 bb.s nciring, 25 cases salmon, 239
pkgs merchandise.
PORT La TOUR, NS. Br Schr Dolphin—215 qtls
cod fish, 285 do pollock tish, 6 ca ks cod oil, 5 bbls of
herring, 3 pkgs tounges and sounds, j bbl mackerel,
1 do cranberries, 1 lot old junk to order.
PICTOU, NS. Schr Aneroid—475 tons coal J L

Wood—Firm at $5 for best.

FULL

’Wholesale

Foreign Exports.
Br Schr Annie Currier—1000 bbls

Rockland Lime JRarket.

A

WEEKS & POTTER.
General Agents.
W. F. PHILLIPS, & Co.,
J. W. PERKINS & Co.,

Boston,

JOHN, NB.

Rockland, Oct. 9—Market very
90c @ 1 00; Lump $1 40; Casks, 25c.

STYLES

To check the diarrhoea, allay pain, and quiet the
child during the period of teething, this is the best
and safest remedy that can be used.

SANFORD’S
JAMAICA
GINGER

ANDERSON’S
Hosiery, Glove anti Corset Store.

Farmer.

snitablo for

a cure.

change of

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

C

result in

CRAMPS AND PAINS

Professor of the French and Span*
ish Languages.

PORTLAND, N1E.

it.

DYSENTERY

Kid Gloves, Hosiery, Buttons,

Ladies’ and Children’s Under Garments,

CHRONIC DIARRHOEA
Of many years standing,has been i>crmancntly cured
by it, after every, possible remedy had been tried in
vain. Not only does it
surely cure this disease, but
it provents its fastening itselt upon the system, in
climates where change of food aud water has invari-

Bombay hospitals, and Invariably

at

DRV A

Accompanied with exccssivo vomiting, terrible
cramps and pains, great muscular contraction, coldness ot the extremities, and suspended circulation
never fail to be instantly relieved by the use ot SAN-

Of tlie severest type has been promptly cared. The
directions for the use ot this preparation in this disease are those of Dr.
Kilwards, of the Calcutta and

Also

BOSWOBTH,

CHOLERA
MORBUS

ably produced

merino and Cashmere Underwear

M. A,

London, Oct. 10—12.30 P. M.—American securities
—Erie 27; do pref. 44.
Liverpool, Oct. 10—12.30 P. M. Cotton market is
quiet and unchanged: Middling uplands at 8 (a> 8$d;
do Orleans at 88d; sales 12,000 bales, including 2UJ0
bales lor speculation and export.

If EXCHANGE STREET.

“Dyspepsia”

ha3 entirely cured me.
(Signed)
Mrs. B. L. WEST, Vineyard Haven, Mass.
Springfield, Ms., Oct. 18.—Mr. White, Dear Sir:—
The “Specialty” is liked very much by
every one who
uses it.
We have sold it for two years, and are not
selling anything but the “Specialty” now for “DysC. P. ALDEN.
pepsia.” Yours truly,
Price $1 per Bottle. For sale by all druggists.
Send for Descriptive Circular to the proprietor, H.
Q. WHITE, Cambndgeport, Mass.
nel6
d&wGmos

922 Si

at

FORD’S JAMAICA GINGER.

RML.

Tickets to or from Boston via Boston *V
Maine or Eastern Rnilrond,

se'ilsutf

London, Oct. 10—12.30 P. M.—Consols
92* for money an*l account.

uciAiiavuU)

laxative these Lozenye&Jiave no equal.
Trial Boxes 30 c. large Boxes OOr. sent
by mail free of postage to any address.
For sale by E. S. Harrison & Co., No. 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston, and by all Druggists.
seOsneodly

BOSTON

Havana. Oct. 8.—Spanish gold 189 @ 189*; American 193 (oj 194. Exchange quiet and 11 rm; on Unite*!
States, 60 days currency at 73 (g> 75 prem ; ilo short
78 prem.
sight at. 76
Sugar 18 @ 18* reals for No 2.
European Markets.

Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain,act promptly,
never require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
and for elderly persons, females and children, are
just the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
once the next morning.
Warranted in all cases ot
tne Piles ami Falling of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eating, Sour Stomach,
Spitting of Food,Palpitations ; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yelwms,

iolkpo, Oct. 10.—Wheat is dull and lower; No 3
White Wabash 1 11; No 1 White Michigan held at
1 13: No 2 Red Winter 1 06*; No 1 Amber Michigan
1 07$; No 2 Amber Illinois 1 ll; receipts Wheat 50,•
300 bush; shipments of Wheat 55.400 bush. Corn is
dull and nothing doing; high Mixed new 72c seller
Oct; receipts 12,800 bush Corn ; shipments 4800 bush.
Ooats dull and a shade lower ; No 2 at £2Ac cash ami
seller Oct; Michigan at 52*c; No 1 at White 54* ; receipts 9400 bush; shipments 20000 bush.

Havana market.

LOZENGES.

sun

Oct. 10.—Provisions dull and nominal.
Pork nominal at 2500. Bacon quiet; shoulders at H*e;clear rib sides at 11
je; clear sides at 15$c.
Sugar cured lutms 13 a-14. Cut Meats are; nominal
shoulders at 7$c ; clear rib sides 13$c; clear sides 14c.
Lara »iomiual at 13*
Live Hogs quiet; common
ormixed at 5 25 (5) 5 75: choice at 6 25 (jrt 6
50; receipts
158; shipments 1478 head. Whiskey is steady; sales
at 1 00

Freights dull and unchanged.

HARRISON’S

I had
twenty years, sometimes able
to eat only the plainest food, and very little ot that.
I tried physicians and remedies without relief until 1
learned ot “White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia,” which

—

Clapp’s Block,

OnvciRBATY,

PORTLAND.

This is the only prompt, efficient au<l safe master
symptoms as loss of appetite, heartburn, pal-

pitation of tbe heart, dizziness, sleeplessness, melancholy, costiveness, wind, mental and physical debility, as well as many others, which, it neglected, will
soon place “the house we live in” beyond the reach
of any remedy.

Thursday, October 15th,
—

bush barley.

Office ft'©. 121 ftSussc}’s Stow,
MIDDLE STREET,

of such

FRENCH HATS AND BONNETS
On

Has returned to Portland ami resumed tbo practice of liis profession.

TO

SPECIALTY FOR DYSPEPSIA.

OPENING !
shall exhibit my'
FALL

L. D. M. SWEAtT
Attorney & Counselor at Lutv,

WHITE’S

HEAD

NOTICES.

boats to Buffalo.
On the call of tho board in the altcrnoon—Wheat
was dull and heavy at 90*
90$o Keller for Oct; 90$
@ 90$c do Nov. Corn at 77Je seller Oct. Oats at 19]
49*
seller
Oct.
cash;
@ 49*
Receipts—7,835 bbls flour, 174,876 bush wheat, 89,772 bush corn, 47,130 bash oats, 1830 bush rye, 21,190 bush barley.
Shipments 5648 bbls Hour, 187,993 bush wheat, 10],.
089 bush com, 41,999 bush oats, 800 bush rye, 9583

Lozenges

LARGEST STOCK,

SC29

—

u. ronicK,
Cor. Exchnn^c au«l middle Si.

sc22snlm

inr n

84 MIDDLE STREET
THE

Oil

Coated Tongue,Billiousness,Liver Coeflaint,
Loss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
and all Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faintness &c.
mst what they need,
Travellers find the
as they arc so compact and inodorous that they may
be carried in the vcetpfwket, and as an aperient or

LEACH’S

time.

SPECIAL

—

FROM BOSTON TO PORTLAND.
Eastern P. R.. Also.

D It.

STREET,

EXCHANGE

HICKGRY,

_a._

TO BOSTON,

BARNES BROS.
SB

up the Weak.
Feeble constitutions cannot be physicked into

ocl2

amnesty.

even in the minutest details oi the
business, we shall
strive to conduct our business on this platform,
that we shall
and believing we
deserve,
shall receive the confidence of the entire

knowing

Building

Schlcswig-Holstein—Arbitration Talked

of.
London, Oct. 10.—The Times has advices
from Vienna that the idea of referring the
Schleswig question to tho arbitration of the
Queen of England is gaining hold of diplomatic
minds. It is stated that the Danish govenment
is favorable to such a course, which is thought
to offer a feasible method for solution.
The Carlist War.
Madrid, Oct. 10.—Gen, Lozeua has returned
to Lograns leaving a strong force of
Republicans to garrison Laguordia. The Carlists bavo
withdrawn by way of Penacenado. to Primitives. The Republican Gen. Moriones ocenpies tne town or iataua, ana the country in
its neighborhood. Many Cariists are
coming
into Barcelona and Torragona, and askin'* for

making

nearly equitable as possible, scrupulously regarding the rights and interests of all parties concerned,

JOHNS,

health
and strength. Invigoration to be permanent and
complete, must bo effected by establishing a regular
and harmonious action of the various bodily
organs.
Dosing will not accomplish this; but Hostetter’s
stomach bitters will. That admirable tonic and corrective regulates at the same time that it strengthens
the stomach, liver and bowels, and while impartingvigor to the entire physique, purities and

TICKETS SQ.30.

carefully

TWO

In the Kelsey-Sammis case Judge Pratt, has
denied the change of venue.
Place’s tar works on Herns’ Island, near
Pittsburg, was burned Saturday. Loss §35,000.
An adjoining tank containing 8000 barrels of
oil was also burned. Loss §15,000.
It is believed satisfactory arrangements will

BOSTON Ac II vim: K. «.

As the great fires in Chica20 and Boston oecuried
in tlie falfof the year, this season is one in which a
large amount of insurance is being effected. Notwithstanding the increased rates, the insurance business has not been
generally remunerative. It needs
to be
managed. Rates should always be
adequate to tho the risk. They should be carefully
made, and always just and equitable.
We make Fire Insurance our Special Business and Study
undlbeljeviug it should be conducted on sound principles, by carefully scrutinizing
risks, looking well to moral hazard,
the/ates
as

seller for Oct; 71 seller Nov; offerred at 72c seller
the year. Oats steady and in fair demand at 50 cash :
49§c seller Oct; 4«8ese]Ier Nov; 47* a) 474c seller all
the year.
Rye quiet and lira* at 84c. Bariev is Irregular at 1 07 cash; 1 04 tor seller Nov. Provisions
—Pork steady at 17 00$ ^ 17 73 seller all the year;
21 00cash; 18 00 seller Jan and Fell. Lard quiet and
nominal at 11* cash: It GO seller January It* seller
all tho year. Bulk Meats are unchanged; shoulders
8c.
Whiskey is irregular and iu fair demand at 1 01
(g l 01*.
Lake Freights active—1 .u* 4* paid for wheat by

SPECIAL NOTICES.

To The Insuring Public.

trar.

me yy uimj L<ua"ue;

“I,
God,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SAIMO

it. M. M1SON &
S3 Exchange

Domestic Markets.
New York,Oct. 10— Kvenmg.-Flour— receipts 13,952 bb!s; exports 4436 bbis; sales 9700 bbis. There
was more than the usual Saturday’s dullness, but
limited exports aud very moderate local demand;
concossions noccssary for making business; No 2 and
superfino quiet; extra shipping Western and easier;
Minnesota less active. Wheat—receipts 91,733 bush;
exports 4159; sales 85,000 bugh; No 2 Milwaukee sold
early at 114, but later it would not command so
much; No 2 Chicago sold at 1 08 @ 1 10 afloat: 1 07
in store; best extra Kalamazoo Michigan White
Wheat 1 36; good White Genessee 1 30; Red Winter
115 @ 1 21; White Winter 1 22 @ 1 24; closed dull
and lower. Corn—receipts 17,800 bush; exports 800
bush; sales 48,000 bush; mostly 96c in store ;97 afloat;
98c for Yellow; 99c @ 1 02 loi White Western; closed
quiet with buyers and sellers apart. Oats—receipts
4825 bush; sales 644 @ 6$} for No 2 Chicago; closed st
64$c; 15,000 bush all Nov at 64$c; seller Oct at 61$c;
closed tirm. Rye—receipts none; sales 500 bush of
State delivered from store 1 02.
Barley—receipts ol
460,375 bush; ny sales; held at 1 25@ 1 35 for No 2;
Canada 1 45. Cornmeal—receipts 139 sacks; exports
1250 sacks; market quiet and no Brady wine here;
nominally at 5 40 @ 5 50; Western 4 65 @ 5 20. Whiskey-receipts 268 bbis; sales 200 do at 1 06. Ocean
Freghts to Liverpool 16,000; grain M; London 800train 5$d; market for Cook and orders dull;
at 4s @ 48 3d. Kaxt sugar steady; sales 6635 bags of
Pernambuco at 10$c; refined Sugar is quiet; standard at 10 @ 103c; standard, hards, granulated, powCoflee steady; sales 5000
dered and crushed 11 \c.
bags Rio, extra Laurita, at New Orleans at 18Jc;13'H)
do Maricabo at 17 @ 18c. Petroleum weak; crude in
bulk at 5}; R S W 12; cases 17 (g) 17}c. Naval Stores
—Rosin teady and in fair demand; strained nominally at 2 45. 'far neglected; Wilmington nominally
Spirits Turpentine strong at 33c bid. Perk
at 2 75.
dull at 22 40. Lard dull at 13} @ jl. Tallow firm 8?.
Linseod oil 78.

CO.,

St., Porl’aud.
eoi’tt

__

SWKKTSIK,
Bleacher, Presser, Dyer

and Sewof Ladies’ Straw Hats.
The best shapes.
The nicest work.
The most perfect finished.
Every Mat made a new one.
Our shapes include the “lima

er

di Murska,”

“Promenade,’ “New
York,” “Charlotte Cushman,” etc.
New

No. 544 Congress St.

___
~~

eod3w

3."

1

quoted

Chicago, Oct. 10.—Flour quiet: shipping extra 4*
@ 5 00. Wheat unsettled and lower at 90$ i@ 90£c tor
seller Oct;. Corn is unsettled and lower at 77$ @ 78c

HV

CARGOES

OF

PTTRfi
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FurnUlii d
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Hhipped h)
O

CHAM,

mi. s. pitch,
removed to 25» Wr-t ‘23.1 .tret, Sfir
Vork City.
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Periodical Depots of FesBrnnelt & Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out ot the city.
At. Biddeford.otPillsbury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon,
■•ay be obtained at the
•ewleu Bros., Marquis,

of J. S. Carter.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros, and

Waterville,

At
At
At

Stevens & Co.

CITY AND VICINITY.
IVrw

Advertisement* To-Day.

To Let—Room.
Hewing & Hollis—Men’s
Rockland Fall Meeting.

A. C. Strout—Nickerson—MeLellan.
Michael Welch vs. Springfield F. & M. Insurance
Co. Opened to the jury,and on coming in ot the court,
in the afternoon plaintiff accepted offer of defendant,
and was defaulted for $1800 damages and $150 interest.
__

Court.
Jriitaii/-

IKG.

Saturday.—Charles
Porter.

Trespass

on

the

to

caso

Willard F.

vs.

recover

damages

for

tho person and property of the plaintiff, in
injuries
consequence of a collision between the horse and carriage of the defendant and tho horse and carriage of
the plaintiff, on tho “shell road” between this city
and Woodford’s Comer, on tho afternoon of tho 13th
of March last. Damages claimed $5000. Verdict for
to

plaintiff.

Howard & Cleaves.

Cobb & Ray.

Municipal

Court.

JUDGE MORRIS PRESIDING.
Saturday.—Bose A. White and Thomas

Intoxication.

Haley,—

Fined $5 each with costs.

Melville, alias Harry Davis, alias John Anderson, alias Charles Harris, alias Walter Stearns.—
Forgery. Probable cause. Ordered to recognize in
II.

sum

ot $2000.

Meeting
ning.

Brief Jottings.
of the Montgomery Guards this eve-

The Central Wharf Tow Boat Company are
thinking of purchasing a water boat to be used
in the harbor.
to take action

They have
on

tho average price being about $150.
There were between 700 and 800 tickets sold
at Stockbridge’s Saturday, for. the Mercantile
course.

Arrangements are to bo macio to run the
steamihip “Palino” Jof the Mitchell line of
steamers, between Portland and St. John, N.
B„ during tho coming winter, with the Grand
Trunk freight.
Officers Rich aud Gribben got on the war

path Saturday,

after young

men

who

were

stealing copper, and arrested Frederic and
George Turner.
As will bo seen by advertisement a free sing-

ing school

commences at

the New

Jerusalem

church vestry, Wednesday evening.
Tho health lifting machine has Gome and a
marked aDd immediate improvement may be
ill! IIC/I

[iau,u

IU IUU
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UJQ'VXW

The oil paintings to be sold by Morgan &
Dyer, auctioneers, at 18 Exchange street, Tuesday, \\ ednesday and Thursday, excel in finish
of painting and elegance ef frames any sale of
tho season. The paintings aro now on exhibition.
Sir. Marrincr, who was injured last week on
the Eastern road, was quite comfortable last

evening.
arrested

a

boy last eveniug

The Base Ball match.
The game of base ball Saturday, at Deering,
between the Resolutes of this city, and the Androscoggins of Lewiston, excited more interest
in base ball circles than any game in this vicinthis season, and was witnessed by a large
crowd of base ballists and sporting men from
Lewiston and this city. The backers of the
Androscoggins were quite confident of win-

ity

known that the Reso1 utes were minus two or three of their best
players, their confidence took on the form of
betting, and for a short time things looked lively and greenbacks were shown liberally, but as
the game went on the Lewiston money market

ning, and when it

was

became tight, and before it closed it was doubtful if there was money enough among that
crowd to buy even a “Lincoln street” drink.
At least it was not shown.
The game was a very fair exhibition of base
ball, but both clubs made too many errors.
Part of them, however, should be attributed to
*
The
the wet condition of the ball and field.
innfirst
few
after
the
lead
Resolutes took the
i ngs and maintained it throughout, winning
tho game by a score of 9 to G. The Androscoggins rather excelled at the bat, but the Reso“Tweed” Barnes played
lutes fielded best.
third base finely,making twmbeautifnl catches,
both hot from the bat, one very low and difficult, and one a hot liner taken over his head
with one hand. Both plays were loudly ap
plauded. Leighton caught the first seven innings, and then went in to pitch, with Crocker,
late catcher of the Paper Mill club, behind the
bat. He is one of the finest catchers we have
ever seen in an amateur club, especially under
Libby and
tho bat, where he is unsurpassed.
Ayer played their positions well, as did most
of the others. Tho Androscoggins played very
steadily and pluckily for an up hill game, and
it is no boy’s play to win a ball from thera.
We know of no club in this state who can do
it outside the Resolutes, who rightly hold for
another season the championship of Maine.
Real Estate Teansfers.—The following
aro real estate transfers recorded in this city
tho past week:
Lot of land on Vesper street from Edward E.
Preble to S. B. Beckett. Consideration $100.
JLiOb UL lituu

UU

DUCCl

Him

thereon from Simon Fitch to Geo. F.

UUUUlUfJ

French.

ConsiderationJ815,000.

Lot of land on Forest street from Sarah A.
Gray to Henrietta G. Eveleth. Consideiation

notgiveD.

Lot of laud on Church street from John C.
Procter to Charles Jackson et al. Consideration not given.
Lot of land on Canton street with buildings
thereon from Louisa Sturgis to Patrick Council. Consideration 81000.
Lot of land on Atlantic street from Charles
A. Walden to E'iza A. Jack, Consideration
hot given.
Lot of land on Mouumcut street with tho
buildings thereon from Charles Sampson to
Angelica L. Gould. Consideration not given.
Lot of land on corner of State aud Cumberland streets from Cyrus Cressey to JohnT.
Wood. Consideration 85000.
Lot of land in the rear of l’iuo street from
Edward P. Chase to 15. F. Whitney. Consid-

eration 81200.
Narrow Escape.—Yesterday afternoon aboal
five o’clock, two hoys, one a son of Andrew
Leighton, about ten years of age, and the other
named Vaughn, about eight years of age, were
out in Lack Bay sailing, when tho boat upset
and the boys came very near being drowned'
Au older boy named Finney was near at the
time, and caught the Vaughn hoy just as he
The other
was going down and rescued him.
hoy sank and Finney had to dive for him, aud
when lie got him lo the shore young Leighton
Dr. Lamb was called and
was insensible.
worked on him two hours before ho was fully

resuscitated.
Business Changes.—The following are the
recent business changes in this Etate:
Guilford—Daniel Crockett, stoves and tinware, sold to E. H. Page.
Lewiston—David Graflam, carriages, admits
J. L. Chesley, style Graffam & Cheslcy.
Lisbon—J. K. Christopher, stoves aud tin
l.K. Chris
ware, admits A. H. McCurda, style
topher & Co.
Portland—Pearson & Brown, manufacturer?
cleansing and polishing composition, dis.
Mass.ire & Ojeda, confectionery, &c.; dis.
II. P. & T. Easton, tin ware, pew firm.
Saco—C. H. Leighton, dry goods, sold to N
McGusick & Son.
Burglar Arrested.—Officers Hicks am
Hanson arretted Chamberlain, the escapci
burglar from Lewiston, last evening, at thi
Commercial Hons-, lie says he was coufinoi
in tho lock-up for two or three days with liii
handcuffs on the whole time. He does not can
to say where the other
ed when he did.

prisoners are

nothing now that impresses us like energy.
It is by showing force in storm and ocean that
nature is grandest. It is in overcoming obstacles that man is most divine. We as a race,
Cromwell’s Ironsides, tha
the children of
brothers of the men who marched with Sherman to the sea almost demand a religion of
energy. I have to point out to you to-day the

flhpist.iiin iripal nf

who escap

Mrs. J. H. Burnell.

Chas. Walker on the rustic chair.
The entertainment consisted of singing by
the Amphions, music by Master Pingrec, and
the tableau of “taking the oath.”
The fair will continue this

evening,

and

every person who purchases a ticket at the
All the articles that
door will receive a prize.
bavo not been sold from the tables will be
numbered and a corresponding number placed
on each ticket. The price of admission will re-

cies, perils, friendships, love, religion, are constantly developing energy in those who had
been thought lazy and feeble. There seems to
be in every man’s nature a store of reserve

main at 25 cents.
cliromos and twenty globes of gold fish, as well
as quite a number of plants which hsve been
the flower booth.
on exhibition at
Parties
having tickets in rafles are reminded that they
will be all drawn this evening, amoDg them
the two sewing machines. There will doubtless be a great rush for tickets to-night.
The
grocery store will be open all day. Prices
lower than ever. All goods remaining unsold
at 9 p. m., will bo closed out at auction.

There are some fine bargains awaiting some,
body, as the stock is all new and the prices are
reasonable. It is proposed to clean everything
out,
Everything
livered free of cost.

bought

at this store

is

de-

Ward's Opera House.—Largo audiences
afternoon and evening greeted the return of the

regular variety company Saturday. The programme was made up to bring out to the best

advantage each artist and his
pleased the audience hugely.
evening

This

specialty,

and it

“another avalanche of

new

stars” is announced, seven new artists having
been engaged. The great statue cloggists, Ella
Sauuders ar.d M. C. Healy, make their first apMnsAUie Dean, the vocalist and
pearance.
comedienne, is another attraction. Prof. Fox,
known for his wonderful imitations of birds,
beasts, insects, &c.,is engaged, and the La
Verdes, Bella, Lillie and Minnie, are another

great attraction. The favorites of the old company are retained, Yankee Locke, Fannie Rierson, Clark, Revini and Zoenetti, Forest Brothers, McAoy, Watson, Donald and Jennie Bryant and Ida Campbell.
All these will appear
in new specialties.
Revini and Zoenetti will
exhibit some novel adR daring trapeze acts,
Yankee Locke will come out in a Dew and very
amusing farce, and the others appear in new
songs and dances.
Forest City Sugar Refining Company.
A special meeting of the Forest City Refining
Company was held Saturday afternoon at the
office of the company to receive the resignation
ri'

r>

..„.i

m

—-

President H. J. Libby in the chair.
The following letter of
and accepted:

resignation

was

read

Portland, Sept. 10,1871.

To the President and Directors of

the F. C.

Sugar Refining Company:

Gentlemen—My physical condition is such I
find it absolutely necessary to havo some relief
from the care and responsibility of the management of the P. C. Sugar Refining Company
and I hereby tender my resignation of the office
of treasurer, and the business manager of the
corporation to take etfecton the 30th inst., or
any other day that may better meet your conveniences to fill the vacancy.
At the day before named we shall have the house worked out
and accounts made up showing the result of
the working which I trust will be found satisfactory to the board.
In surrendering my trust allow me to express
my warm thanks to you individually for your
uniform kindness, courtesy, and valuable aid in
the management of the important trust confided in me.
Yours very respectfully,
T. C. Hersey.
On motion of Mr. James H. Smith, seconded
by Mr. H. M. Hart, the following resolution
was unanimously passed:
Resolved, That the unanimous thanks of the

stockholders are hereby tendered to Mr. Hersey for the faithful and efficient discharge of
duties imposed upon him during the pterin he
has held the offices of treasurer and general
manager; and it is with regret they are compelled to accept his resignation, owing to his
impaired health, which they hope, will soon be
restored, and that after his return from his
contemplated journey, they may again have
the advantage of his valuable advice.
Geo. S. Hunt, esq., was then unanimously
elected treasurer and business manager.
Mr.
Geo. O. K. Cram was elected clerk.
The Museum.-The admirers of Misses
Fisher and Ellerman, and of Messrs. Arnold,
Tilla and Birch, assembled in goodly numbers
at the

Museum, Saturday evening,

to pay their
farewells. The bill embraced the second and
third acts of Fra Diavolo, and the amusing

comody,

strictly speakiDg, farce of
“Checkmate.” The rendition of Fra Diavolo
needs no comment, for its merits are well
known. It was evident that the listeners were
or

more

heartily

sorry to hear the last of Mr. Arnold.
The farce was capitally rendered.
Mr. William Calder came out surprisingly in the part
of Sam Winkle, and gave] a highly 'amusing
and very satisfactory interpretation of the role.
He approved himself a low coramedian of
much more than average ability, and will here-

after be most heartily received whenever he
makes an appearance. He will remain at the
Museum. Miss Ellerman played the role of
Charlotte Russo with spirit and vivacity.
Mr.
Arnold was a finished Sir Elvcrton Taffy, and
Miss Chippendale a sufficiently pert Susan
Bunn.
At the matinee there was a crowded house.
Fra Diavolo was the bill.
This evening Mr. James J. Bartlett, from
Booth’s Theatre, and Miss Isadora Cameron
make their appearance in Bulwei’s “Lady of
Lyons.” Tbelcasl is a strong one. Miss Camappears
Pauline,Mr. Bartlett as Claude
and Mr. Calder as Glavis. A very pleasing entertainment may be confidently looked for.

erou
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force. The things that he can do if he will often amaze us. Energy seizes hold of this reserve store. Stir the weakest soul with a motive, throw obstacles in the way of his love and
you have energy.
Let us now look at the scope of our text. It
You might
is the religious ideal of energy.
think it would bid a man seek the kingdom of
On the conheaven regardless of this world.
trary it is as broad as possible. It is an enershowed enmen
who
getic life. We have seen
ergy in business who were weak and listless at
home. We have seen men who put force into
their work and were negligent in their religion.
We have seen men who took interest in religious duties and were inefficient workmen. The
religious ideal of energy is energy throughout.
But this is more than an ideal. It is a duty.
Our lesson has here a double bearing.
ReFirst, withjregard to our earthly life.
ligion comes to christianize it. And how shall
she do this? By intensifying it. Religion demands of each man not only work, but energy.
Nor is it at all idle to preach energy in work to
There is dishonesty, disAmerican people.
comfort, waste all around us because men do
not see that energy is not merely a worldly gift
to the few, but a religious duty for the many. I
believe we could put double the force into our
religion, if we would put double the force into
our business.
But more imperatively the rule of energy
holds with religion in itself. The idea of religion as a life of pure meditation is passing away.
There is no sphere where all that has been said
of energy holds more strictly than here. Every
consideration of religion suggests energy. Love,
the central thought of religion, is the divinest
force in earth or heaven. Love nerves energy.
Love that lacks in energy just so far is not
love.
In religion, too, of all spheres energy is
economy. A half way religious life is a pitiable waste. Again and again Christ seems to
say: Be bad, if against all love and all warnings you dare to be bad, but if you choose to be
good, be wholly good. Ye cannot serve God
and mammon.
Of all spheres, too, in religion, energy is joy,
peace land ease: The happy Christian is he
who throws force into his religion. The more
force, the more enthusiasm, the more promptness in duties, invariably the more delight and
the easier his way becomes.
But further in many directions, a man may
live without energy. In religion energy comes
You have
nearer to an inexorable necessity.
seen an oarsman puUing against a strong tide.
1C is not cnougn |tnac nis uirection ne correct
He must use
nor that he is patient in pulling.
force enough to overcome that tide. Just so
With
we are living in a world of diffiulty.
many •( us the tides of temptation set strongwe
mean
It
that
is
not
downward.
enough
ly
to be good. There are plenty of men who
mean to be good, who are floating down with
the current.
They are in'the church as well
It is nothing but energy that can
as out of it.
save such men.
But I havejto add a word of application to our
church. There are some things in the world
that unless they are a clear success, they are a
wretched failure. One of these things is a
Christian church. I do not know anything
finer to see than a church that meets its ideal.
It is a spring of honesty and truth. With all
its members it is preaching love and hope to
It lifts the community. It
men every day.
It draws them to
saves men frcm their sins.
love their Father in heaven. But all this means
It means
and work.
more than patience
promptness, enthusiasm and force. It means
of
is
no
common
The
want
energy
energy.
folly or blunder. It is sin and failure.
And finally the solemn conclusion of our text.
For there is no work, nor device, nor knowledge, nor wisdom in the grave whither thou
goest. There is IsomethiDg deeper than idle
sentiment in the awe that comes over us when
we think of the mystory to which we are drawing on, of the change which in any theory
must await us, and the final closing of our
earthly record with Jail its mingled good and
evil.
_

Personal.
McMahon of the Montgomery Guards,
has concluded to resign.
Hon. Hugn Allan sailed from Quebec in the

Capt.

Polynesian

Liverpool, Saturday.
Consul Murray, who attended
for

the
British
Bobbins trial at Bockland last week, gave a
reading at the Thorndike House Friday evening
to a select company.
Shepard Knapp’s Injury.—The following
the particulars of the accident to Shepard
Knapp on his way to the laces at St. John
are

He was in charge of George H.
last week.
Bailey of this city at the time. The horse
was locked into a baggage car by himself at
the time. The train had only passed McAdam
Junction a few miles when smoke was discovered

escaping

from the car

next the

locoThe

motive, which contained Shepard Knapp.
train was stopped, the door burst open, and
within the smoke was so dense that they could
The fire was quickly
not see across tho car.
put out with water from the tender, when it
gone through a
“mighty close shave.” His halter was burned
off, his blanket was burned to a crisp, and half
was

found that the horse had

his tail had furnished food for the flames,
wbilo his stomach and other parts were badly
scorched. His mouth and nostrils are sa sore
that the skin is pealing off, and his lungs are
somewhat affected. As a matter of course, he
did not trot at the Moosepath races last week,
and will be withdrawn from the r’ces at Gardand Bockland for which he was entered.
He will be brought to this citv by boat as soon
as be is able to leave St. John, and Mr. Bailey
says his injuries are snch that it will be quite
impossible for him to appear on the turf again
this season.
iner

as

Army & Navy Course.—Speaking of Geo
esq., who appears in the Army &
Navy course this winter on “Wives of great
men”, the Philadelphia Press says: In epigram

DawsoD,

desciiption Mr. Dawson has been styled
Disraeli bas had nothing
“absolutely great.

matic

clever said of him as Dawson’s decided epigram—“His politics are romantic aud his romances are political, and he himself is a fiction
founded on fact.”
The man who said that is
the original character we are about to welcome.
His mannerism may be best described as a freedom from mannerism. The style is the man;
he is simply and purely himself; by turns eccentric, humorous, scornful, and pathetic; alHe has been
ways original and surprising.
been styled the “English Gough,” and the ex
pression has meaning. He uses the tongue understood by the common people, and ho uses it
with a foice not surpassed by any speaker of
his generation, and iu but few instances equalled. Mr. Dawson has just made a most successful appearance in Boston, and it is said
that “Wives of great men” is his finest lecture.
so

Overboard.—Saturday evening,

about halfyoung man named Scott was going to llio Boston boat when by some chance
he fell overboard from Franklin wharf. Officers
Garland and Rice, with tha assistance of Mr.
Joseph D. Hustings, watchman at the New

past

pnprorv

But what do we' mean by energy? It includes three elements—enthusiasm, force and
promptness. It is thus more than industry,
more than patience, more than obedience.
In the next place the way of energy is the
way of economy. It economizes power. Look
at the success of Prussia oyer France. It
economizes time. The first trial is all that it
needs.
The way of energy is therefore the easiest
way. There is limitation here. If indolence
is ease then energy means hard work. But
if any soul is made wretched by failure, if
success is refreshment and delight then the
path of energy is ease.
Furthermore for some things energy is essential. In the competition of trade it is not
enough that a man be merely industrious and
willing and honest. Knaves will ruin such a
But he must love his work and throw
man.
force into it. In fighting some kinds of disthat the patient shall
ease it is not enough
obey his physicians. He must throw his will
scale
too.
the
into
Again energy is not a special gift. Emergen-

Maj.

-f

siasts,

Deputy Williams
for stealing hens.

Better yet an estheir representative men.
sential feature in our Lord's character was
his untiring and resistless energy. There is

The guess cake on Mrs. Abbott’s table was
divided between four persons,each guessing the
same weight.
Rev. Mr. Bicknell is still ahead on the Bible,
W. B. Smith on the Commander’s table and

meeting Saturday

a

the matter.
F. O. Bailey & Co. sold sixteen horses Saturday morning for about $2500, at prices ranging
from $400 for a pair to $40 for a black mare,

Library

as it has been every evening the past
week. The young ladies were more active than
ever in obtaining tickets fcr raffles for tbe sewing machines, dolls, &c., &c. A pair of tame
partridges near the flower booth attracted a

packed,

Berry and

Bradbury.

Merrill

distinctive of Bible religion. Tho Jews were a
people set apart to war forcibly with evil. It
is the men of action, Moses, David, and Elijah
who are preeminently their good men. Just
so it was energetic conflict to which the
Christians were called. Peter and Paul were

ry, Mrs. Hammond, C. W. Carry, Willie M.
Davis, Mrs. E. N. Brown, E. D. Clark, Frank

Saturday.-William H. Wilson et als. vs. Axel
Hay ford. Tho jury, after being out for the night
and reporting their inability to agree, and having
beeu advised by the court of the duties of jurors in
this regard, retired again and at 1 p. m. brought in a
verdict tor plaintiffs for two thousand twenty dollars and sixty-six cents.

\V.

Saturday was
City Hall. TBe
managers of tbe several departments were anxious to dispose of their wares as the fair was
As a result the sales were
drawing to a close.
large. The grocery store did a thriving business all day.
In the evening the hall was

bott’s table: Flora M. Kendall, Lizzie Somers,
Flora M. Kendall, Chas. Hamilton, Mrs. Ber-

BEFORE JUDGE FOX.

TERM* loi-i, BYBIOHDB,

Sixth Ray.
a busy day at

by Mrs. Purington; rustic basket from
tbe flower booth, Miss Ella Pierce; wax cross,
by Miss Holbrook; quilt, by J. T. Richards;
doll, by F. A. Sylvester. The following persons drew bottles of perfumery on Mrs.
Ab-

United Stales Circuit Court.

CIVIL

Dole
preached & sermon on energy, taking as his
text Ecc. IX:10. Whatsoever thy hand findeth to
do do it with thy might.
The text gathers into the terseness of a
proverb a thought which runs through the
whole Bible. It is energy. It is a thought

screen

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Grand Sunday Concert—City Hall.
A Free Singiug School.

CHUBCH.

Yesterday morning the Eev. C. F.

The
A number of persons drew chromos.
best were taken by Mrs. C. Jordan, T. H.
Pratt, C. Nowell, Mrs. J. R. Duran, J. S. Libby, E. Freeman, R. Greeley and J, Brown.
The following ere the raffles drawn: Light

Fine Furnishings.

Superior

PLYMOUTH

In fact some people
great deal of atteution.
thought that they had seen partridges before.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
State of Maine—Geo. G. Stacy.
0(K.‘ii{ng—E. It. Fowle.
Portland Montgomery Guards.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Dow & Painer—Insurance Agents.
Agents Wanted—1>. H. Burns.
Horse Found—Fred T. Mountfort.
Dr. C. B. Wilkinson—Oxygenized Air.

OCTOBER

THE GRAND AKNIY FAIR.

PRESS.

THE

seven,

a

York boat, succeeded in getting him out with
no injury other than a severe wetting.
About
the time he was well out, Mr. Chas. Williams,
the clerk of the Boston boat, thought it was
hie turn, and so he fell over too.
The same
men helped him out,
During the jiast yeat
Mr. Hustings has got nine persons out of the
dock in that vicinity. A good showing.
The “States.”—Sometime since the Press
published an aceouut of the improvements tc
he made ir. the United States Hotel. The worli
is now well advanced aud the bouse shows the
result of the work.
There is to bo upwards oi

$0000 expended

on

it, aud when completed,!il

wi.l rank among the best in the state.
Tlic
work began at the top, and each room has beer
taken, one at a time, plastered and whitened,
and the rooms newly furnished
throughout,
What is now the fiuit store on the first Hoar it
to be made into a

gentlemen’s parlor.

\

STATE

NEWS.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

The Portland Packing Company commenced
packing corn at their factory, in Naples, the
first day of September, and finished the last
day. They worked about 23 days, packing 200,000 cans from 180 acres. The pay roll for help
Amount received by
was about $125 a day.
farmers for corn about $8000. Tho fine weather
of late gave double the amount expected.
FRANKLIN COUNTY.

In the Supreme Court at Farmington, Dr. E.
S. Johnson was fined $300 for producing a
miscarriage on Mrs. Tripp of Temple. He paid
It.
KNOX COUNTY.

John Holen, a seaman on board the schooner
Florence Mayo, Capt. William Hall, of Rockland, dieil very suddenly while on the voyage
to New York.
He was standing at the wheel
steering, only five minutes before his death. As
his homo and friends were unknown, his body
was
taken charge of by the city authorities
upou its arrival in New York, and was carried
to the Morgue.
The cause of his death was
probably a diseased condition of the heart.
A young man named Buckner was thrown
from a carriage and very seriously injured at
South Thomastou, Friday.
LINCOLN COUNTY.

Launched at Waldohoro, last Saturday afternoon : a three-masted schooner, Mary j. Cook.
Said to be the most thoroughly built vessel of
her class ever constructed on the river. She is
owned by parties in Friendship and Boston.
OXFORD COUNTY.

Nutter, Shirley & Co., are
steam mill at Fijeburg.

erecting

a

large

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

Fred Adams of the Merrymeeting Farm in
has recently sold two colts to J.
E. Maynard, Itevere stables. Boston, for $1800;
a four year old colt to Col. William Bingham of
Boston, for $1250; a five months old Dreadnaught colt out of a well bred Kentucky mare,
to Kufus Pickering, Esq., real estate broker of
Boston, for $475.

Bowdoinhatn,

SOMERSET COUNTY.

E. W. McFadden of Fairfield, has a horeo
which he bought in Concord in 18G4. Becently,
while his son was on a visit to Embden the
horse got loose in the stable and made for his
old quarters in Concord, where he was found a
day or two afterwards, it being the first time
he had been to the farm since Mr. McFadden
bought him, ten years ago.
A set of buildings belonging to Thomas Phinney of Detroit, were destroyed by fire on the
afternoon of Tuesday, the 22d nit. Xt was occupied by two families, who saved nearly all
their furniture. The barn contained seven tons
of hay. Loss estimated at $600.
At the

Burglars attempted to

enter the houso of Mrs.
Park street, Bangor, Friday
They made so
night, by means of a ladder.
much noise that the inmates were alarmed and
when
called for assistance,
they tied.
The Maine Central Company are improving
their accommodations in their depot at Bangor.
Bentley Oberhas been airested at Bangor for
stealing tools from the company working the
granite quarries at Mosquito Mountain.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

the occasion of the recent visit of Maine
to Hon. T. J. Southard’s in Richmond, there was a brilliant display of fireworks
in front of his house during the evening. There
Richwas also a fine display on the wharf at
mond during the march of the Sir Knights
from Mr. Southard’s resideuco to the steamer.
On

Commaudery

foreign pokts.
Ar at Cete
Inst, brig Tubal Cain, Stono, fm New
York.
Sid fm Havre 6th inst, barque Halcyon, Hardie.for
New Orleans.
Sid im Liverpool 8th inst, ship Freidlander, Emerson, New York.
Ar at Louisburg CH 25tli ult, sch John W
Riirasey,
Brown, Glace Bay lor Boston; 3d Inst, A H Waite,
Pettingill, Boston.
Halifax
5th inst, sch Ringdove, Swain, from
AT ?}
Ndw York.
Ar at St John, NB, Oth
inst, sch E A Hayes, Smith

Supreme

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

JOUST E. DOW

J.

S.

_

Anything desired in a Catholic Bookstore
be found at T. P. McGowan’s, Congress
ielGtf
Block.

Gallery

Meta.
S3, and §1.

Boxes

Errry Saturday Afternoon,
scl

Bedacrd

at

In Waldoboro, Sept. 23, Fred W. Folsom ol Wiscasset and Florence C. Levcnseller of Waldoboro.
In Lovell Center, Elwell Andrews and Miss Lucy
B. Martin.
In Bath, Sept. 30, T. S. Burns cf Farmingilale and
Miss Abbie I.. Rogers of Bath.
In Auburn, Oct. 1, Edgar G. Sprague and Miss
Lilia B. Gulliver.

DIED.
Iu this city, Oct. 10, Fanny C., daughter of Charles
W. and Henrietta C. Stevens, aged 2 years 21 days.
[Funeral services this Monday afternoon at 2i o’clk
at No. 74 Newbury street.
In Augusta, Sept. 25, Miss Emma H. Webber, aged
25 years 1 month.
In Bethel, Sept. 19, Mr. Perlcy P. Burnham, aged
60 years.
In Gardiner, Sept. 23, Miss Lizzie E., daughter of
Jotham Ripley, aged 18 years.
In Paris. Sept. 22, Mr. Charles Decker, aged 63 yrB.
In Gardiner, Sept, 18, Edward M. Chamberlain,
agod 17 years.

DEPARTURE OF STEAMSHIPS.
From
For
Date.
Name.
Crescent City.New York. .Havana.Oct 13
Samaria.Boston.Liverpool.Oct 13
Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 14
Russia.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 14
City ot Paris.New York. Liverpool.Oct 17
Java.New York.. Liverpool.Oct 17
Baltic.New York. .Liverpool.Oct 17
California.New York. .Glasgow........ Oct 17
Holsatia.New York. .Hamburg.Oct 15
City of Merida.... New York—Havana.Oct 15
St Laurient.New York. .Havre.Oct 17
.Oct 17
Henry Chauncy_New York. .Aspinwall
Columbus.New York. .Havana.Oct 20
Minnesota.New York. Liverpool.Oct 20
Atlas.Boston.Liverpool.Oct 20
Oct 22.
Cimbria.New York.. Hamberg
Colon.New York. .Aspinwall.Oct 24
24
York.
of
Montreal..
.New
.Liverpool.Oct
City
Utopia.New York. Glasgow.Oct 24
Etna.New York. .Jamaica.Oet 27
..

and

Sound

OF

—

Almanac.October 1!).
rises.C.09 I High water.12.45 PM

MISS ISADORA CAMERON

DRAMATIC ENTERTAINMENT BY

Promenade

BRANCH

Capital.

$10,000,000

00

Fire Surplus and Reserves... 3,700,000 CO
Total Fire Assets. 13,700,000 00
Net Life Assets and Annuities. 13,300,000 00
9««,WV)VW

uv

Gross Assets held by Board ot Management in New

York.$1,600,000

00

1871 wore. 1,743,457 81
The Co.’s actual losses by Boston lire in
1872 were.
503,680 46
Yet the Company paid these losses at sight without
borrowing or selling a single dollar of permanent
investments; continued regular dividends to their
stockholders,and at the end of 1873 had entirely made
up (not however in this country) the losses of these
two conflagrations and all others, commencing 1874
with a surplus $100,000 larger than ever before. Annual income of
Fire Department alone over.$4,000,000 00
Fire and Life Assets entirely distinct, the one not
liable for the other. All fair losses promptly adjusted
and paid in money current.

BREWERS’

INSURANCE

CO.,

(July 1st, 1874)

CITY

...

INSURANCE CO.,

QUEEN

LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND.
Capital,

$10,000,000 OO
Aaaeti in the United Slates,
Jan. 1,1874,
994,008 19

INSURANCE

Cash Capital,
Assets

Malnrdny* Oct. iO.
ARRIVED.
Steamship K'eanora, Johnson, New York—mdse
and passengers to Henry Fox.
Barque Samuel B Hale, Matthews, Boston, to load
for Buenos Ayres.
Barque Linda Stewart, Stinchfield, Boston.
Sch Aneroid, (ot Camden) Fletcher, Pictou,—475

tons coal to Jas L Farmer.
Sch Dolphin, (Br) Snow, Port La Tour,.NS—dry
fish for a market.
Sch Wm Thomas, Littlejohn, Boston.
Sch Leocadia. Deland. Boston.
Sch Alaska, Thorndike, Boston.
Sch Python, Conroy, Boston, to load for, Deer IbIc.
Sch John Tyler, Pendleton, Calais.
Sell Lucy Mary, Lane, Sedgwick.
Sch Matilda, Sprague, Swan’s Island.

CLEARED.
steamship Geo Washington. Whitehead, N York—
J N Magna.
Stoamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, N S, —John
Porteons,
Sch Annie Currier, (Br) Peck, St John, NB—John
Porteons.
Sch Dawn, (Br) Outhouse, Grand Mcnan, NB—E G
Willard.
Sch Charles A Colomb, Feunimero, Philadelphia—
Orlanddo Nickerson.
Sch Convoy, Blancc, Calais—Nathl Blake.
Munday, Oct. 11.
ARRIVED.
Pictou—275 tons
Elizabeth
Moore,
Ann,
(3r)
Brig
coal to A D Wbidden.
to Rounds &
Lee,
Philadelphia—coal
Eudorus,
Brig
Sch G M Prainard, Crockett, Elizabetbport—coal
to J W Deering.
Sch Senator Grimes, Philbrook, New York—coal to
5 Rounds & Son.
Sch Yantic, Munroe, Boston.
Sch Sea Lion. (Br) Mclutire, Now Bandon, NB—
grind stones to P Downing.
Sch Day Star, (Br) Damon, Bear River, NS—wood

FLOOR MANAGERS.
Jas D Fessenden, Chas P Mattocks, Chas W
Ford,
Rensellaer Greeley, A M Sawyer, John Yeaton Jr,
EH Hanson, C C Donglass, GHPoor, C W Bean,
Henry I Gray, E C Miiriken.

A FREE SINGING SCHOOL

Wednesday Exening Next,

vincetown.

Launched—At Nobleboro 3d inst, by H Kennedy
6 Co, a three-masted schr of 400 tons, named the
Mary J Cook. She is owned by Capt A G Cook of
Friendship, (who is to command her) and parties in
Boston, New York, and Alexandria.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 1st inst, barque E II King-

man, Bearse, Baltimore.

PORTLAND, O—Ar 25ib, ship Frank N Thayer,
Starrett, Hong Kong.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 5th, barque Scotland, Rogers, Boston.
Below 9th. ship Itaska, Cotton, from Antwerp.
PENSACOLA—Ar 28th ult, brig Keystone, Barter,
Gaheston.
Ar 8th, sch Sarah Hall, from Key West.
Cld 30th, sch Maggie Rivers, Rivers, New York.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar 2Gth, sch Etta May, Dix,
New York.
Ar 10th, sch Delhi, Emerson. Portland.
Sid 29th, brig Gambia, Tupper, Fernandina.
S.d 30th, barque Emma C Litcbfleld, Hayden, lor
Rio Janeiro.
SAVANNAH—Ar 8tb, ships Success, Chase, Bristol. E; Robt Dixon, Smithwick, Liverpool.
WILMINGTON—Ar 6th, brig Altavela, Frectliy,
M Turner. Hnnner. Boston

Talbot, Amesburv, Rockport.
CITY POINT, VA—Sid 7tb, Palo Alto, Jenkins,

Rio Janeiro.

NORFOLK—Cld 7tli, sch R E Pecker, Batchelder,
Barbadoes.
ALEXANDRIA—Below 7tb, sch Chaley Morton,
Pike, from Windsor, NS.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 8tli, sch Nellie J Dinsmore,
Parker. Georgetown for Portland.
FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 9tb, barque Palo Alto,
Jenkins, fm Richmond for Rio Janeiro; brig J Bickmore, Welch, Norfolk for Barbadoes.
BALTIMORE—Ar 7th, brig John Wesley, Savage,
Curacoa.
Cld 8th, brig Rensliaw, Sylvester, New York.
Ar 9tu, sch Ada J Simonton, Hall, Boston.
Cld 9th, ship Andrew Jackson, Closson, Charleston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 8th, schs Geo B Ferguson,
Ferguson, Belfast; Mary J Ward, Ward, Kempt,
NS; Ethan Allen, Blake, Portland via Marcns Hook
Bar, where she was ashore.
Ar 9th, sch Charley & Wiley, Cousens, from Spruce
Hoad.
Cld 8th, schs Maud, Robinson, Portland; H Curtis,
Haskell, Rockport; J P Wyman, Mann, Chelsea.
Below 10th, brig Ida L Ray, from Bluehill; schs
Agnes I Grace, Smalley, and Geo W Jewett, Jewett,
from Bath.
NEW YORK—Ar 8tli,
Bremen; schs Starlight,

brig Madawaska, Smith,
Blatchford, Calais; Siak,
Sherman, and Alcora, Robinson, Machias ; Lucy
Hammond, Robinson, do; Kate Mitchell, Eastman,
Gardiner for Rondout; Willie Luce, Talbot, Camden
for Charleston; Fannie Wright, from Stockton; Abbie Pitman, Mills, fra Rockport for Alexandria; Wm
Whitehead, Titus, Providence.
Ar 9th, schs Ocean Belle, Mills, Windsor, NS; Ida
Ella. Owens, Pembroke; Alnomak, Flye, Rocklaud;
Sinbad, Perry, do; LB Sargent, Sargent, St John,
NB; Alnomak, Blake, Thomaston; Laura Robinson,
Robinson. Providence ; Laconia, Hall, do ; Lake,
Rogers, Warren.
Ar 10th, ship David Crockett, Anderson, Liverpool.
Cld 9th, ship Ne Plus Ultra, Borden, London; brig
Hermann, Patterson. Barbadoes; schs Sarah F Bird,
Hall, Pensacola; Fred Brown, Wilson, Providence.
Passed through Hell Gate 8th, schs Sea Lark, Guptill, New York for Boston; Julia Newell, Newell, do
for Boston; Jason, Thomas, do for Saco.
Passed through Hell Gate 9th, schs Anna Elizabeth

from Port Johnson for Salem: Fmma W Day, from
New York for Portsmouth; J B Knowles, Watts,
and Sahwa, Kelley, do tor Boston; Z A Paine, Jones,
do for Eastport; it M Brookings, Brown, and Ocean
Ranger, Whitney, Port Johnson for Boston; Harper,
do for Bangor; Alamo, Sanborn, Wcehawken for
Boston; Leonora, Myers,do tor Noak; Louisa Smith,
Webber, Port Johnson for Bangor.
Sid 9th, brigs Hattie KatoD, for Port Spain; Mattie
B Russell. Bermuda; sch A G Bryant,, Port Spain.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 7th, sch Armida Hall, H&ll,

Baltimore.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 9th, sell Valparaiso, Mason,
Bay View, Mass.
Cld 9th, brig Richmond. Powers, Bangor.
Sid 8th, sch Fannie A Bailey, Hutchinson, for New
York; Martha PKing, Jarvis, Poughkeepsie; Darius
Eddy, Rideout, Newport.
EDGARTOWN—In port 8tb,scbs Pallas, for Rockland; Saxon, for Boston; Veto, and John Balch, for
do; Mary Susan, for Portsmouth; Ida James, for
Vinalhaven.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 9th, sch Wm H DeWitt1

89
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$500,000 OO

ASSETS.

GLOUCESTER-Ar 10th, brig Stockton, Allen,
Cadiz.

Sunday Concert

SUNDAY

OAin

n-r,

Loans on 1st Liens Beal Kstate.
Beal Estate.
Loans on collateral.

n.

316,735
79,006
80,796
Other property. 32,586

03
65
07
55

*850,957

17

J. E. Dow & J. S. Pitlmer,

Exchange

St*

QJl2cod2w

Oxygenized

a

Admission 25 cents, or five tickets for 31.00 if parchased in advance at Hawes’ Mnsic Store.
Reserved seats 35 cents, for sale Wednesday morning, Oct. 11th.
ocl2dCt

references:

Case oi Catarrh of 10 Years' Standing.
CITY MARSHAL PARKER SAYS:
Dr. Wilkinson:
Sir—Alter taking one treatment of your Oxygenized Air I am pleased to say I am better of mv Catarrh, of tbo pains in my head and of myself altogether, after spending hundreds of dollars in other
medicines without receiving any permanent relief.
GEO. W. PARfcER, City Marshal.
dtf
od2

HE WINS &

HOLLIS,

room

fitted up for the sale of these
arc prepared to show the best

goods exclusively, and
stock at tbc

LOWEST
ever

PRICES

offered in Portland.

at $2.50 per

pair and upwards.

from $10 to $25 per

pair.

Colored Blankets
$1.75

UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY
AND GLOYES,

to

$1.75

Domestic

and to have, also, the best possible assortment of all
the inioor articles that make a well appointed wardrobe.

per

pair.

Quilts

88 cents to $2.00.

Prices will be as low as good articles can be sold.
Orders by mail solicited.

FURNISHING

GOODS,

These Quilt*

are

■linn

Rockland Fall Heeling*
Hollars.

that the entries for these purses
close to-night (Monday), and may be made with
George H. Bailey at the Evans House, Gaidiner, and
with Fred A. Berry (Berry Bros., Rockland).
Trotting to commence Oct. 20th. 21st and 22nd.
GEORGE H. BAILEY, Proprietor.
ocl2dlt

RECOLLECT

from 91.00 to 93.00 less
former Prices.

TO

N. B.—Congress street his been rennmbere 1. Onr
former number was 332; our present number is

534

Congress

Street

EASTMAN BROS.
OC8istl

LET!

Boom in the Second Slory of the
Printers’ Exchange, with power if
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchauge Street.
OC12

Wives Save your Husbands
and Friends.
It Can be Given

dtf

Secretly.

_

DRUNKENNESS

Agents Wanted.
sell Littlefield’s patent Common Senso stove
damper, saves more c<-al than all others put to
gether saves J of the coal, keeps a regular heat.
Agents make from $4 to $10 per day. D. H.
BURNS, Corner of Newbury and Fremont Place.
oc!2dlw»

TO

Horse Found.
Into the enclosure ot the subscriber

CAME
day
inst.,a
lbbs, the
the 9th

dark

owner can

ocl2d3t*

roan

have the

mare
same

on

Fri-

weight
by pay-

FRED T. MOUNTFORT,
Allen’s Corner, Deering, Me.

CURED

the use of Dr. DeMoreno’s celebrated French Remedy, which is the best known Medicine for the love
of Strong Drink. It Can b« Given Secretly,
so that the patient will not know
it, but the effect
will be the same. Those who have Friends addicted
to the terrible vice of intemperance should
givo this
Sovereign Remedy a trial. This preparation acts as
a Tonic and Stimulant, and so
partially supplies the
place of the accustomed liquor, and prevents the absolute and moral prostration that follows a sudden
breaking off from the use of Stimulating Drinks.
bv

Every Ingredient Perfectly Harmles-. in
Its Separate Form.

GEORGE P. ROWELL A CO.,

Price One Dollar per BotUn. Nrnt loony
adtlrcNM on receipt 9tprice.

A»\FKTI*I!VO ACJEIVTH

C. IN. PICARD & CO.

FOR

ALL THE LEADING

NEWSPAPERS.

Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
Jvpe, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.

Sole Age its,

29

Boylston Street, Boston,

oc7d3m

MORGAN Sc DYER, AxclUarm,
ocl0d5t
la Exchance Street.

Auction 8alc.
of the Board of Directors of
Coal and Oil Company of
undersigned will, on Tuesday. tb*»
Virginia,
3d day of November next, at twelve o’clock meridian,
at tbe Exchange Hotel, Bangor, Maine, sell at public auction, all the right, title, and interest of said
company in and to lands in West Virginia, by virtue
to

a

vote

the Gallatin Land,
PURSUANT
West
the

of a declaration of trust made
the 21st day ot March, 1865.
LOT M.

GLEE

Augusta, Oct. 1, 1874.

by the undersigned

on.

MORRILL, Trustee.
oc9d<£wtil

1

—

MADRIGAL CLUB !
MISS HENRIETTA BEEBE, Soprano,
MIMS LOUISE FINCH, Contralto.
MR. C. C. RUSH, Alto,
MR. G. (1. ROCKWOOD, Tenor,
MB" W. H. BECKETT, Baritone,
MB. G. E.

_

MR. C. FLOBIO, Piano.

X

AIKEN, Bass,

EXHIBITION

SECOND CONCERT,

Thursday Evening,
—

Nov.

—

DY

THE

—

Fall

Mendelssohn QuintetteCluh

—

Winter

and

8 !

GOO

of Boston (organized 2G years) composed of the following Artists:
lint

or

19th,

CONCERT

GRAND

urtnirr rmrwn

CARL. HAVIV1. Violin,
THOMAS RYAN. Viola and Clarinctte,
EDWARD HEINOI.. Viola and Flute,
KODIII.PH UENNIG, Violoncello,
Double Bass.
assisted by the distinguished Vocalist
__

MRS.

II-

M.

SMITH.

THIRD CONCERT

—

the

I take the pleasure to inform
my friends, patrons nnd the public in general, that I will exhibit

Wednesday, Oct. 7th,
the most

Course,

BY —

Mile. lima De

Murska,

ELEGANT
STOCK
GOODS

Hungarian Nightingale and
Rcigutng Queen of the Concert Room;
assisted by her

GRAND CONCERT

COMPANY,

MI.EE. careno sachet,
•
the eminent Pianist,
HERR THO. IIABEEMAN,
the popular German Tenor.
RIG. FERRANTI,
the famous popular Buflo,
MONS. SAVRET,

OP

the young brilliant

Violinist,

and

here,)

SIG. ZORMA
Mnsical Director and Accompanist.

IN

MY

I will

be

LINE !

pleased

to

the

see

Ladies to examine the goods and

prices,
Respectfully.

T. LOBENSTEIN.

8IG. GAETANO BRAGA,
the celebrated violoncello virtuoso and composer, (his

»"NO

CARDS.
dlwistlwros

oc5

FOURTH CONCERT.

GRAND

YOCAL
pear

Orin Hawkes & Co.

:

MADAME SOPHIE DOWLAND, Soprano,
(First appearance in Portland,)
MBS. FEORA E. BARRY, Contralto,
MR. W. H. FESSENDEN, Tenor,
MR. JOHN WINCH, Basso,
HERMANN KOTZSCHMAB, Pianist.

Lectures and Lecturers:
Thursday, Evening, Nov. 12*1874,
DOM. DANIEL DOUGHERTY,

Custom Department.
NEW

Friday Evening, Nov. 27 th,
SELECT READINGS

a

Concert by tlic

Amnhion Club

Thursday Evening, Dec. 3d,
REV. E. H. CHAPIN.
Subject—To be

ceded by

a

Forcign

announced hereafter.

To

Concert by the ARIONM.

be pre-

Thursday Evening, Dec. 10th,
GEORGE
DAWSON,
tbe greatest English Lecturer. Subject—“The
of Great Men.” To be preceded by a Concert
Portland Baud

Wives

by the

Evening tickets to Conceit 75 cents; to the Grand
De Murska Concert $1.00; Evening tickets to Lectures, 50 cents.
The Hnlr of Reserved Neats aud Course
Tickets will commence Thursday morning, Oct.
15th, at 9 A. M., at Army & Navy Hall, and continue

through the day and evening, after which date they
will be found at Hand & Thornes*. Dcerine Block
Course Tickets $2.00 each.
In consequence of the increased expense of the
Course the prices of Reserved seats will be as follows:—Front row in Gallery and choicest seats in
body of Hall, $2.00 each; second row in gc.llcry ami
second best seats in body of Hall. $1.50; remainder
of Gallery and third best seats $1.00: Members’ tickets $1.00 each—each member entitled to two, to be
procured of the Treasurer, Thos. J. Little, on and
after the 15th inst.

we

OVERCOATINGS,
SUITINGS,
FANCY WORSTED,
FANCY CASSIMEBES,
VELYET .AND SILK VESTINGS
That we have ever shown. And having a eultcr that
understands his business, we are prepared to make
garments to older in tirst-class style and at reasonable prices.
We would invite especial attention to our Fall
ranil Winter Overcoating* in Fane? and
Plain Elyninn Beaver, Fur Heaver*,C'hintliilln. iTIomcow Beaver and Kener* in all
the new Patterns ami Colors, and to our Suitinn,
many of which are of our own importation, and aro
very nobby in color and design.

New Number, 482 and 484.
Old YiiihIht, 290 siikI 292

Congress St., Opp. Treble House.
oc5_

No. 531 Congress
n.&.

have received

Pnlrou* are respectfully informed that
the Course Ticket will be *old with the
Reserveil Neat Check.

Encouraged by the liberal patronage aud

unprecedented success of the past, the Committee have secured at great expense the above combiuatlon of mu
rical and literary celebrities, believing that the
public will fully sustain tbeir efforts to make the Lyceum as attractive as possible.
Committee—Geo. E. Brown, W. E. Simmous, T. J.
Little, A. K. Paul, Wm. E. Thornes, W. E. Denniocleodlwtdtf
son, Frank F. Eustis.

IN

Pew for Sale.
desirable location in Congress Square
Church. Enquire at BLAKES’ BAKERY, Con-

Fall and

PRINTING of every description nrntly
executed ut this Office.

Winter

new

Trimmings,

LYONS SILK VELVETS IN ALL COLORS.
Milk* in every Nhndc

on

the

Kin.,

Malta, Thread and Yak Laew.
l-'riHKr*, Billion* in
»crl..
every vnrirly, Jet Brnil., rich
Veil* anil Knlllr*. Bnll »-’ria«e., I.ndira’
and
Flower*
rich
Hat* and Hound*,
**c» Ornament* nuil

Wrrnlh*.

very

St.__se28p2tt

Street,

a.pTdarmino

PARTICULAR NOTICE.

a

Woolens.

would notify our friends and customers that
are ottering tlic largest and best assorted stock of

We

—

MRS. SCOTT SIDDONS,
preceded by

to be

AKHIYAL
-OF-

the silver-tongued orator, of Philadelphia. Subject,
‘The Stage.’r To be preceded by a Concert by
Chandler's Fnll Rand.

gress

Mass.

CONCERT,

which the following distinguished talent will ap-

from $1.75 to $6.00.

oc 12law4w

Hundred

AND

BY

Carefully Made to Order. Elegant Marseilles Quilts

HEWINS & HOLLIS,
Importer, and Retailor, of

ing charge?.

public

Thursday Evening, Jan. 7, 1875,

47 Temple Place, Boston,

df Tcmnlp Pin Oft

YORK

first appearance

Downy California Blankets

Invite attention to their very large and complete
stock of selected goods, imported expressly for their
retail trade. The limit of this notice will not allow
a detailed statement, but we have endeavored to obtain the best goods of the best manufacturers in
England, France, and this country, of

about 850

galleries

HALL,

—

iu

FURNISHINGS,

Twelve

NEW

WHITE BLANKETS

Importers and Retailers of

FINE

a

mostly

be given at

The famous

EASTMAN BROS.
We have

cases, the most important pictures trom the easels of
the artists represented, were
painted for private sale or exhibition pictures, anu some of them
have never been exhibited out of the studios ortho
of this country. Painliugs nowprincipal
on exhibition free to tbe public, and will remain so
until the time of sale.
is most respectfully invited to view tbo
The
collection and obtain a catalogue, which are now

First appearance in this city of the

FREE.

Case of Consumption.
19 Myrtle St., Portland, Oct. 1, 1874.
Dr. Wilkinson:
Sir—I am so much improved since taking your
Oxygenized Air Treatment as to surprise my relatives and friends. I was in what the doctors called
the second stages oi Consumption, saperindneed to
some extent by Catarrh, and had the best medical
attendance the city could turnish, without being
benefited. I am so pleasod with your mode of treatment and its result so far that you arc at liberty to
refer to me all similarly afflicted.
MRS. JACKSON,
Yours, truly,
Widow ot Benj. M. Jackson, late Grocer corner of
York and Tyng Streets.

Premiums

at 10 A. M. and 3 P. M. at
Auction Mart, No. 18 Exchange St.
These fine Works of Art which comprise, in many

Thursday Evening, Dec. 17th,

—

lead-

commencing each day

CONCERTS

Grand Concert of

AT

most

their

with the following programme:

-AND—

QUILTS

PAINTINGS.

ready.

BLANKETS

—

OIL

On Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 13th, 14th aud 15th,

commencing

IVII T

Air Treatment

MODERN

—

AND

CITY

permanent office at

CONSlJfiTATION

MEN’S

LECTURES

QUINTETTE CLUB.

WILKINSON

B.

opened

Fine Shirts

OF

—

Valuable Collection of

Comprising choice samples by sorao of the
ing Artists in Europe and America,

SIXTH ANNUAL COURSE

EVENING, Oct. 18th.

MRS. C. K- BA WES, Soprano,
MISS BATTIE WEEKS,
Contralto,
MR. JfOBN MORGAN. Tenor.
MISS LEAFY CHANDLER, Accompanist.

Congress St., opposite Park.

MEN’S

MORGAN Sc DYER take great pleasure in
that they will offer lor sale at

Informing the public

auction.
A Lage aud

have the pleasure of intorming the public that they
have completed their arrangements lor their

Chandler’s fall Brass Band.
AMPHI0N

.>.1 Cl.i. ’T*-1..

Sturges, New

York.
Sla 9tb, barques Sarah, and Linda Stewart.
Ar 10th, brig Carrie Winslow, Welch, Rosalia Aug
8tli; sch Addie Blaisdcll, Bearse, Alexandria.
Cld 10th, schs Ocean, Aguew, Portland; Ann Eliza, Clark, Charlottetown, PEI.

MUSIC BY COLE.

81

Important Art Sale

Thursday Evening, Nov. 5th,

B. GEE,

A.

MORGAN Sc DYEK.

74-7 5

1 8

iu

lessons $4.00 per scholar. I shall also open an evening class for adults at 8 o’clock in the above named
Hall. Term for Gents $5.00, Ladies $3.00.

aulldtt

Private Sale.
M. & D. are agents for the sale of
“Herring & Far*
rein Champion Safes, “Wiegands” Patent Section*
Steam Boiler, “Haskins’* Steam Engines, “Blake**
Patent Steam Pumps, and “Little Giant, Chcmica
Fil e Engine,

The Lyceum Committee of the

^o’clock and continue every Wednesday
and Saturday afternoon. Terms for twelve

529,364 92

180,903

school for instruction

a

dancing lor young Ladies, Masters and
Misses In Ianncaatcr Hall,Wednesday
Afternoon Oct. !lfit, at half past ii

MORGAN, 1
J

dyer,

COURSE, Valuable Oil Paintings

to

lath.oc9d5t

—

Merchants,

At

Lecture and Concert

First Grand Concert

Me.

BOSTON—Cld 9th, schs Stampede, Dow, Charleston, SC; Clarabclle, Nickerson, Saco; LSBame9,

DANCING CLASS.

AND

No 18 Exchange 81., Portland.
A. M.
ii. b.

ARMY AND NAVY

will commencd his First Term of Dancing
School at

CINCINATI, OHIO.

361

Stockbridge’s

Doors open atCJ; Entertainments commence at
1 i o’clock.
By older of Lecture Committee.
C. if. FLING, Chairman.
J. C. Procter, Treasurer.
o:5dtf

MR. RAYMOND

AMAZON INSURANCE CO.

C.

at

m.

OMCIKG.

full.$710,368

now

Oct. 14th,

at 7J o’clock, open to all who desire to learn to road
music, at the
Vestry si the New Jcrnaalem Church, New
Bigh
Street.d3t
oc!2_

Grand

lias

a.

Portland Army and Navy
Union

—

“PE8TILOZZVAN 81T8TEJI”
will commence on

it loses

pays

Chicago Losses, 1S71.
Boston Losses, 1872.

market.

Sch Waverly, Tarr, Bay Chaleur tor Rockport.
Sch Senator, Orne. Southport.
Steam-tug C M Winch, from Round Pond for Pro-

ON THE

commence

—

Commission

Music Store Saturday morning, Oct. lotn, at 0 o’clock

Gen. Geo F Sbepley, Gen Geo Thom, Gon Geo
Beal, Gen. John M Brown, Col Thomas A Roberts, Col A W Bradbury, Maj W H Grceu, Maj
Seth C Farrington, Maj. W H Anderson, Commander H P Ingalls, Capt Edward E Preble, Col A
M Benson. Col Z A Smith, Col Chas Walker, Maj W
E Donnell, Capt H T Carter, Lieut W II Sargent,
Lieut Chas W Roberta.

Oct,

td

AUCTIONEERS

Tickets to the Conrsc $1.50; Reserved Seats $1.00
extra; Members’ Tickets $1.00 (each member being
entitled to two); Evening Tickets 50 cents.
Members’ tickets can be procured at Stockbridge’s
Music Store on and after Monday Oct. 5th. The sale

CONCERTS AND ARTISTS:

...

DR.

nl9P. M.

L

evening,

BAIEEY Sc CO.. Aticlioaeer*.

MORGAN & DYER,

Before each Entertainment.

and teach both Plain and Fancy Dances.
Terms—Gents 8S.0O, Ladies *2.no, including the
Assemblies. The second lesson will bo on Monday

Capital, (Gold,)
$300,000 OO
Total Assets, Jan. 1, 1874,
383,633 03

Dyer.

an-

F. O.
oe6

of Reserved Seats will

RAYMOND’S

whom it may concern, $30,000 bonds (30 bonds of
51,000 each) all coupons on, oi tbe. first mortgage!
bonds of the Portland Glass Company—terms madia
known at time of ante.

R_GOUGH.

shortly.

October 13th,

MANAGERS.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

1STo. 1

nounced

MUSIC BY TBE PORTLAND BAND.

Fireman’s Fund Ins, Co.,

C

JOHN

CONCERT BY CHANDLER'S BAND

commence

I shall open

TT

ON

$300,00000
351,03044
.....
3,303 68
...

Cash Capital,

Wednesday Evening, Dec. Oib,

—

Bosworth Post, No. 3, Grand Army
of the Republic.

—

Portland Glass C ompany Bonds uC
Auction.
FRIDAY, the Sixth day of November next, ah
12 o’clock, noon, at Merchants Exchange, Exchange street, Portland, wo shall sell for tauefit o£

0_BOLI.ES.

November, 5th, 1874,

A Conservative, careful Company that
promptly.

Paid iu

Wednesday Evening, Nov. INlb,

E.

Terms at sale.

ABAGAILC. PARKER, Administratrix
Portland, Sept. 11, 1874.
F. ©• BAILEY Sc CO.« Auctioneer*.
§el6
eodtol0td7t

LANCASTER HALL,
On Wednesday Evc’g, Oct. 14, at 8 o’clock,

....

Liabilities,

with modern conveniences.

LONDON.

OF

CO.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Total

CHARLES BRADLAUGH,

LECTURE BY

HALL

....

FAME

LECTURE BY

LECTURE BY

under tho auspices of

Dancing wil

County, I shall oiler for
by auction on SATURDAY, the seventeenth
17th) uay of October, 1874, at 3 o’clock in tbe afternoon, on tbe premises, the following real estate ot
William Parker, deceased, to wit:—A certain parrel
3t land situated in Portland, in said County, on the
joutbwesterly corner Congress and Vaughan streets,
being about thirty two feet on Congress street by
ibout one hundred and ten fcot on Vaughan street,
being the homestead ot said William Parker. Oi%
the premises is an elegant three story brick Uouse

wile

Wednesday Evening, Nov# 11th,

Concert!

Tuesday Evening

$393,800 OO
601,433 63

This company has an honorable record in the Chicago and Boston tires of 1871 and 1872, and lias decided to add 5230,000 more to its paid up capital.

PURSUANT
bate of Cumberland

LEAP_YEAR!

TICKETS 91.00, admitting Gent and Ladies, to be obtained at Stockbridge’s and at the door.
oclOd3t

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
Ca.h Capital,
Total Asset.,

AT

d«t

Administratrix's Sale by Auction
to a license from the Judge ol Pro-

presenting tlie pleasing Comedy of

W*The remaining Entertainments will be

OFFICE 54 WIL-

LIAM STREET, NEW YORK.

OF

PORT OK PORTLAND.

Lyons

Closing Night of the Fair,

I Moon sets.6.10 PM

NEWS.

of

J. lj. SHAW, Treasurer.

—

F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneer*.

oc8

KATE RE1GN0LDS AND TROUPE

GRAND

—

Furnishing Good?, Ac. This stock consists ot seaand desirable goods, considerable portion be-

sonable

—

MR# JAMES BARTLETT
which occasion Bulwo-’s bcautttlul play of

London and -Edinburgh, G. B,
UNITED-STATES

BY AUCTION.

REV. EDWARD EGGLESTON.

REV.

MERCANTILE INSURANCE CO.,

—

ON

Wednesday Evening, November 4lb,

AND

OF

WEDNESDAY, Oct. 14tb, at 10 A. M. and 2ft
P. M., at salesroom, 176 Fore street, we shall, by
iriler of Assignee, sell a large and valuable stock of
line Woolens, consisting of Deavsr, Chinchilla, l>oe*k ins.Casi meres. Suitings, &c.; also Shirts, Drawer*,

!)Slh,

first appearance of

Companies,

BRITISH

Ocl.

ocDdtt

Fine Woolens and Fur
nishing Goods

LECTURE BY

Managers. .Messrs. Shaw & Ellis

be ordered for 10.25.
octltf

Reliable

NORTH

...

miaiilare

Wednesday Evening,

cents. Balcony and Family Circle, 35 cents.
Balcony
Stalls at Orchestra Salon ratos. Seats can bo secured
without extra charge.
Box plan open from 10 A. M. until IP. M. and 2
until 4 P. M.
Doors open at 7. Overture at 7.45. Carriaees may

REPRESENTING TIIE FOLLOWING

—

Rev. Henry Ward Beeclicr.

Mnsenm & Opera House.

Lady

ALLEX.

Assignee’s Sale

PORTLAND

The

TT.

Consignments solicited.

LECTURE BY

Scale of Prices of Admissios: Orchestra Salon,
75 cents. Dress Circle, 50 cents.
Balcony Circle, 50

AGENTS,

Annual Series

Wednesday Evening, Ocl. 4fxl,

GRAND FAMILY MATINEE,

and

C.

Regular talc of Furniture and Cleneral Morchandt.4
every Saturday at salesroom, 176 Fore street, cow.
mencing at 9 o’clock A. M.

ENTERT AIN ME NTS.

Parquette

25cts.
SOcta.

r. O. BAILEY.

rog-

and

Cabds of Admission.

—

The Co.’s actual losses by Chicago tirertti

MARRIED.

Trowant, Bristol,

Change of Bill Every Monday

Orchestra chairs

A.

HALL !

Twenty-fifth

Every Week.

will he presented.

can

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall and D. Wentworth, 337 Congress, corner of Oak street.

CITY

On Monday October 12th,

No. 1 Exchange Street, Portland,

Mrs. MaNon enter, the successful physician
is now at the U. S. Hotel. Let every invalid
consult her at once.

D

New Faces

L.

—

upon

the next ti me you buy a spool of
aud get the Eureka. It is the best
iu tbe market. Warranted to give satisfactiou.

■NTotw VnrV

THE

Fall and Winter Season.

Proprietors

sure

MARINE

FOB

M-

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant t
Salesroom 176 Fore Street.
(Offlca 15 Exchange Street.)

Me.

EVENING.

EVERY
—

PALMER,

Ladies,

a

Formerly Music Hall, Portland,
OPBN

—A.m-

INSURANCE

Snn Bets.5.23

Opera House.

Thnr*day.

SPOKEN.
Sept 28, lat 30, Ion 57, brig Isis, Anderson, Irom
Richmond, Va. for Trieste.
Sept 30, lat 33 N, Ion 02 35, brig Stockton, Allen,
from Cadiz tbr Boston.
Oct 3, oft Grand Mcnan, NB. barque Homeward
Bound, from St John, NB, for Liverpool.

fllSCELIiANEOl'D NOTICES.

for

Ward’s

Virginia.

GENERAL

You are troubled with a bad breath.
It anYou
noys your friends as well as yourself.
would like to get rid of it, but scarcely know
will
tell
means
to
We
what
Use
you.
adopt.
the fragrant SOZODONT, it will cleanse and
beautify your teeth, and leave your breath
pure.

AUCTION SALES
__

—

vestigated.

Sun

ENTERTAINMENTS.

_Brier..tf

Judicial Court for York
county Wednesday, the jury disagreed in the
case of one Harry
Downing, charged with hiring two men to brutally assault a person who
had prosecuted him for liquor selling.
The large ham at Y’ork Beach, belonging to
Mrs. Mindal Stover, was burned early Tuesday
evening, together with thirty tons of new hay,
farming tools and two harnesses. No insurance.
The fire was set, as the cattle, which
had been chained in their stalls only a half hour
previous to the discovery of the flames, were
let loose by the incendiary. The barn was used
principally for general livery business during
the summer boarding season, and tbe loss is a
heavy one to the owuer. The affair will be in-

silk, be

ENTERTAINMENTS.

Fogg, Baugor.

YORK COUNTY.

__

B. B. Ponce, on

NEWBURYPORT-Sld Oth. echs Thos Watt, Curtis, Calais; Jessie Hart, Hart, St George.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid Oth, sch Isabella Jewott

Ac._wWldldar
Found.

orders for hacking left at (Lillis » .t Colby *
CJ Spring Street, will be prom pH .attended to

ALL

L»

au25

if.

it 1

ANi

t-g*"

—

An Indlan-Sunimcr

Day.

lars.
For rent

I, just
To

glad

listen while

seemed the
he talked.

He talked as only poets talk
Wheu Nature stirs the heart
To 8{>eak the simple thought that takes
The shape of perfect art;
Talked only as a poet talks,
Whose soul embraces all
The true, and finds it beautiful—
Always its willing thrall!

t

same

When thus their ways dissever?”

But. all the day a tropic haze
Has brought me memories fair,

third of the entire cost of

fire

building at Laramie City, Wyoming Territory, damage by fire in September, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, to be expended by tbe Attorney-General,
two thousand nine hundred and eighteen dollars and
eight cents.
For the legislative expenses of Idaho Territory,
being for fuel, rent, and furniture for both houses or
the territorial assembly, light, public and official
printing, stationery, repairing, care of legislative
furniture, stoves, official postage stamps, and seals,
three thousand four hundred ar.d twenty-five dollars.
For the legislative expenses of the Territory of
New Mexico, to pay balances due Juan C. Romero,
dollars;
salary as member of tbe assembly,
William F. M. Amy, late secretary of the Territory, ninety-four dollars and seventy-one cents; and
oue
Heury Wetter, late secretary |of the
hundred and twenty dollars; making, in all, two
hundred and eighty dollars and seventy-one cents,
being deficiency for the fiscal year eighteen hundred
and nflventv-two.
For the legislative expenses oi tlie Territory of
Utali, to pav balance due Chauncey W. West, late
member of the assembly, being a defleieny for the
fiscal year eighteen hundred and sixty-nine, one hundred and twenty dollars.
To pay the increased compensation of members of
the assembly authorized by the act of January
twenty-third, eighteen hundred and seventy-three,
four thousand seven hundred and eighty-six dollars.
TerriFor the legislative expenses ot
tory, being tho amount required for the increased
compensation of members of tbe assembly authorized by act of January twenty-third, eighteen hundred aud seventy-three, one thousand three hundred
and ninety-live dollars and thirty cents.

proper-

only

sixty-six

As though a southern plumaged bird
With color warmed the air;
So radiant is sympathy,
So strong its wing to fold
From chilling winds the nestod hopes
That glimmer in its gold.

[Territory,

And now as on the bridge I stand
An t wait the comiug stars,
While all the purple of the West
is flushed with sunset bars,
And overhead a rounding moon
Looks down with smiling face,
I think how much of life is touched
With Indian Summer’s grace.

JUUUUIB

OF THE

STATES

First Session of the Fortj-Third Congress.
[General Nature—No. 72 ]
AN ACT making appropriations to supply deficiencies in the appropriai ions for the service of the Gov-

ernment for the fiscal yeans ending June thirtieth,
eighteen hundred and seveuty-tbiee and eighteen
hundred and seventy-four, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the following sums be, and they
are hereby appropriated out of any money in the
Treasury riot otherwise appropriated, to supply deft
ciencies in the appropriations for the service of the
Government for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth
eighteen hundred and seventy-four, and for former
years, and tor other purposes, namely:
DEPARTMFNT OF STATE.
INTERCOURSE.

of court-house and jail, with grounds appurtenant, in Jed do, Japan, being a deficiency for
the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-four, five thousand dollars.
For stationery, book-cases, arms ot the United
States, seals, presses, and flags, and payment ot rent,
freight, postage and miscellaneous expenses, including loss by exchange thereon, being a deficiency for
the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-one, as per accounts duly audited
by the accounting officers of the Treasury, six hunFor rent

dred and sixty-eight dollars and sixty-four cents.
For interpreters to the consulates in China, Japan,
and Siam, including loss by exchange, being a deficiency in the service of the fiscal year ending June
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, as per
accounts duly audited by the accounting officer of the
Treasury, two thousand thirty-seven dollars and
twenty cents, and on account of the same for the

fiscal year endinggJune thirtieth, eighteen hundred
and seventy-two, one thousand forty-six dollars and
twenty-four cents: in all, three thousand and eighty-

three dollars and forty-four cents.
For expenses for interpreters, guards, aDd other
matters at the consultates at Constantinople,Smyrna,
Candia, Alexandria, Jerusalem, and Beirut, in the
Turkish dominions, beiug the amount required to pay
accounts adjusted by the accounting officers of ihe
Treasury for tlie fiscal year ending June thbtietb,
eighteen hundred and seventy-three, one hundred
and forty-eight dollars and
cents.
For salaries ot consuls-general, consuls, vice-conconsular clerks, including
suls, commercial
loss by exchange, being a deficiency in tlie appropriation for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and eeventy-two, principally necessary
to effect transfers in accounts based upon certificates
ot tlie accounting officers of the Treasury, nine thousand one hundred and sixty-six dollars and sixty
cents.
ror salaries oi u uauu ouu.es cousu'.s rur iiscax year
eighteen hundred and seventy-two, being amount
due F. A. Perkins, late United States consul at
Tahiti, eighty-nine dollars.
For contingent expenses of United States consulates for the current fiscal year for rent arising from
the allowance of twenty per centum provided by act
of February twenty-second, eighteen hundred and
instead of ten i>er centum, as hereto
fore, thirty-one thousand eight hundred and fifty
dollars.
For contingent expenses due the late consul at La
Bolivia, being a deficiency for the fiscal year
endiug June thirtieth,eighteen hundred and seventyone, one hundred and fifty-five dollars and forty-two
cents.
That the unexpended balance ot the appropriation
lor a lithographic press and necessary materials, and
for lithographic pressmen and laborers, in the act
makiDg appropriations for sundry civil expenses of
the Government for the fiscal year eighteen hundred
and seventy-four, and for other purposes, approved
March third, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, is
hereby made available for the purchase of a second
lithographic press and the necessary materials.

cignty-two

agents,

seventy-three,
Paz;

TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
INDEPENDENT TREASUBY.
For contingent expenses under the act of the sixth
of August, eighteen hundred and forty-six, for the
collection, safe-keeping, transfer, and disbursement
of the public revenue, being amount required to pay
accounts audited and found due by the accounting
officers of the Treasury for the fiscal year ending
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three,
seven hundred and forty-eeven dollars and thirtytour cents; and of the unexpended balance of the
appropriation for conpcnsation of designated depositaries, made by the act of March third, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, for ten thousand dollars, the
sum of one thousand five hundred dollars is hereby
authorized to be paid for services of the designated
depositary at Buffalo, New York, during the fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
y-one.

For contingent expenses under the same act of the
fiscal year eighteen hundied and seventy-four, for
offices of the various assistant treasurers and depositaries of the United States, eight thousand dollars.
To pay Charles Clinton, for salary as assistant
treasurer of the United States at New Orleans, for
1 he fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, five hundred dollars.
UMITED STATES MINT8

AND

ASSAY

OFFICES.

Office of the Director of the mint:
For salary of the director from April first,
hundred and seventy-three, to July first,

eighteen
eighteen

hundred and seventy-four, five thousand six hun-

dred and twenty-five dollars.
For salary for examiner for the quarter ending
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-four,
five hundred and fifty dollars.
Fcr the amount required to cover love in recoinagc
ot abraded
coins, for the fiscal year ending
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and scventy-lour,
seven thousand five hundred dollars.
For the same purpose lor the fiscal year ending
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three
sixty thousand dollars.
Mint at Philadelphia:
For wages of workmen and adjusters, thirty-five
thousand dollars.
For incidental and contingent expenses, eight
thousand dollars.
For freight on bullion and coin, five thousand dollars.
For wastage in refining silver, one thousand one
hundred and three dollars.
Mint at San Francisco:
For wages of workmen, sixty-one thousand dollars.
For incidental and contingent expenses, thirteen
thousand dollars.
For incidental and contingent expenses ot the
mint at San Francisco for the fiscal year ending
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three,
one thousand one hundred and sixty-eight dollars
and two cents.
Mint at Gars an, Nevada:
For wages of workmen and adjusters, sixteen
thousand six hundred dollars.
For incidental and contingent expenses, twentythree thousand four hundred dollars.
For new machinery and repairs, twenty-five thousand dollars.
Assay-office at New York:
For wages of workmen, twenty-five thousand dol-

gold

lars.

For incidental and contingent expenses, thirtythree thousand dollars.
Assay-office at Boise City, Idaho Teriitory:
For incidental and contingent expenses,
being
amount required to meet
overpayments for the fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
seventy-three, eight hundred and sixteen dollars
and nine cents.
amount required to complete the service of the present fiscal year, one thousand dollars.
For amount required to pay Alexander Rossi for
services as
assayer during the months of April and
May, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, one hundred and eighty-four dollars
TERRITORIAL.

To provide for the increased compensation of the
governors and secretaries of the several Territories
the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-four, authorized by act of
January twenty-third, eighteen hundred and seven-

during

ty-three, the following sums

are

hereby appropriated,

to wit:
For the Territory of Arizona, lor salary of
governor, one thousand dollars; for salary of secretary,
five hundred dollars;
of Colorado, for salary of governor, one thousand dollars; for salary ot
secretary, seven hundred dollars; Territory of Dakota, for salary of governor, one thousand dollars;
of secretary, seven hundred dollars; Terfor
litory of Idaho, for salaiy of governor, one thouof secretary, five hundred
sand dollars; for
dollars; Territory of Montana, for salary of governthousand
dollars; for salary ot secretary,
or, one
five hundred dollars; Territory of New Mexico, for
of
governor, one thousand dollars; for salary
salary
oi secretary, live hundred dollars; Territory of Utah,
for salary of governor, one tliodsaud dollars; for
salary of secretary, five hundred dollars; Territory
Wyoming, lor of salary of governor, five hundred dollars; lor salary of secretary, seven hundred dollars;
Teriitory cf Washington, for salary of governor,
five hundred d liars; for salary of secretary, five
hundred dollars; in all, thirteen Ihou aud one hun-

Territory

salary

salary

dred dollars.
For legislative expenses of the Territory of Montana, being deficiency for per diem and mileage of
the members, officers, and employees of the legislative assembly which convened on January fifth and
adjourned on the thirteenth ot February, eighteen
hundred and seventy-four, five thousand and
fifty-

dollars and thirty-two tents.
For legislative expenses of the
Territory of Montana, to defray the expenses of the extraordinary
session ot the legislative
assembly convened April
fourteenth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three,
lor per diem and mileage (if
members, seven thousand five hundred dollars; pay of officers and employees, two thousand three hundred and fifty dr 1lars; stationery and postage, printing laws and
journals, copying laws, indexing and clerk hire and
miscellaneous, five thousand eight hundred and and
seventy-live dollars; for » at. mel, lights, labor and
’Kindred and seventydollars*
incidental
in nil, sixteen tbousaim three hundred and ninetyfive dollars, being deficiency lor the fiscal year
eighteen hundred and seventy-four; but hereafter
r.o extraordinary session <f ti e legislature ot any
Territory, whenever the same is now authorized by
law, shill be called until the reasons of the same
have been i resented to the President of the United
States, and his approval tbereot has been duly
iwo

expenses.si$

For legislative expenses, required to pay vouchers
in the o.tlce of the First Auditor, being a deficiency
lor t he fiscal year eighteen hundred and sixty-nine,
one thousand eight
hundred and forty-eight dollars
and seventy-five cents; and for the.same, biiug ado

mw

ten

uvn

*v>-

thousand

available, twenty thousand dollars.
For this amouut, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, for the erection of necessary agency buildings 011 the new reservation of said Indians in the Indian Territory, said amount to be reimbuised to the
United States from the proceeds ot the sale of their
s the same are available,
lands in Kansas, so soon

five thousand dollars.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be
for services rendered and exnecessary, in
penses incurred connected with the appraisal and
sale of the diminished reserve of the Kaw Indians
iu the State ot Kansas, in accordance with the provisions ot the act of May eighth, eighteen hundred
and seventy-two, entitled “An act to provide lor the
removal of the Kansas tribe of Indians to the Indian Territory, and to dispose of their lands in Kan-

payment

public buildDepartment,

actual settlers,” twenty-six thousand three
hundred and sixty-three dollars and flity-niue cents:
Provided, That said sum shall be refunded to the
government out of the proceeds of sales of said
sas

to

For L’Anse and Vieux-de-Sert bands of Chippeof Lake Superior, at the rate of one dollar and
twenty-five cents an acre for all the lands in township titty-one north, of range thirty-one west, which
was

not included in the limits of the reservation of
said Indians as defined by the wording of the treaty
of September thirtieth, eighteen hnndred and fiityfour: Provided, That tbe money received for the
lauds in said township shall be expended for educational and beneficial purposes as the President may
direct, and at such times and in such manner as he
may deem proper for the interests of said bands ot
are

Indians.

For the following sums, or so much thereof as may
be necessary, to pay the outstanding indebtedness
for, and on account of, the Indian service prior to
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three,

twelve thousand dollars.

namely:

and subsisting Apaches ot Arizona
Mexico, four hundred and twenty-three
thousand four hundred and twenty-six dollars and

For completion of extension and remodeling the
old building tor court house and post-office at Indianapolis, Indiana, forty thousand dollars.
For examination of national banks and bank-note
plates, being amount required to pay C. A. Meigs,
bank-examiner, lor services in examining savingsbanks in the District of Columbia, six hundred and
thirty-nine dollars.
For continuing the introduction of shad into tbe
livers and lakes of the United States, to be expended under the direction of the United States Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries, fifteen thousand dollars,
which shall be available also for the ensuing fiscal
year.
To pay Thomas J. Durant balance due him under
contract with Joint Committee on the Revision of
the Laws, for the preparation of the report of the
late commissioners on tlie revision, compilation of
Indian treaties, post-road bill, and the bill regulating the punishment 01* miliiary offenses, three thousand one hundred and teventy-five dollars and three
cents.
To enable the proper accounting officers of 1ho
Treasury to pay the amount found due the United
States associate justice for the Territory of Montana for the fractional part of the third quarter of
the year eighteen hundred and fseventy-two, eightyone dollars and fifty-two cents, or so much thereof
as may be necessary.
To enable tho Secretary of tho Treasury to adjust the account ot the expenditure for dies, paper,
and 6tamps for the Internal Revenue Department
for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and [seventy-three, a transfer on the books
of the
ot such sums as may be necessary
is hereby authorized: Provided, That the same
shall not involve any actual expenditure of money
from the Treasury.
To pay John Cooper, ot tho John Cooper Engine
Manufacturing Company, for tools and work uoue
on the Southwest Pass light house iu eighteen hundred and seventy-two, five hundred and fourteen

collecting

For
and New

thirty-two

cents.

subsisting the Arapalio, Cheyenne, Apache,
Kiowa, Camanclie, and Wichita Indians, fitty-four
thousand two hundred and seventy-eight doliars and
For

ten cents.

For subsisting and clothing the Sisseton, WalipeWahpakoota bands of
ton, Medawakanton, and
Sioux, thirteen thousand nine hundred and fortytwo dollars and three cents.
For incidental expenses of

the Indian service in
Arizona, forty-five thousand seven hundred and
thirty-one doliars and eighty-three cents.
For incidental expenses of the Indian service in
California, twelve thousand seven hundred and fiftvthree dollars and four cents.
For iucideutal expenses of the Indian service in
Dakota, one thousand oue hundred and nineteen
dollars and fifty-seven cents.
For incidental expenses of the Indian service in
Montana, lour teen thousand five huudred aud nine
dollars and eight cents.
For incidental expenses of the Indian service in

fourteen cents.
For incidental expenses of the Indian service in
New Mexico, thirty-three thousand, one hundred
and fifty-three dollars and eighty-five cents.
For incidental expenses of the Indian service in
Oregon, foity-nine thousand and live dollars and
and twenty-eight cents.
For incidental expenses of the Indian service in
Utah, five thousand three} hundred and ninety-live
dollars and thirty-six ceuts.
For iucidental expenses ot the Indian service in
Washington Territory, four thousaud eight hundred
and thirty-six dollars and thirty-four cents.
For fulfilling treaty with Flatheads and other confederated tribes, one thousand two hundred and
seventy-five dollars and lorty-four cents.
For fulfilling treaty with Mixed Shoshones, Bannacks, and Sheopeaters, eight thousand seven hundred and thirty-seven dollars and seventy-five cents.
For fulfilling treaty with Blackfeet, Bloods, and
Piegans, nine thousand seven hundred and fiftyseven dollars and one cent.
For fulfilling treaty with Sioux of different tribes,
including Santee Sioux of Nebraska, eighteen thousaud eight hundred and forty dollars and forty-nine

Treasury

WAR DEPARTMENT.
quartermaster’s department.
Regular supplies: For fuel for officers, enlisted
men, guards, storehouses, and offices, forage lor the
horses, mules, and oxen of the Quartermaster’s
Department at the several posts and stations, and
with tho armies in the field, aud for horses of the
s-.veral regiments of cavalry and batteries of artillery, and such companies of infantry and eeouts as
may be mounted, and for the authorized number ot
officers* horses, including bedding for the animals,
straw for soldiers’ bedding, stationery, including
blank books for the Quartermaster's Department,
certificates of discharged soldiers, blank forms for
Pay and Quartermaster’s Departments, and for the
printing of division and department orders and reports, being for the service of the fiscal year ending
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred aud seventy-three,
one hundred thousand dollars.
For incidental expenses, consisting of postage and

cents.
To roplaco money erroneously paid to certain Kickapoo Indians, five hundred and two dollars and

eighty

cents.

For transportation of North Carolina Cherokees,
two thousand one hundred and twenty-five dollars.
For payment to North Carolina Cberokees, three
thousand five hundred and tbree dollars and sixtyfive cents: Provided, That none of the moneys hereby a ppropiiated for the payment of deficiencies in
the Indian service shall be paid until the necessity
for the expenditures shall have been examined into
by the Secretary of the Interior and any existing
board of peace commissioners.
For the survey of the exterior boundaries of Indian reservations and subdivisions of the same, being for surveys in tbe Indian Territory embraced
within the lauds ceded by tbe Cherokee, Seminole,
and Creek tribes ot Indians, being a deficiency for
the present and prior years, forty-five thousand dollars.
For continuing the collection of stmistics and historical data respecting the Indians of the United
States, under the direction ot the Secretary of the
Interior, thirty-five hundred dollars: Provided,
That the compensation of the person collecting such
data shall not exceed two thousand dollars a year,
and his actual individual and necessary traveling expenses.
To enable the Secretary of the Interior to pay to
Zebulon B. Sturgus, assistant secretary to sign land
of Novempatents for the President for the
ber, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, one hundred and twenty-two dollars and twenty cents.

dispaiches

received and sent on public business, extra pay to soldiers employed under the direction of the Quartermaster’s Department in the erection of barracks, quarters, storehouses and, hospitals; in the construction of roads
and other constant labor, for periods of not less than
ten days, including those employed as clerks at division and department headquarters, and hcspital
stewards on clerical duty; expenses of expresses to
and irom the frontier posts and armies in the field;
of escorts to paymasters and other disbursing officers
and to trains, where military escorts cannot be furnished; expenses of the interment of officers killed
in action, or who die when on duty in the field or at
posts on the frontier or other places, when ordered
by the Secretary of War, aud of non-commissioned officers and soldiers ; authorized office
furniture; hire ©f labor in the Quartermester’s Department, including the hire of interpreters, ^pies,
and guides lor the army; compensation of clerks for
officers ot the Quartermastsr’s Department; compensation of forage aud wagon masters; for the
apprehension, securing and delivering of deserters,
and the expenses incident to their pursuit; and for
the following expenditures, required for the several
regiments ot cavalry, the batteries of light artillery,
and such |companies of infantry and scouts as may
be mounted, namely: the purchase of travelling
forges, blacksmiths’ and shoeing tools, liorse and
mule shoes and nails, iron and steel for shoeing;
hire of veterinary surgeons; medicine for horses
and mules; picket ropes; and for shoeing the horses
of the corns named; also, generally, the proper and
authorized expenses for the movement and operations of the army not expressly assigned to any other
department, being a deficiency for the fiscal year
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, two hundred thousand dollars.
For transportation of the army, including the baggage of the troops, when moving either by land or
water; of clothing, and camp, and garrison equipage, from the depots at Philadelphia and Jefiersonville to the several posts and army depots, and from
these depots to the troops in the field; of horse equipmenisandof subsistence-stores irom the places of
purchase and from the places.of delivery, under contract, to such places as the circumstances of the
service may require them to beseut; of ordnance,
ordnance-stores, and small-arms from the founderies
and armories to the arsenalo. fortifications, frontierposts, and army-depots;
wharfage, tolls and

mont^i

PUBLIC LANDS.

j

For surveying the public lands in Kansas, at rates
not exceeding ten aobars per linear mile for standard, seven dollars for township, and six dollars for
section lines, being deficiency for fiscal year ending
June thirty, eighteen hundred and seventy-one, two
hundred and thirty-six dollars and sixty-five cents.
For surveying the public lands in Minnesota, at
rates not exceeding ten dollars for standard, seven
dollars for township, and six dollars for section lines,
being a deficiency for the fiscal jear ending June
thirty, eighteen hundred and seventy-one, two hundred and twenty-nine dollars and eighty-eight cents.
For
the public lands in Oregon, being a
deficiency for tbe fiscal year ending June thirty,
eighteen hundred and seventy-four and prior years,
eleven hundred and sixty-two dollars and ninetyfive cents.
For office of surveyor-general of California: For
rent of office, fuel, books, stationery, and other incidental expenses, for the fiscal year ending June
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, nine
hundred and fifty-seven dollars and thirteen cents.
For office of surveyor-general of Washington Territory : For cleiks in his office for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventytwo, seven hundred and one dollars and nine cents.
For office of surveyor general of Louisiana: For
clerks in his office for the fiscal year endiDg June
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seveuty four, two
thousand dollars.
For office of 6urveyor-general of Oregon: For
clerks in his office for the fiscal year enalug June
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two, six
hundred dollars; and for the fiscal year ending June
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, three
hundred and fifty dollars.

surveying

freights,

ferriages, the purchase^and hireoihorses, mules, oxen,

and harness, and the purchase and repair of wagons,
carts and drays, and of shins and other sea-going
vessels, and of boats required lor the transportation
of supplies and for garrison purposes; fordrayage
and cartage at the several posts; hire of teamsters;
transportation ot funds for the pay and other disbursing departments; the expense of sailing public
transports on the various rivers, the Gult ol MexiMISCELLANEOUS.
co, the Atlantic and the Pacific; for procuring water
To supply a deficiency in the appropriation for the
at such posts as from their situation require that it
of
navy pensions, seveDty-five thousand
be brought from a distance; and for clearing roads,
ollars.
and for
removing obstrvetions from roads,
For salary of deputy commissioner of pensions,
harbors and rivers, to the extent which may be retwo thousand five hundred dollars; for salary of
actual operations of troops' in tho
quired for the
referee, two thousand five hundred dollars;
field, being a deficiency for the fiscal year ending ! medical
for additional compensation of four surgeons, two
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and scveuty-tliree,
thousand four hundred dollars; making in all, seven
not including Pacific railroad accounts, one hundred
thousand four hundred dollars.
and seventy-live thousand dollars; Provided, That
To pay John W. Wright for rent of building cor
no part of the sum appropriated by any of the proner ol (1 and Eighth streets fbrone
visions of this act shall be paid to any railroad comyear, nine thoudollars.
sand
pany which has received a grant pf land on tho conFor compensation of the commissioners appointed
dition that its road should be a public highway for
under the first tection of the act approved March
the transportation of the
property and troops ot tho third, eighteen hundred and seventy-three,
entitled
United States free from toll or other charge.
“An act to authorize the President to ascertain the
Barracks and quarters: For rent Or hire Of quarvalue of certain lands in the state of Iowa, north of
ters fnr trnnnR nml tor nffirera mi mllitorv rintv of
Raccoon Fork of the Des Moines River, held by setstore-houses for safe-keeping of military stores; of
under the pre-emption and homestead laws of
offices; of grounds for campR aud cantonments, and tlers
the United States,” five thousand five hundred dolfjr temporary frontier-stations; for construction
lars, or so much thereof as may be necessary for payand repair of temporary huts, of stables and other
ment of the per diem and actual expenses of the
military buildings at established post?, and for recommissioners, to be expended under tbe direction
pairs or buildings occupied by the army, being a dethe Secretary of the Interior.
ficiency for fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen ol For
the Soldiers’ and Sailors* Orphans’ homo,
hundred and seventy-three, ninety thousand dollars.
City, District of Columbia, to be exSignal Office: For expenses of the observation Washington
pended under the direction of the Secretary of the
and report of storms by telegraph and signals; for
Interior, eleven thousand throe hundred and fifty
the manufacture, purchase, or repair of meteorological and other necessary instruments; for telegraph- dollars and nine! y-seven cents: Provided, That hereafter no child or children shall be admitted into said
ing reports; for expenses of storm signals, anexcept the ‘’destitute orphans of soldiers and
nouncing probable approach and force of storms; for home,
sailors who have died in the late war on behalf ot the
instrument-shelters; for hire, tumiture and expenses union
of these stales,” as provided for in section
ol offices, maintained for public use, in cities or ports
three of the act entitled “^n act to incorporate the
receiving reports; for river-reports; for maps and National
Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Orphans’ Home,” apto
be
in
of
chambers
commerce
bulletins,
displayed
an 1 boards of trade rooms, and for distribution; for
proved July twenty-fifth, eighteen hundred and
books and stationery: aud for incidental expenses
sixty-six: And provided farther, That no child
an invalid shall remain in said home after havnot otherwise provided for,
being a deficiency lor the not attained
tlie ago of sixteen years. And the Atfiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred
ing
and seventy-four, forty-five thousand dollars.
torney-General is hereby directed to inquire into the
To pay Berm Pitman balance due him for trannecessity for and to take any measures that may be
the most effectual to enforce any right or claim
scribing phonographic notes of the testimony and
proceedings ot the court of inquiry into the opera- w liicli the United States have to this money, or any
tions ot the army under the command of
part of the same, now involved in the bankruptcy of
MajorGeneral D. C. Buell, in Kentucky and Tennessee,
Henry 1). Cooke, or of Jay Cooke and Company.
To complete the grading and erection of stone
during the winter and spring of eighteen hundred
wall around the Cjlumbia Hospital, tight thousand
and sixty-two and eighteen huudred and sixty-three,
five hundred dollars.
nine hundred and ninety dollars and fifty cents.
For defraying the expenses of the Board ot Health
For compensation of the two commissioners ap-

Sayment

pointed from

civil life

on

the

of the District cf Columbia, for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventyfour, thirty-one thousand five hundred and seveuty
dollars.
To tnriblo the Secretary of tlie Interior to pay
Livingstone and Schram amount due them under
their contract for buildiDg a penitentiarv and an addition thereto in Wyoming Territory, forty dollars.
For completion of the work of the geological and
geographical survey of the Territories of the United
States by Professor F. V. Hadycn, during the fiscal
year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and
seventy-four, to be expended under the direction of
the Secretary of the Interior, twenty thousand dollars.
For the current expenses of the Government Hosfor the Insane in the D!.6tiict of Columbia, being a deficiency for the service of the present fiscal
year, eleven thousand three hundred and sixty-six

military-prison board,

under the second section of “An act to provide for
the establishment of a military prison, and for its
government,” approved March third, eighteen hundred aud seventy-three, while actually on duty, four
hundred and sixty dollars j Inr traveling expenses of
said commissioner, and or the Secretary ot War under said act, one thousand five hundred dollars:
Provided, That the duties of said commissioners
shall cease after the expiration of the current fiscal
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT.
INDIAN OFFICE.
For this amount, or so much thereof as mav be
necessary, for the subsistence and civilization of the
Arickarees, Gros Ventres, and Mandans, to be expended in goods and provisions and other articles, as
the President may determine for agricultural and
mechanical pursuits, and for the pay of employees
up to June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-

jntol

dollars.

four, twenty-five thousand dollars.

For this amount, or so much thereof as may he
to subsist the Navajo Indians, in accordance with tho estimate of L. E.
Dudley, superintendent of Indian altairs,
up to June thirtieth, eighteen
hundred and seventy-four,
five thoueard
twenty
J

dollars.
hor this amount, < r so much thereof as
iftay be
necessary, to pay for the services and expenses of

For the Columbian Institution for the Deaf and
Dumb in the District ot
to enable tbe
trustees of the institution to pay the amount yet
due on the purchase of the estate knowu as Kendall Green, ten thousand six hundred and ninetyse'ven dollars and forty-six cents, to he expended under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior.
For repairing and finishing in a thorough and complete manner the bronze statue of .Jefferson, placing
the same in National Statuary HalJ, and procuring

Columbia,

necessary,

!

suitable marble vase and pedestal therefor, ten
hundred and thirteen dollars.
To pay Captain James L. Fisk, of Montana Teiritory, the amount due tojbiin on settlement of bis accounts aa officer in charge ot overland emigrant expedition, seven thousand eight hundred and sixty-.
two dollars and thirty-seven cents.
For foundation ana pedestal for the bronze statue
of the iato John A. Rawlins, authorized by the act
of Congress approved April tenth, eighteen hundred
and seventy-two, three thousand dollars. And the
authorized to place the
Secretary of War is
same In Rawlins Square, or such other reservation in
the city Washington as be may select.
POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT.
To enable to Postmaster-General to offer a reward
for the apprehension of the parties concerned in the
late mail-robberies in Missouri, five thousand dollars;
and for the same purpose in the matter of the late
mail roblieries in Texas, three thousand dollars.
For expense incurred in alterations and improvements made necessary by the change of grade on
Eighth street, in order to provide an entrance for the
mail wagons to the court-yard of the General PostOffice, five thousand six hundred and thiity-three dollars and thirty-three cents; and to pay expenses
caused by change of grade of all the streets surroundng the Post- Office Department building, six bundle i
ami eighty dollars.
For amount, due special agents of thoDepaitment,
being a deficiency for the fiscal year enaiug June
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-two. two
thousand one hundred and one dollars and eightya

cents.
To pay the

Winter Street lor
Sale.
of the 2J story house, No 56 Winter
rooms, arranged for two families, gas

Real Estate

CONSISTING

FORJIALE.

.

ance

MISS FLOOD,
on the premises or to
UPHAM & GAKDINEK, No, 7 Exchange St.

For Sale.
597 CONOUESS ST., opposite Whittier's
Drugstore. Contains 11 finished rooms. For
further particulars, inquire on the premises between

of the

appropriation

for

wrapping-paper,

pro-

*><»•)

,---

X-

UJ

wrapping-paper and twine.
For purchase |of official
postage-stamps aud
stamped envelopes, to supply a deficiency ot the last
quarter of the current fiscal year, one hundred and
eighty thousand dollars.
For advertising, twenty thousand dollars.
JUDICIAL.
For defraying the expenses ot the
and circuit aud distiict courts ot the

Supreme Court
United States,
including the District of Columbia; and also for jurors and witnesses, and expenses of suits iu which
the United States are concerned ; of prosecutions for
offenses committed against the United States; for

the safe-keeping of prisoners, and for defraying the
expenses which may be incurred jp the enforcement
oi the act approved February twenty-eighth, eighteen hundred and seventv-one, entitled “An a< t to
amend an act approved May thirty-first, eighteen
hundred and sev.nfy, entitled ‘An act to enforce the
rights of citizens of the United States to vote in the
several states of the Union, and for other purposes,’ or the acts amendatory thereof or supple
meotary thereto, being a deficiency for the fiscal
year ending June thirty, eighteen hundred and
seventy-two twenty thousand dollars; and for the
same purpose, being a deficiency for the fiscal year
ending June thirty, oighteeu hundred and seventythree, three hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
To pay the salary of the assistant
of the Post-Office Department for the months of May
and June, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, being a deficiency for the fiscal year ending Jnne thirty, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, six hundred
aud seventy dollars and thirty-three cents.
For salaries of United States district judges, to
pay audited and certified accounts, being a deficiency for the fiscal year ending Juno thirty, eighteen
hundred and seventy-three, two thousand eight
hundred and seventy five dollars.
For salaries of United States district attorneys, to
pay amount due L. C. Rockwell, late attorney to the
district of Colorado Territory, thirty-five dollars and
seventy-one cents; and to pay William McMichael,
attorney for the eastern district of Pennsylvania,
amount duo him, thirty-nine dollars and ninety
cents, said sums beiog deficiencies for the fiscal year

attorney-general

ending June thirty, eighteen hundred and seventy-

three.
For salaries of United States district marshals, to
pay Church Howe, marshal of the district of Wyoming, amount due him, thirty-three dollars and
cents, being a deficiency for the fiscal year

fifty-twoJune
ending
two.

thirty, eighteen hundred and seventy-

To pay the salary of the late judge of the eastern
district of Wisconsin, retired under the fifth section
of the act of April tenth, eighteen hundred aud
eixty-niDe, from January first, eighteen hundred and

seventy-four, to

June

thirtieth, eighteen

hundred

and seventy-four, one thousand seven hundred and
fifty doll irs.
For the payment of the telegraph operator from
February first, eighteen hundred and seventy-four,
to the end of the current fiscal year, four hundred
and seventeen dollars.
SENATE,
For clerks to committees, pages, horses, and wagons, for the fiscal year eighteen hundred and seven-

ty-three, eight

thousand dollars.
For expenses of heating and ventilating apparatus,
for the fiscal year eighteen hundred aud seventythree, 6ixty-three dollars and eighty-three cents.
To pay John L. Hickman for services as laborer
during the Forty-first Congress, as allowed by resolution of the Senate of March third, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, three hundred and seventysix dollars and forty cents.
To pay Rev. E. D. Owen for services as acting
chaplain of the Senate, seventy-five dollars.
For clerks to committees and pages, twenty-one
thousand and sixty-llve dollars an ninety-seven
cents.
For labor, thirteen thousand dollars.
For furniture and repairs, four thousand dollars.
For coal for the heating and ventilating apparatus for the fiscal year eighteen hundred and seventyfour, five hundred dollars.
For mileage of Senators who took their scats after
the passag of the act approved January twentieth,
eighteen hundred and seventy-four, one thousand
one hundred and flft-yfive dollars and twenty cents.
For reporting the proceedings and debates ot the
Senate fur the remainder of the Forty-third Congress, not already paid for, forty-two thousand three
hundred and sixty-four dollars, in lieu of all com-

pensation otherwise provided for.
UOTTCP

m? T> li'DT)E'OP\’'T A TTirL’U

To enable the Clerk of the House to pay the salaries of nine messengers for the month of March,
eighteen hundred and seventy-three, as per resolution of the House of February twenty-seventh, eight-

hundred and seventy-three, one thousand one
hundred and seventeen dollars and eighty cents.
To supply a deficiency in the appropriation for
clerks to committees of the House of Representatives
during the present fiscal year, the sum of two thousand dollars; of which amount the sum of seventyfive dollars shall he paid to A. F. Childs for services
in
to complete papers of report number one
hundred, and thirty-nine.
To pay the live official reporters of the proceedings
and debates of the House, for the remainder of the

CIIAS O.

m.

year ending

session giveu immediately.

square numbered six hundred and eighty-three, in
the city of Washington, containing about fifteen
thousand superficial feet, with the improvements
thereon, for a site f ,r a fire-engine house, eighteen

thousand dollars.
Reform-School: To rc-imburse the fund of the
Reform School in the Ditrict of Columbia for work
done and materials furnished in tie erection and
furnishing of the building and grounds for the same,
thirty-one thousand 6even hundred and seventy-two
dollars and twenty-nine cents; and the AttorneyGeneral is hereby directed to take such measures as
sha-11 be most effectual to enforce any right or claim
which) the United States have to this amount of
money or any part thereof, now involved in tho
bankruptcy of Henry I). Cooke or of Jay Cooke and
Company, the same having been in the hands of
feaid Heury D. Cooke, as treasurer of said Reform
School, at the time of his bankruptcy, and being
then moneys belonging to the United States .and to
inquire into this loss of tho public moneys, and ascertain who is responsible therefor, and institute such
prosecutions as public justice may require, and that
he report his proceedings therein 1 o Congress in his
next aunual report.
Approved, June 22, 1874.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS
City ot Portland.
To whom it

may

City Cleek’s Office, i
October 9, 1874.
)

concern:

is
that
excavaor way in
limits
for
the
city
purpose of making connections
with Gas or Water pipes, or with any public or private Drains or Sewers, must be commenced on or
before Nov. 1st, 1874, and be completed on or before
Nov. 15, 1874, per order.
ocl()-5t
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
any and all
hereby given
NOTION
tions to be made in any public street

the

Maine General

Hospital?

occupancy,
formally dedicated on the 22d
of October.
A large supply of bed and table linens is needed
before the institution can begin its work, and the
friends of the Hospital throughout the State are
solicited to contribute any of tho articles
earnestly
named in the following list, in such quantities as
1

Cotton Cloth, bleached and unbleaelie.l, 40 inches

yard,

and

2£ yards

wide.

Crash, Russian and American.
Huckaback.
Bird’s eye toweling.
Table linen, unbleached and colored.
Napkins.

Ticking.
Blankets, siugle

Rubber Blankets.
White Rubber Cloth, 1

Mosquito Netting.

yard

wide.

FREDERIC HENRY”

CIDER AND WINE

BY

&

a

circular.

THE

Flexible Metal Lined

daily.

Cucumber Wood Pump

WILLIAM

If not s®ld

noon

will be

rented

for

$5ir.4

EASTERN & MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

0,1
liiM

rmUMnr'

rQil^xEi.ti

notice:
Leave
p. in.

an<*
n ill

OF

run

IIHE.

Monday, Sent. nth,

altcr

follows until further

in

Portland for all stations at 7.13

a.

1.30

in.,

Leave Bemis for Portlaml at 11.15 a. m.
Leave Upper Bartlett for Portlaml at 6.23 a.m.

11.30 a. m.
Leave North
12.00 m.

Conway

Portlaml at 5.55

for

a.m.

CONNECTIONS.
Steamer to Naples,Bridgton and Harrison connects
at Sebago Lake sla.ion on arrival ot 1.30 p. m. train
from Portlaml.
Stages at Baldwin by 7.13 a. m. for COroltb, Poiter,
Kezar Falls, &c
Stages at Brownfield by 1.30 p. m. for Denmark

Bridgton.

and

Stages at Kryeburg by 1.30 p. m. fur Lovell, ic.
btages at Bemis by 7.15 a. m. ami 1.30 p. rn. fur
Crawford lions-: and White Mountains.
5.25 a. m. from Upper Bartlett connecta in Portland with the 9.10 a. m. train fur Boston,
aniviug
there in

season

lor all

routes

south and west.

11.13 a. m. from Bemis connects with 3.15 p.m.
Portland to Boston by which connection is made in
Boston with night via Springfield or shore line for
New York, &c.
J. HAMILTON, Sept.
Puitland, Sept. 12, 1874.

Freight trains leave Portlaml daily for alt stations
a. m.
Returning leave Upper Bartlett at 8AO

at 9.45

selsdtf

a. m.

Passenger

trains leave Portland daif°r Portsmouth ami 1tost on, (Sanat *2.00 A. M. ty.iu a.
excepted)
-ea,
^ |)3j5 nlltl 0<00 p. m.
Leave Portland for Portsmouth ami Dover dally,
(Suudavs excepted), at 0.10 a. m. and 3.15 p. m.
a
Leave Bangor lor Portland, Portsmouth and Poston at US,CO A. M., *7.43 P. M.
Leave Poston tor Portsmout h aud Portland at 7 30
and iis.15 A. M. 112.30, *0.20 P. M.
From Dr IV. Kenui'Oii A
Boston.
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor,
Houlton, Calais and St. John at *6.20 P. Al.
1 i
Will make his regular monthly visit o
Leave Boston for Portsmouth, Portland, Bangor
■ o
Oct.
13th.
Rooms
first
tlo«r 17
Tuesday
and St. John al 7.30 and ||8.15 A. M.
I V
S. Hotel entrance on Congress St. Hour
Leave Dover for Portsmouth and Portland at G.3U,
« a. m. till 8 p. iu Saturday 5 p. m
10.30 and 5.00 p. ui.
Prices-Hard anil solt Corns and BunLeave Port-month lor Portland at 10.00 and 110.20
ions 25 to 50 cts each, ingrowing and Club nails 50
A. Al.. i:3.05
Al., *8.23 P. M.
cts.
to
each.
81.00
Leave Portsmouth for Portland, Bangor, Houlton,
Notice.
Calais and St Johu at *8.23 P. M.
Peoide who torture tin insclvea
trying to doctor
Leave Portland for Lewiston. Bath, Kucklaod, An- !
own Icet should remember that all operations
their
and
at
17.00
A.
M.
Watervillo
Skowliegan,
usta,
K.
are
free
fioui
Dr.
entirely
any pain or incouLeave Porlhiml tvia Danvillel for Ixjwiston, Far- | by
venicnces wmuever, uui tiiut. me doq* can
i» worn
WatervMlc aud Skowliegan at 11.05 P. AL
nt
with
comfort.
Rooms in Boston 57
once,
perfect
Leave Portland f>
Path, rewiston, Rockland, Auami 37 Trcuiont St., located in Boston
St.
Dexter
and
at
Temple
SkoA'iietan,
Baugor
Belfast,
gusta.
siuce 1*10.
oc5tr
l.lu P. M.
Leave Pori land loi Bangor, via Augusta
(Pullnian Palace Sleeping Cars,) at 10.45 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath aud Augusta at 15.50 P. Al.
For Lewiston via Danville at 15.45 P. M.
ii«ave Biddeford tor Portland al t8.00 A. M., returning- al 5.00 P. M
OF
The 9.10 A. M. and 3.15 P.
Al. trains from
Portland, aud the 8.00 A. M. train from Bangor
make close connections to New York by one or
other of the routes from Boston. Passengers ticketed ibrou 2 li bv cither route.
The 9.10 A. M. traiu arrives in Boston at 2.00
P. Al. iti season to connect with the traiu for
New York, all rail, also with the 5.30 P.
M.
‘•Nl'PEKIOIt TO CALCOKO Oil i'«K(steamboat; train* tor New York via Fall River,
liONVM.
OF 9UG9IEIOA, WITH.
and
Norwich
Lines.
The
3.15
P.
M.
train
Stouingtou
HI T I 15 V.« It DANCSKU'IUtl ANMOI Iarrives in Boston in season reconnect with train*
tor New You viaSprdigtield at 9P. Al
ATIOSS.’i
The 9.10 A. Al. and 3.15 P. Al. trains frmi Portland
lnlol'se.l uu‘i |jrefcrlbuil l.y tl.e leivling i.ht slel.ms
connect at Conway Junction with theGreat Falls and
the country, n» being tho OKKATKVI'
throughout
Conway Railroad.
ANT-ACID yet presented to the uietllcal t.ubUe, It
The 8.15 A. Al. train from Boston arrives tn Portand certainly relieve.
iiuuieiJiately
land in season for passengers to take the cars of the
P. «& O. Railroad.
The 8.15 A. M. train from Boston connects with
the Grand Trunk Railway tor Alontreal, Quebec aud
or
all parts of Canada East.
Through tickets arc sold in Portland and Baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.
A freight train will leave Portsmouth for Dover,

_MEDICAL

Foot Disease

Speciality.

KENNISOnTCHIROPODIST,

DR.

term of

a

H. TURNER, Superintendent.

Jyi__tf_

years, and is convenient and pleasantly located for a
boardinghouse. Terms liberal. Apply to UPHAM
oc3dlm
& GA RDIN ER, No. 7 Exchange Street,

fyCflRN^s^from

Real Estate For Sale.
valuable and ceutrally located property on
Elm street, known as the Day Estate, having a
frontage of 200 feet, together with the substantial
brick dwelling house thereon. Terms one-quarter
cash, the balance on one to seven years cr< dit. ApWM.H. JERR1S,
ply to
ocl-3w4
Real Estate Agent.
mHE

by

X

mingronj

__

For Sale.

MILK

mHE 2^story house and the lot No. 41 Centre St.,
X between Congress and Free Streets, known as
Cole property. Inquire of
sep29-3m
_JOHN C. PROCTER

the

—

Sale

For

For Sale.
Pleasant
paiticulars
HOUSE
apply at the house from 3 to 5 P. M.
au29dtf
No. 42

For

Street.

saleT

for

Simple, Durable, Ea*y

LOT’ of vacant land, situated on the west side
of High, between Pleasant and Danfortb, Sts.

A
This lot has

front of>about 61 feet and is about 194
feet deep, and plans have been drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nine genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of

For

Sale

of West-

in the Town
brook.

FINE

one-lialf mile from the

use.

with fine shade trees. This is one of the finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of G. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Otis Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

(J.

Estate

Real

Pattersou’s

BULLETIN.
Money

to Xoan.

first class Real Estate Secuiity, in Portland,

or vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
ft. PATTKRRON. Dealer in Itpnl Estate Dtfien IS
Fluent Block.
oc4dtf

REMOVAL,.
Hereatter

DU.

Sourness

has removed to

Congress St.,

oc8

former retticlciicc of

Corner of Pearl,
Dr. French.

If

Removal.

MUSIC

OR.

“removal.
have

Office 1 1-2 Union Wharf.
islwttf

A. A. LIBBY & CO.

respectfully notify tbier customers and the
that on aud after the first day of
October next their business will be transacted under
the name aud style of

generally

Libby, McNeill & Libby.
The new firm name will be branded on all grades
of Provisions formerly branded A. A. Libby & Co.,
and as the individual members of the firm will remain the same it will be an additional assurance
that the reputation ol thefr goods will he fully sus-

ORKINCr
no

Copartnership.

been this

between the

and style of
day dissolved by

mutual consent. Jolm Massure is to collect all
claims due the late firm and will mv ilm ....n>-dw
ship liabilities. Ho will continue tlic business at the
store occupied by us, No. 381 Congress St.
JOHN MASSURE,
YSIDORO J. OJEDA.

Portland, Oct. 8, 1874.

oc9tt

mHE undersigned having taken the stand of HarJL low & Hunt, will continue the business at

128 and 130 MIDDLE

ST.,

the public will find New and Second Hand
Fnrnituro,
Lounges, Spring Beds, Mattrasscs,
Looking Glasses, Book Cases, &e.
Repairing of all kinds neatly done.
Where

PEOPLE—Male

a

copartnership

Weak, Nervous,

or

un now

<1

wnvprv.

the carrying

on

<?f

u

formerly oceupied by

JOIII T.

ROGERS,

No. 100 Commercial
HEAD OF UNION

Street,

WHARF,

and intend to keep

on

hand

a

full

supply of

COAL

AND
nii.r.iAiu

one

of the greatest discoveries ot

Rheumatic, Neuralgic,

and

Ertsipelaloim Affections.
Bunions, Enlarged Joints of llie Feet.Neuralgia.
Soro Throat, Paralysis, Rheumatism. Pains ol ail
kinds—cure guaranteed. Win.M. (files’ l.lftlMENT lOUIUE OF AMMONIA. 50c. and
$1.00 a bottle. Depot 451 Sixth Avenue. New York.
For sale by Fred X. Mealier & Co., and W.F. Phillips
<Ss Co., Portland, Me.
oclOtlw

iv, over.
dtl

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.
WT NT'T’TP. R

Tablets.

PUT UP ONLY IN BLCE BOXES.
A T R 1 E I> A ft I> S l It A. REMEDY
oclOtlw

AISENTN lor the "Life and
aVil A If Jr Explorations ok I'R. Litinostoxk.’’ Complete, authentic, a tresli Imok. Price
suited to the timts. Address, B. U. RUSSELL, PuboclOdlw
lisher, Boston, Mass.

W ATVT'I’,n

—

Cordial Balm of Syricum.
During the year 18G5 I)r. G. Edgar Lothrop had a
new aud peculiar drug, from the interior of Africa,
brought prominently under his notice by the very

strange effect it nrodneed

on an animal who had
a large quantity.
Owiug to
this circumstance he was led to make many
experiments on tho lower animals, and he soon discovered
that it had a very
effect on the Nervous System. This induced him to experiment both on himself
and some of his patients, and such was the wonderfully beneficial effects, and so rapid the cure of those
afflicted with nervous diseases, that Dr.
lothrop
came to the conclusion that he bad discovered % new
and valuable addition to the medicines of the
pharmacopcea. He soon found that this medicine,in eonjunction with some others, cured nervous diseases at
all kinds with a certainty and
rapidity of which he

accidentally swallowed

peculiar

no

previous conception.

A tew words on that special disease
'-......uu-.i/tiiiuirM

1

generally known

null*

U)nsicaM:a

111

b.ought on by total ignorance of the fearful pernicious effects, but it is also brought on in
many cases
brought on through no fault or the person afflicted,
but by disease, long confinement, and several other
causes—but in all cases the effect oil the constitution
Is the same. Heretofore, there has been no cure for
this disease, but Dr. Lothrop, having
put up this
medicine in the form of CORDIAL BALM OF S /IUCCM AND TONIC PILLS, combined with other
medicines, offers them to all sufferers as a safo and
cure.
Our Lunatic Asylums are full o» paspeedy in
tients,
many cases brought thither by the effects
ot Nervous Debility. Many thousands suffer in silence, hopeless of relief, having often been deceived
by unprincipled quacks. Such is not the case with
Dr. G. Edgar Lnthrop’s CORDIAL BALM OF SYRICUM and TONIC PILLS. A very short trial will
demonstrate their cfHcacy.
Any who suffer lrom the effects of over indulgence
in tobacco, or alcoholic stimulants, Palpitation of tho
Heart, St. Vitus’ Dance, Epilepsy, Nervous Headache, Sleeplessness, Restlessness during Sleep, Loss

of Memory, Irritability, Nervousness,
Twitching of
the Nerves, and all other Nervous
Diseases, will ttud
this medicine a real blessing.
Should any person ini o whose hands this notice
comes, havo a triend whom he knows or thinks Is afflicted,with any Nervous Disease, Nervous Debility,
etc., he will confer a real kindness on bis friend by
sending it to him, so as to give him an opimrtuuity
of being cured by the use of Dr. Lothrop’s CORDIAL
BALM OF SYRICU.M and TOXIC PILLS.
Sold by all Druggists.

AGENTS.

Whipple

IV. F.

A

Jyll

ft Co.Johli W. Prrkiua
Co.. W. W. Phillip. A Co.,
PORTLAND, ME.
dam

Norwich Line to New York
and Return
—

SIX

for

—

DOLLARS,

FROM BOSTON

or

WORCESTER.

Excursions will be continued throngh
the months of October nud November,
1874.
Return Checks will be honored for
seven days after
Thanksgiving Day.
Tickets and State-rooms with C. C.
OREtiU, 87 Washington Street, aud at
Depot, foot of Summer St., Boston.
Express Train Leaves Boston at G P.
M., and Worcester (Foster St. Station)
at 7.20 P. M.
Boats leave Pier 40 North River, New
York, at 4 P. M.

°di_dsw
CONSULATE OF SPAIN.
irici-clinut? unit

To

Siiipmaslers.

notified that on and after the first
YOUday ofhereby
September, 1874. the new regulation*

On and alter Monday, September 21st.
trains will

run as

follows:

Express tr. in 7.00 a m. lor Montreal aud Quebec,
Auburn, and Lewiston.
Passenger train lor Auburn and Lewiston at 9.30
a. ib.

j

Mail train at 1.20 p. m., for Auburn and Lewiston
and Island Pond, (stopping at all stations to Island
Pond,)* connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewistou 5 45 p in.
Accommodation for South Paris at 5.55 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal and West at 8.40

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.50a. in.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal aud West, Lewiston
and Auburn at 2.35 p. in.
Express from Lewiston and Auburu at 5.45 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 8.15 p. m.

by the Government of the Republic ot
regard to Consular fees will take effect.
fees for clearance of vessel* are as follows:

prescribed
in
Spam

The

For Vcawrl* with l in go:
Ce? titving ManlTest. $15.00
Pill of Health...
4.00— $19.00

For VeHMrh without Cnrgo:
Certifying Manifest.$7.00
Bill or Health. 4.oo—$n.oo

Estah* of Isaac Dy<»r.
IS HEREBY GIVEN, that tno subscri-

T\TOTIOE

ISAAC DYER, late ot Portland,

Offices

Passenger

THOMAS LOZANO,
Spanish Consul.

se2dtf

74 EXCHANGE ST.
AND

—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates

I

To C'nnndn, Octroi’, Chicago, lllilnnu
life. Ciacinnnti, SI. Louis, Oiuuhn,
*ngiuavr, Nt &*nnl, Nnlt Lake City,
Denver, Wan Franciwro,
and all

Koi'fhuest,

Administratrix.

Ciller Barrels
For Sale.

One Thousand Cider Barrels

points in the

%Vcsi and

MATTOCKS & FOX, 83 Middle Street,

octld3w_Att’va of

ol

SoiidmeM

O. FUKNIVAL Agt.

best quality, in good order.

IXENKY T. CABTKB, tNS I'ortMl.

It

___

Use

Sold by Druggists.

Nervous Diseases
AND THE

A T? T? A "M mi' T\/fT7’AJrI’

J

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
Carbolic

ou

are

For

Hells’

riiAui.RM r. (soi aom.

ap2

is considered to be
Hie period for

AM) ALL THROAT DISEASES,

WOOD.

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.

a. m.

winners of THREE HIGHEST AEDAI.H
niPi.OJIA of HONOR, at VIENNA,
’73, and PARK*}, ’G7 now offer the FINEST As.
SORTMKNT of the BEST CABINET
OROANS ill the world, including new styles
with recent improvements, not only exclusively
for cash, ns fonnerly.but also on NEW FEANS
OF EASV PAYMENTS, the most favorable
everolfered. Organs RENTED with PRIVILEGE of PURCHASE, toahnost any part of
the country. First payment $9.00 or upwards. Illustrated Catalogues and Circulars, with full particulars, sent Iree on request.
Address MAS AN & HAMLIN ORGAN CO
Boston. New York or Chicago.
oclOtlw

the l>e*-t

grades ot

chard.
tDoe9 not stop at Blue Point or Scarboro except to
leave passengers taken West of Biddeford.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Superintendent.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
se26
tf

hut bun bnnn Inner nc<>,l

anil

DYER

Treatise

WHOLESALE

a. m.

Q^-SSSiQ

GO.,

MAINE

&

Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 9.10 a. m.,
3.15 p. ra.; Boston 8.15 a. in., 6.00 p. m.
•Does not stop at Scarboro, Blue Point or Old Or-

WP^WPlSTl.

& HAMLIN

St.

10.00 p. m.
For liowell (via Lawrence) at 6.15,9.10 a. m.t
3.15* p. m.
For (/oncortl and fflaiieliestcr (via New
Market Junction) 6.15 a. ra., 3.15* p, m., (via Lawrence at 9.10 a. m.
For CSreat Fall* at 6.15, 9.19 a. m„ 3.15*, C.00
p. m.
For Portamouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a, m.
For RocheNter, Alton Ray, Wolfborou«ch and Centre Harbor (via Dover & Winnipiseogee R. R. and Steamer “Mt. Washington”) at
9.10 a. m.
A train will also leave Portland for Kcnuebunk and Way MlaliouN at 2.30 p. m., arriving
at Kennebuok at 3.45 p. in. Returning, leave Kennrbunk at 7.30 a. m., arriving at Portland at 8 35

Debilitated 1

sc23ttw

Exchange

CO.,

laud for Boston, at 6.15, 9.10 a. in.
3.15*, 6.00 p. ra., arriving at Boston at
10.50 a. m., 2.00, 7.30 and 10.30 p. in.
Returning, leave Boston at 8.15 a. m., 12.30, 3.30,
6.00t p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.45, 5.30, 8.10,

Female.

with wonderful remedial results, and is pronounced
by the highest medical authorities, “the most powerful tonic and alterative known”
Ask your druggist lor it.
For sale by GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., BOSTON,

a

Ou ami after Monday, Sept 28, 1874,
Passenger trains will leave Port-

his troubles
“Fold tlieir tents, like the Arabs,
And
silently steal aw ay.'*
■■

York and return

RAILROAD.

soon

Tl.ik

heretofore,

I). LITTLE &

BOSTON

make the invalid feel like a new person.
Kt* operation i* not violent, bnt is characterized by great gentleness; the patient experieuces
no sudden change, no marked results, but gradually
to

us as

to New

-49 1-2

Arc yon no Languid that any exertion requires more of an effort thau you feel capable of
making?
Then try JURUBEBA, the wonderful ionic
and invigorator, which acts so beneficially on the
secretive organs as to impart vigor to all the vital
forces.
It is no alcoholic appetizer, which stimulates for a
short time, only to let the sufferer tall to a low r
depth of misery, but it is a vegetable tonic acting directly on the liver and spleen.
It regulate* the Rowel*, quiots the nerves,
and gives such a healthy tone to the whole system as

ORGAN

Notice.

fc

or

by

jal5dtf&Sup

valuable

THE~ MASON

Slakes* & Co.

ROUNDS-&

W

~

au!2tt

Copartnership

I^TIcLels

$30 per week warrantEmployment at home,
Particulars and

capital required.

sold

reduced rates.

ARE YOU

uamo

Ojeda

IDS

JURUBEBA.

this day formed a copartnership under the firm name of H. p.
Easton & Co. We have taken the store formerly occupied by William Cornish & Co., No. 573 Congress
street, where we intend to manufacture plain tinware of all descriptions.
HORATIO P. EASTON.
oc9d3t
THOMAS N, EASTON.

New

New

are

samples sent tree. Address with 6 cent return
sel8f4w
stamp, C. ROSS, Williamsburg, N. Y.

the undersigned have

10

Waldoboro,

at lower rates than any other Agency, aud needlu
iutormation cheerlully furnished.

HAVE YOU TRIED

A. A. LIBBY,
A. McNEILL,
C. P. LIBBY.
oc5d7t&w 1 w

Partnership heretofore existing
subscribers under the firm
THE
Massure &
has

or feipale; $35 per
evening. No Capital

UNWRITTEN HISTORY.

Copartnership Notice.

Dissolution of

or

Full information of this Startling Book about to by
published by us. Sent Agents who address, AMERCAN aUBLISHING CO., Hartford, Conn. sel6t 4w

ed,

to Wiscasset.

M.

,1)1/

tained.

1874.

male

B (

would

route

Through Tickets

DAAGENTS’PROFITN per week
Will prove it or forfeit $500. New articles are just patented. Samples sent free to all. Ad
dress W. H. CA1DESTER, 2G7 Bioo lway,New York.
selG
t4w

PORK PACKERS,

rail

via cither Boston & Maine and Eastorn, or Steamers
to Boston, the Stonington and Fall River aud all
Rail lines to New York, the Michigan Central, Great
Western and Pennsylvania Central Pacific Railroads,
and all other favorite routes

Hilver Lustre, Highly Oranuicutal. A per ect
protector to put under stoves. Ask your dealer tor it.
selC
t4w

I

Dir&c

West and South.

Warden

*eu«l valuable package of
1U1 ti ll good* by mail free. Address with six
cent return stamp, M. Yoitxg, 173 Greenwich St.,
N Y.
8el614w

fpO

CHICAGO.

Ohicago, Illinois, Sept. 29,

& LINCOLN RAILROAD.

had

Article* in the World. $2.00 worth of samples
given away to those who will become agenrs. J.
BRIDE & CO., 767 Broadway, N. Y.
sel6t4w

Notice.

RAILROAD.

York, Philadelphia,
Baltimore, Washington, St. Louis,
New Orleans, Texas, Chicago, Oro
aha, San Francisco, aud all points

enlarged.8vo,700pp,$3..75

NEW YORK TOMBH.

SALE AT WHOLESALE BY

W. F. PHILLIPS A CO.,

tlie

8vo. 6h0 pp.,

By
Sutton. A complete history of Noted Criminals of
THE
and the Romance of Prison Life. 8vo, 670
New

Hlagncsia

RAILROAD,
on

Price, $5.00.

public herviukh of
By C.Edwards Les-

of

—

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincoln
ville, Northport. South Thomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton aud Washington, Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tftomaston lor St. George daily.
At Warren lor UnioB, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and WlmetJeld, Mondays
Wednesdays and Fridays.
At Waldoboro* for North Waldoboro’, Washington
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Trains daily aud freight taken at ■ow rates
C. A. COOMBS. Sun’t.
Jv29dtf

For

cases

Try it once and you wouki
not be without it.

FUR

Portland
Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Macliias, Mount Desert Viual Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.0 a. m., and 1.00

CHARLES HU.TUNER.
Life
and

home,

Ulilk of

pickets

Damariscotta,

Co.

in

be fouud invaluable.

will

arren and ltockland.
No change of cars between

P.

the stomach,

Summer Complaints and Diarrhoea,
so common with young children, tho

1X74.

___

OUR

At

souring on

CHAULES F. HATCH. Ora. Minnger.

KNOX

WANTED—AGENTS fae mis

COPARTNERSHIP^

AND

.Tnlv 91.

FIRST HUNDRED YEARN. The
Life of the Republic, By C. Edwards Lester. 12
monthly parts. 00 pp.each. Royal 8vo. 50cts.each part.

o

aul8

BEEF

Publishing

Engravings—from

UI IV week, day

superior to any other preparation, requiring uo
persuasion to induce hem to take it, and is also pefor females during pregnancy.
It is a positive preventive against the iood of infants

aud until

Agents everywhere for the following:
OF TUB HOLY BIBLE. Ed-

fVkl* ‘111

CROSS

&

removed

EASTERN

University Place, New York,

Edition,revised

It is

culiarly adapted

and

SPIRIT
ito4U>y Frank Moore. An elegant
500
the Old Masters.

fY

TUB

Will be taken

Si, H,

Office hours

jy9dtf

CF

BOSTON & ill A INK

$3.50.
Circulars, specimen pages, and tcims to agents on
8el6f4w
application as above.

AT CLAKK

July 22, 1874,

LAXATIVE FOIR CHILDREN

TO AND FROM BOSTON,
—

pp,

Congress Street.

RICHARDSON”

|

ipi w-^Tr-^Tr-t SAAIPLE to Agents. Imriics’Combiiinlion
BY K
Needle-Book, with
---ouiumuh.
aeuu stamp, jjeaa c* uo
New Bedford, Mass.
sel5d4w

ter. 5th

ancr

Red and the Yellow

NOTICE

The United States

On and

___

Indigestion,

Rheumatism and Oout.

J£5ffSffH?-?ff|furthcr ^°^ce* 1,0

is hereby given that I shall apply to the
Board of Mayor and Aldermen at their next
meeting for permission to erect a wooden building
on Federal St., 30x30, two stories.
oc0d3t*
J. F. RAND.

—

Dyspepsia,
AS A

Eastern Railroad.
NPEC1AE ""notice.

York,

REMOVAL,
G

READERS.

Stomach,

CHARLES F. HATCH,

General Manager.
GEO. BACHELDER,
General Agent Eastern Railroad. Portland, Me.
ai*3
dtf

books. By L. O. Emerson and W. S. Tilden.
In Book V, which is for Primary School*,
we have a 3 years’ course of study, very plainly Laid
out, with abundant directions to teachers,and a large
number of sweet songs, for the little ones to sing by
roto and by note. Price 35 Cents.
In Book II, the course above indicated is continued.and becomes a little more theoretic. The book
is fitted for the use of the younger scholars in Grammar Schools.
Price 50 Cent*.
In Book III, part singing is introduced, and the
oar is trained to harmonic
singing. For Higher Classes in Grammar Schools.
Price 50 Cent*.
The music in these charming and useful books was
selected and arrangeti by the practiced hand of Air.
L. O. Emerson, and the theoretic part has been well
tested by Mr. Tilden before placing in the Readers.
For High Schools, nothing succeeds the above
Readers better than “THE HOCK OP HINGING,” [$1.00], already in extensive use. If that
has been used,
try “CHOICE TRIOS,”
[$1.00], a collection of the best 3-part music.

and

REMOVAL:
CHARLES A. RING has removed to No.
413 Congress, Corner of Chestnut street.
augldtf

DK.

tFast Express.

of the

Headache,

t Accommodat ion train

In 3

Want

ROSS, Treasurer

has removed to 536
fiora 2 to 4 P. M.

and Dover for Portsmouth, daily.
♦Pullman sleeping ear express train. N. B. This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run Mouday
morning.

Music Books for Schools.
amekicarT school,

13

of the Portland,
Bangor and Machias Steamboat Co.,bas removed Ins Office from 179 Commercial Street to Railroad
Wharf at the landing jf the Co’s Steamer.
mar23
dtf

WILLIAM

Acidity

Nolice.

DR. E. W. BROOKS,
365

Whitney,

PORTLAND.

found at

666 Congress, Corner of State St.
dlw
oc9_
REMOVAL.

have for mod

Heartburn,

se25d&w2w

FRENCH
may be

WE

Action* Cheap
water than any

The now Singing School Book, “THE HONG
MONARCH,” [75 cts.], is attracting general attention as one of the Best Books ever made lor Singing Schools.
The above books sent post-paid on receipt of retail
price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y.

REMOVALS.

public

of

more

Kendall &

Portland;

finished rooms, double parlors with marble
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 10 x 60 on tbe
premises; groouds contain 15J acres, excellent land,
well fenced, 30 apple and pear trees, $ acre choice
strawberries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented

thirteen

ON

and throws

Agent* for the State of Maine.
Send for ;rcular.
oc8d&wtf

Railroad
A Depots,residence
Post-office, good Schools and Churches,
six miles from
House and Ell two stories

F.

It works easier

other Pump in

a

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
mar2*From 12 to 2 o’clock. P. M.

—

MAGNESIA.

BLOCK of new houses Situated on Avon street,
(one lot from Peering Street,) containing 8 finrooms each, besides Bath Room with all the
modern improvements Inquire on the Premises of
E.G.P. SMITH,
or of JOHN C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange St.
1874.sc29d3w
Sept. 29lh,

A

ished

—

eclTd&vrtt

Liniington, daily.
At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eag.'f
ami Limington .dally.
At So a tb Water boro for Ross Corner and Darn’s
Mills daily.
At Centre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Paraoustteld

LAFERTY’S PATENT

story Brick, slated Dwelling House and
Stable, No. 45 Dantorth Street, containing 20
finished rooms, besides Bath rooms and Water
Closets, Gas and Scbago, cemented Cellar, perfect
drainage, splendid new Furnace, Fruit and Vegetable Garden and a Grapery filled with the choicest
Vines, iu lino bearing condition. This property has
just been put in perfect order, ready tor occupancy.

K ENDaLL& W H1TN EY.
Send for

charge.

3

MILLS,

niE^s,sa{r,ws,CKiivDEKs,

7.20 A. M. 12 M. and 5 P. M.
The 12 o’clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
via Boston & Maine, and Eastern Railroads
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect aw follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standtab, and Mo.

l':'*'
rj,if-;:“Il*4iays

GERUISH,

d___Secretary.

SALE

tlic 6th instant.

They respectfully invito the patronage of tlicir
friends and the traveling public generally, and assure them that they will endeavor to make this in all
respects a first class house Guests will be cariied to
and from all trains of the 1*. & O. K. B. free of

Liuimcnt of Iodide of Ammonia

Remnants of Carpeting.
Articles may be left with the janitor, at the Portland Fraternity Rooms. Congress Street, or will be
called for, if notice ot their locality is given. The
donor’s name and statement of contents' should be
attached to each package. Public acknowledgment
of all gifts will be made.
It is requested that donations be made as soon as
possible, as the need,’s immediate.
By order ot the Directors.

FOR

on

FOR SALE OR TO LET

and have taken the stand

Tape.

—

public

________

Thread.

se22dt

it to the

(JU.VliMENCINGAVU. 3, 1*474.

Coal and W ood Dealers

double.
Bed Covers, single and double.

aud having newly furnished it throughout, will open

PORTLAND & OGDEN SB L' KG R.R
CHANGE

Passenger trains leave Portland tor
Plv""C^Roclie«t« ami intermediate stalionB at
—“-“—7.30 A. M., 1.30 and 4.15 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine ami Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winuipiseogee
Railroad tor Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls ami Conway Railroad for Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way sUtions at

DAVIS,

G.R.

the business

and

Frjelmrg,

A FINE RESIDENCE

Board of Directors

announce to the public
TIIEthat theandeastern
pavillion is nearly ready tor
will be

Oxford Bouse in

Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers.

sc30eod2w

June

thirtieth, eighteen hundred ana seventy-four, and
for other purposes,” for altering and refittiug the
hall of the House of Representatives for accomodation of the increased number ot members, be, and
hereby is, transferred to the appropriation for the
general care and repairs of the Capitol building, to
be used for the improvement and repairs of the
same, under the Architect of tho Capitol.
Botanic Garden: For continuing improvements
and buildings at the Botanic Garden, three thousand dollars.
Capitol Grounds: For improving Capitol Grounds,
and for sewers and street-lights lor same, twenty
thousand dollars: Provided, That so much of said
sum as is
necessary shall be expended by the Architect of the Capitol in forthwith removing from the
Grounds
the engine-building south of the
Capitol
Capitol.
For the purchase of the original lot numbered one,

DIinnER ARR«Hr«E91EX'f.

oc5dtf

A brick bouse with all modern Improvements. 12 Rooms, Bath Room, Water
closets. Fine Cellar. House heated by furnace excellent drainage, Gas and Sebago,
lone of the best locations in our city. Pos-

aiding

tho Government for the fiscal

HUNT, M. D.

For Kent.

een

Forty-third Congress, twenty-four thousand eight
hundred and fifteen dollars; and hereafter the pay
of the official reporters of the proceedings and debates of each House shall be fifty thousand dollars
for each Congress; and the pay of official reporters
of committees of the House shall be five thousand
dollars eachjper anuum, and this shall be in lieu of all
other compensation for such services in reporting
the proceedings ot each and all of said committees.
For compensation for clerical services rendered to
the Committee on reform in the Civil Service from
January first, six hundred dollars; and for messenger to the Committee on War Claims from
January
first, two hundred and fifty dollars.
For fuel for the House of Representatives for tho
current fiscal year, two thousand five hundred
dollars.
T.. pay four watchmen of the Capitol police-force
fromJanurry first to July first, eighteen hundred
aT d seventy-four, and no longer, the sum of one
thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine dollars and
ninety-two cents is hereby appropriated.
That the unexpended balance of the appropriation made in the act approved March third, eighteen hundred and seventy-threo, entitled “An act
making appropriations for sundry civil expenses of

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

HOUSE
and 3 p.

_RAILROADS.

OXFOILD_lIO U SE.

A. O. A C. W. PIKE,
oc2dtf
Frycburg, October 1,1S74.

oc92w

2

RAILROADS.

The .subscribers, having recently purchased the well
known

'Ifiicsilay,

A Cottage IIou*e One and Ouc-Half Htory,
With 10 well finished rooms, with Gas, Sebago, hot
and cold water and all the modern conveniences. A
good lot, perfect title, back 21 Cedar St. Possession
given immediately. Apply to

free delivery iu the
the ditferenco between the

vided for iu the act making appropriations for the
service of the Post-Office Department, for the year
ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seven-

_HOTELS.

on

Street, 12
and Sebago; also a one story house in roar—Lot 36 x
120. This valuable property will be sold at a bargain
and on easy terms or payment. It will rent for over
$600 per annum. Price only $4700. Apply to F. G.
Patterson, 13 Fluent Block.ocl0-2w

superintendent of

Post-Office Department
salary allowed
salary as a fourth-class clerk and
by law, seven hundred dollars.
"For rent of house numbered nine hundred and
fifteen E street, northwest, for further accommodation of the clencal force of the Department, lrom
June sixth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, to
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-four,
four tliousant four hundred and eighty-eight dollars
and eighty-six cents; and hereafter no contract shall
be made ior the rent of any building or part of any
building iu Washington, not now in use by the government to be used for the purposes of the government, until an appropriation therefor shall have been
made by terns in Congress. And the unexpended bal-

I

REAL ESTATE.

seven

'J

same are

For paper, engraving, printing, express charges
and other expenses of making aud issuing the national currency, for the fiscal year ending June
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, eleven
thousand two hundred and nineteen dollars and seventeen cents.
For paper, engraving, printing, express charges
and other expenses ot making and issuing the national currency required to complete the service of
the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-four, twenty thousand dollars.
To pay commissions allowed by law to collectors
of customs actiDg as superintendents of lights,

telegrams

cum

properly

That the unexpended balances of the appropriations for vaults. safc6, and locks for public buildings,
and for fuel, lights, water, and miscellaneous items
for the same, now remaining on the books of the
Treasury Department, and unavailable under the
provisions of the fifth, sixth, and seventh sections of
the act of July twelfth, eighteen hundred and seventy, are hereby made available from and alter the
passage of this act.

or

uvvu tuiuui vu

For this amouut, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to subsist and properly care for the Kiowa and Camanclie. Cheyenne and Arapaho, and Wichita and other affiliated bands of Indians in the Indian Territory, during the fiscal year- ending June
thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-four, seventy-five thousand doliars.
For this amouut, or so much thereof as may be
care tor tbe I(aonecessary, to subsist and
sas Indians, including agricultural assistance, pay of
employees, and the erection of a mill on their new
reservation in the Indian Territory, said amount to
be refunded to the United States from the proceeds
of the sale of their lands in Kansas so soon as tbe

For furniture and carpets for the Treasury Department: For carpets, desks, tables, chairs, shelving for file room, boxes, repairs of furniture, cases,
oil-cloili, matting, rugs, chair covers and cushions,
repairs aud laying of carpets, and other miscellaneous items at* a like character, tan thousand*dollars.
For lurniture and repairs of same, carpets, aud
similar necessaries tor public buildings under the control of the Treasury Department, ten thousand dol-

lars.
For repairs and preservation of ail
ings under tbe control ot the Treasury
lofty thousand dollars.

UU1C

dollars.

TREASURY MISCELLANEOUS.
AT THE

luau

siding within the Indian Territory,

Washington

LA.WS

given.

one

dollars.
For army pensions and expenses thereof under
the various acts of Congress, three hundred thousand dollars. And there is hereby appropriated a
sum sufficient to make the compensation of the clerk
ot tbe House Committee on Invalid Pensions equal to
two thousand one hundred and Bixty*dollars per annum for the Forty-third Congress, and no longer.
For this amount, to be expended under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, in subsisting
the Sioux Indians at the Red Cloud and Whetstone
agencies up to the first of July next, two hundred
thousand dollars.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, to meet the deficiency in the appropriation for the fiscal year ending June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-four, to subsist and
ly care for the Apache and other Indians in Arizona
and New Mexico, wlio have been or may be collected
on reservations in Now Mexico and Arizona; Provided. That tills appropiiatiou shall be expended
in behalf of those Indians who go on and remain upon said reservations and refraiu trom hostilities, three hundred and fifty thousand dollars.
For this amount, 01 so much t hereof as may be
necessary, to provide, under tbe direction of tbe Secretary of the Interior, settlement, clothing, food,
agricultural implements, and eoeda for the Modoc

maintaining
department from January
thirty-first, eighteen hundred and seventy-three, to
June thirtieth, eighteen hundred and seventy-four,
thirty-four thousand two hundred and ninety-one
dollars and sixty-six cents.
For repairing the United States penitentiary

soon we came to where the path
Divided—this way one
And that the other called to go;
•n cloud
passed o’er the sun—
A gentle cloud—which only said,

Severn

Columbia, for
the

Too

FOREIGN

cents.

trict of

As careless friends again.

PASSED

a

For legislative expenses of Dakota Territory for
fiscal year eighteen hundred and seventy-two, being
amount required to pay Brookings and Carney for
articles fhrnished tbe laie secretary of Dakota, as
per finding of the accounting officers of the Treasury,
seventy-one dollars.
For amount due by the United States to the Dis-

sympathy,

UNITED

seventy-one, being

seven

Yes- only as the poet talks
To one whose answering thought.
Through deep sea-wells of
The iruth has upward brought;
And so, though we had never met
As trusted friends till then,
I think we caunot ever meet

“Ah, me! who knows if ever
parting friends shall meet the

first of ten instalments, to be paid, under
direction of the President, to the Flathead Indians
removed from the bitter Root Valley to the Jocko
reservation, in the Territory of Montana, in accordance with the second section of the act entitled “An
act to provide for the removal of the Flathead and
other Indians from the Bitter Root Valley in the
Territory of Montana,” approved June fifth, eighteen
hundred and seventy-two. five thousand dollars:
Provided. That said sum shall bo paid only to those
Indians of said tribe who have settled upon the
Jocko reservation.
For this amount, or so much thereof as may be
necessary, for tlie removal and subsistence, up to
July first, eighteen hundred and seventy-four, oi the
Kickapoo Indians who have been removed trom the
borders ol Mexico and Texas to the Indian Territory
said amount to be expended under the direction of
tbe Secretary ot the Interior, twenty-five thousand

year

deficiency for the fiscal
eighteen hundred and seventy-one, five hundred and eighty-eight dollars and eighty-nine cents.
To enable tbe accounting officers of the Treasury
to pay George A. Bachelder, late secretary of Dakota Territory, for expenditures incurred by him during tbe fiscal year eighteen hundred and seventytwo, three hundred and forty-five dollars and thirty-

and
year

day,

Two

dollars.
For the

eighteen
sixty-eight
eighteen hundred and.
sixty-nine, six hundred and seventy-live dollars; and
for thejamoujit due the late secretary of the Territory
for salary from October first, eighteen hundred and
seventy, to January sixteenth, eighteen bundled

Last night the frost laid silver webs
Above the woof of green
That mantles yet the sweet brown earth;
Glistened the starry sheen
In njorning’s flood ol golden light,
As down the path we walked,
as

tbe amount

of the office of the governor of the Ter-

tbe fiscal
ritory. being a deficiency for
hundred and
and

BY MARY B. DODGE.

as

five Indian inspector?, being the difference between
required, thirty thousand dollars, and tbe
sum appropriated
February fourteenth, eighteen
hundred and seventy-three, twelve th >usaud four
hundred dollars, seventeen thousand six hundred

deficiency for the year eighteen hundred and sixtyeight, three hundred and sixteen dollars; and for the
same, being a deficiency lor the year eighteen hundred and sixty-seven, two hundred and thirty dol-

POETRY.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is wen equipped with first-class rolling
and
is making the beet connections and quickstock,
est time of any route from Portland to the West.
|gr*PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS arc attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit aud
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examinaTHE

tion.
The Company are uot responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 m value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at (lie rat- ol
one passenger tor
every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON. Secretary and lYecta.
W. J. SPICER,

Superintendent.

Portland, September 19,1874.

se21dtl

NOTICE.
ot the American Marr Association
MEMBERS
hereby notified that there will be meeting
»Tc

held at the United States Hotel

October, at 11 o’clock.
to be
present, as there
como before the

a

on

All intcrcs'ed
is business of

meeting.

Per order of

the L'lat
are

day

the Secretary

sedOdtd__A.
Bnildin^ Notice.

of

requested

importance

F. B!KI>.

to

